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Foreword 

Several different advanced technologies-including intelligent vehicle-highway systems 
(IVHS)-are being examined and implemented today to help improve the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the overall transportation system. Many of those technologies are being utilized by 
public transportation systems in North America and abroad. Further, innovative applications are 
being considered for future deployment in numerous areas. The application of a wide range of 
advanced technologies has significant potential for improving the performance and customer 
service attributes of transit systems through enhanced customer information, improved transit 
management capabilities, and more cost-effective services. 

The development and application of advanced technologies in public transportation systems 
is a dynamic and rapidly changing subject. In order to provide a better understanding of the 
state-of-the-art practices and the potential uses of emerging technologies, the Transportation 
Research Board (TRB)-in cooperation with the Federal Transit Administration-sponsored the 
National Conference on Advanced Technologies in Public Transportation. The conference was 
held at the Westin St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco, California on August 16-19, 1992. 

The purpose of the conference was to bring together individuals from diverse backgrounds 
who shared a common interest in the application of advanced technologies in public 
transportation. The conference, and these conference proceedings, provide a benchmark on the 
current use of a wide range of advanced technologies with all types of public transit systems. 
Further, the conference and these proceedings provide a starting point for the continued 
examination of transit-related applications of evolving technologies. 

Although the papers and presentations at the conference covered a variety of topics and 
modes, three general tracks were used to help organize the workshop sessions. Those three 
subject areas included Customer Service Technologies, Transit and Traffic Operations 
Technologies, and Facility Operations and Vehicle Technologies. In these conference 
proceedings, the workshop summaries have also been arranged according to those three major 
categories. 

These proceedings are intended to be a useful resource for transportation and transit 
professionals, policy makers, and others interested in the application of advanced technologies 
in public transportation. Furthermore, it can serve as a valuable source of information on the 
experiences with current projects and on plans for future activities to enhance the effectiveness 
and efficiency of public transportation systems through the use of advanced technologies. 

William R. Loudon 
Patricia V. McLaughlin 

Co-Chairs, Program Steering Committee 
National Conference on Advanced Technologies in Public Transportation 

August 16-19, 1992 
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Opening Session: Conference Welcome 

Welcome Address 

Subhash R. Mundie 
Mundie & Associates, Inc. 

It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to 
welcome you to the National Conference on 
Advanced Technologies in Public Transporta
tion. The conference is sponsored by the Trans
portation Research Board (TRB), in cooperation 
with the Federal Transit Administration (FT A) 
and a number of local agencies. These include 
the Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART), the 
Metropolitan Transit Commission (MTC), the 
San Francisco Municipal Railway (MUNI), the 
California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans), and the University of California. 

I would like to thank the numerous individu
als from these agencies who helped organize and 
support the conference. I would also like to 
recognize the efforts of the Program Steering 
Committee, especially the Co-Chairs William 
Loudon and Patricia McLaughlin, in making this 
conference possible. The names of all the mem
bers of the Program Steering Committee are 
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listed on the back of the program. Finally, I 
would like to thank the TRB staff members for 
their assistance. Campbell Graeub was especially 
instrumental in organizing the conference and his 
efforts deserve special notice. 

The opening session consists of two parts. 
The first portion will provide you with an over
view of the general topics to be covered in the 
workshops. The 15 workshop sessions have been 
organized into three tracks. These focus on three 
themes: customer service technologies, transit 
and traffic operations technologies, and opera
tions and vehicle technologies. The closing 
session on Wednesday afternoon will provide 
you with a summary of the major elements 
covered in the papers and the presentations at 
the workshops. 

During the second part of the opening 
session, Lawrence Schulman will provide an 
overview of federal transit funding and the 
federal transit research program. Mr. Schulman 
is the Associate Administrator for Technical 
Assistance and Safety with the FT A and has 
been actively involved in transit research for 
many years. It is a pleasure to have Larry join 
us for the opening session and for the confer
ence. 

In addition to the workshops, a number of 
TRB committees have scheduled their mid-year 
meetings in conjunction with the conference. I 
encourage you to attend any committee you may 
be interested in, even if you are not a member. 
I also encourage you to actively participate in 
the workshop sessions and to meet new people. 
Thank you and enjoy the conference. 



Customer Service Technologies 

Ronald J. Fisher 
Federal Transit Administration 

Thank you. It is a pleasure to be participat
ing in this conference. It was just about a year 
ago that the planning group first met at TRB to 
start organizing the conference. I would like to 
recognize Campbell Graeub of the TRB staff for 
his able assistance in this effort and the great 
support of all the TRB staff members. 

I think the workshops you will have the 
opportunity to attend over the next three days 
are outstanding. I hope you will attend and 
participate in the sessions focusing on the areas 
of most interest to you. In addition, the technical 
tours on Tuesday afternoon provide a further 
opportunity to see many of the innovative transit 
approaches being implemented in the San Fran
cisco Bay Area. 

I would like to provide you with an over
view of the workshops focusing on customer 
service technologies. One of the major elements 
of discussion at the Advanced Public Transporta
tion Systems (APTS) Committee meeting yester
day afternoon concerned customer information 
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and customer services. A major challenge facing 
the transit industry is to learn the information 
needs of customers and then to provide the 
information in a way that meets these needs. 
Information on transit alternatives must be 
provided in a timely and easily accessible man
ner. Too many times we are not meeting the full 
needs of riders and potential customers. 

There are four excellent sessions at the 
conference focusing on this cycle for customer 
information and customer interface. The first 
session, which starts later this morning, exam
ines approaches for providing dynamic ride
matching services. The second workshop, Ses
sion 5 this afternoon, focuses on responsive 
traveler systems. Presentations in this workshop 
address the provision of real-time traffic and 
transit information to travelers; improving their 
ability to make informed, or smart, travel deci
sions. 

The Tuesday morning workshop, Session 8, 
focuses on recent innovations in fare collection 
techniques and technologies. This will include 
examples of removing exact fare barriers, coor
dinating fare collection among different provid
ers in the same geographical areas, and the use 
of electronic fare collection and smart card 
technologies to simplify fare payment. The final 
workshop on Wednesday morning will address 
advanced customer information systems. The 
focus of this session is on the application of 
advanced technologies to improve and expand 
customer information services. 

The presentations in these workshops will 
provide you with an overview of the status of 
many activities around the country. Further, 
they should stimulate your thinking on other 
creative approaches that can be taken to improve 
public transportation through the application of 
advanced technologies. I would like to challenge 
each of you to think about how these ideas may 
be used in your community to encourage greater 
use of transit and to enhance your system. 
Thank you. 



Transit and Traffic Operations Technologies 

James P. Reichert 
Orange County Transportation Authority 

Thank you. It is great to see the excellent 
turnout for this conference. Mahatma Gandhi 
once wrote that there were seven sins in the 
world. These were wealth without work, plea
sure without concern, knowledge without charac
ter, commerce without morality, science without 
humanity, worship without sacrifice, and politics 
without principle. I would like to add an eighth 
sin to this list-public transit without advanced 
technologies. 

The combination of people and technology is 
critical for the future of public transit. The 
policies and programs of the ISTEA, the Clean 
Air Act Amendments, and other legislation are 
placing increasing expectations on transit. At the 
same time, transit is being asked to meet these 
increased needs with fewer resources. The 
question is how transit will meet these expecta
tions. 

I just returned from a trip to China. The 
Chinese are solving their tremendous mobility 
problems through the use of bicycles, packing 
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people into articulated buses without air condi
tioning, and limiting the movement of people 
within the country. I do not think these are 
viable solutions for this country. 

The workshops on traffic and traffic opera
tions technologies will focus on how these two 
elements can be better integrated into a coordi
nated system. The common element of the five 
workshop sessions is to think creatively in 
addressing the integration of transit and traffic 
system components. We must expand our think
ing to be able to respond to the mobility issues 
and problems facing our urban areas. It is 
important to take a broad systems approach in 
examining the issues and identifying solutions. 
The workshops in this track will provide you 
with the opportunity to expand your thinking and 
perspectives relating to integrating transit and 
traffic operations technologies. 

Maximizing emerging technologies is espe
cially important given limited budgets and other 
constraints. The use of advanced technologies 
can assist in meeting current and future demand 
with fewer resources. Further, existing technolo
gies can help set the stage for future develop
ments and innovations. 

I urge you to attend the workshops and to 
take advantage of the opportunities to learn 
about current and planned projects. Further, I 
challenge you to expand your thinking on how 
you might address problems and issues in your 
area, especially those relating to traffic and 
transit operations technologies. 



Facility Operations and 
Vehicle Technologies 

Thomas J. McGean 
Transportation Consultant 

I would like to provide a brief overview of 
the facility operations and vehicle technologies 
track of workshops. These sessions focus pri
marily on research and development in the 
hardware elements of the transportation system. 
The session later this morning examines magnet
ic levitation, or MAGLEY. This afternoon, 
Session 7 will focus on air quality and advanced 
bus technologies for emission control. Both of 
these are very timely topics that should be of 
interest to many of you. 

The session on Tuesday morning will ex
plore the use of advanced technologies for 
implementing the Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA). This is another area that is critical 
to transit agencies around the country. Wednes
day morning's session will address low-floor 
transit vehicles. These are new, low-floor bus 
and light rail vehicles that should speed loading 
times for all passengers, reduce vehicle costs, 
and provide improved handicap access. Thus, 
they hold the promise of a "win-win" situation. 
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The final session Wednesday afternoon covers 
vehicle guidance technologies, including auto
mated people movers, electric trolley buses, and 
personal rapid transit. 

All of these are very timely topics and I 
think you will find them of interest. One of the 
key concerns in hardware development today is 
cost reduction. We cannot focus only on ad
vanced performance in the development of new 
technologies. Rather, we also need to show 
capital and operating cost savings. In addition, 
today's new technology should help to address 
federal requirements, especially those relating to 
ADA, emission reductions, and energy savings. 



Federal Transit Administration Programs 

La,wrence L. Schulman 
Federal Transit Administration 

Thank you. It is pleasure to have the oppor
tunity to help open this conference. I would like 
to provide you with an overview of the back
ground and current status of the transit research 
program. I also bring greetings from the FT A 
Administrator Brian Clymer. As many of you 
know, Brian has been a strong supporter of 
reestablishing a federal transit research program, 
including technology development. 

The federal transit research program 
changed significantly with the passage of the 
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency 
Act (IS TEA). The program is now more com
plex, but it is also more meaningful than it was 
previously. The new structure provides im
proved flexibility, reliability, and predictability 
in the financing and conducting of transit re
search and development. The program is mod
eled after both the Federal Highway Research 
Program and the recommendations contained in 
the Transportation Research Board's Strategic 
Transit Research Report No. 213. 
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The program, now called the Transit Plan
ning and Research Program, has five major 
components. The first is the National Program, 
which receives 30 percent of the total funding. 
The second element is the State Program, which 
receives 10 percent of the total funding. The 
Transit Cooperative Research Program receives 
10 percent, metropolitan planning organizations 
(MPOs) receive 45 percent, and the Rural 
Transit Assistance Program (RTAP) receives 5 
percent. Finally, the National Transit Institute is 
funded at a $3 million level. 

The National Program is focused on two 
basic elements. The first is the Technology 
Development Program. By congressional direc
tion, this program is advised by a Federal Advi
sory Committee on Transit Technology. The 
second part of the program focuses on projects 
of national significance. To obtain guidance on 
developing this part of the program, FT A has 
organized a series of transit planning and re
search workshops. Three workshops have been 
held over the last two years to help identify the 
areas of emphasis for the National Program. 
Funding for the National Program is available 
from the pooled resources of Sections 6, 8, 
Special Studies, 10, 11, and 20. 

The Federal Advisory Committee on Transit 
Technology is comprised of a variety of individ
uals representing suppliers, operators, and 
academic institutions. By law, a majority of the 
committee must represent suppliers. The purpose 
of the committee is to give guidance and make 
recommendations on the types of projects that 
should be examined in the technology area. The 
committee is a very useful mechanism for pro
viding guidance on technology projects. 

The State Program represents a significant 
new element in the overall research program. In 
the past, Section 8 funding has been available to 
states for planning activities. The new program 
provides resources for planning, research, 
demonstrations, and managerial training activi
ties. Funds for this program are apportioned 
directly to the states. In addition, the IS TEA 
expands the flexibility of highway planning and 
research funding, specifically mentioning transit. 



The Transit Cooperative Research Program 
(TCRP) represents the reintroduction of a signif
icant federal research component. It is geared 
toward operator problem solving. The TRB 
report clearly identified the need for a research 
program focusing on operational issues and 
problems . The TCRP is modeled after the 
National Cooperative Highway Research Pro
gram (NCHRP). A separate organization, called 
the Transit Development Corporation (TDC), 
will help identify potential research projects. 
Representatives from operating agencies com
prise a majority of the members on the TDC. 
The recommended projects are passed along to 
TRB, which implements and manages the select
ed research projects. 

The American Public Transit Association 
(APT A) will be responsible for distributing the 
research results, final reports, and other infor
mation from the TCRP projects. At this time, 
the program is well underway. The agreements 
between the different organizations have been 
finalized and funding for the first year has been 
obtained. Two meetings of the TDC have been 
held and some 12 projects, totaling $7.6 million, 
have been identified for the first year of the 
program. 

Metropolitan planning organizations (MPO) 
receive some 45 percent of the total program 
funding to support metropolitan planning activi
ties. These funds are apportioned through the 
states to the MPOs. Funding, which is deter
mined by a population-based formula, is avail
able for balanced and comprehensive planning 
involving land use and all transportation modes, 
alternative analyses, and the normal kinds of 
programming activities. In addition, these funds 
can be used to support some of the new require
ments and programs of the ISTEA. 

The Rural Transit Assistance Program 
(RTAP) remains basically the same. The two 
major components of the RT AP program are the 
state component and the national component. 
The national program includes the national 
resource center, the peer-to-peer matching 
program, and the development of training mod-
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ules. The state component provides funding for 
a variety of training activities. 

The National Transit Institute is a new 
element in the transit research program. The 
Institute will be involved in developing and 
conducting training programs, maintaining a 
catalog of existing courses, and providing refer
rals for nationwide training opportunities. The 
program will be managed by Rutgers University. 
A variety of training opportunities will be pro
vided, focusing on all aspects of transit. 

In addition to these programs, the IS TEA 
contains a number of other provisions relating to 
transit. The first of these is the state oversight 
requirements. All states with rapid rail, LRT, 
and people mover systems must establish a state 
oversight program. An agency must be designat
ed and approved to monitor the implementation 
of the safety program and to investigate hazard
ous conditions. If these requirements are not met 
by 1995, the Secretary of Transportation can 
hold back up to 5 percent of the Section 9 funds. 
The specific elements of the requirements are 
currently being developed by FT A and three 
hearings have been held to provide input. By 
law, the final regulations must be issued by 
December 1992. 

The Charter Bus Demonstration Program 
provides for up to four demonstration projects 
permitting transit operators to provide charter 
services to meet transit needs that otherwise 
would not be served in a cost-effective and 
efficient manner. Based on the results of the 
demonstrations, implementation guidelines will 
be developed in consultation with a board com
prised of both public and private interests. An 
evaluation report on these projects must be 
submitted to Congress by December 1994. 

The ISTEA authorized a Turnkey Procure
ment Feasibility Demonstration. A notice to 
solicit proposals was issued in the August Feder
al Register and two demonstration projects will 
be selected before the end of the year. A set of 
guidelines on turnkey procurement will be issued 
based on the results of the demonstrations. 



A demonstration project focusing on sus
pended light rail system technology was also 
required in the !STEA. The purpose of this 
demonstration is to assess technology and to 
determine the costs and benefits associated with 
the use of individual vehicles operating on a 
prefabricated, elevated steel guideway. The 
initial phase of the demonstration provides not 
less than $1 million for up to three competitively 
selected entities. If it is determined that one of 
the projects is feasible, FT A may enter into a 
full funding contract to develop the system. 

The !STEA also provided funding for an 
Advanced Technology and Electric Vehicle 
Demonstration Program. Twelve million dollars 
was provided for this initiative, which focuses 
on the development of an advanced transporta
tion system for electric vehicles in serial produc
tion. The program was announced in February 
and proposals were submitted in May. It is 
anticipated that three consortia will be selected 
in the near future. 

ISTEA added three new National University 
Transportation Centers to the existing ten Cen
ters. Further, the five University Research Insti
tutes are also part of the network of resources 
available to the transit community. The mission 
of this program is to advance U.S. technology 
and expertise through education, research, and 
technology transfer. 

In terms of funding, $1 billion is authorized 
for research and planning over a six-year period. 
This should provide for more stability and 
predictability in the program. A six-year plan is 
being developed to help focus the program. 
However, as many of you know, authorization 
and appropriation are two different activities. 
The appropriations have not been at the antici
pated level, creating some problems in imple
menting the different programs. This has been 
further complicated by the extensive earmarking 
of specific projects by Congress. This reduces 
flexibility for the total program. 

In Fiscal Year 1992, from the national 
program of $35 million, $20 million was ear
marked by Congress. This leaves a $15 million 
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discretionary program for FT A to administer. 
Over the past few years approximately $20 
million has been spent on this program, so the 
actual funding level is lower than in previous 
years. As I will explain in a minute, funds from 
other programs are being used to help support 
the research and development program to ensure 
that the priority projects are conducted. These 
extra funds will probably not be available in the 
future, however. It also appears that Congress 
will not appropriate the full 3 percent for the 
1993 budget. 

I would next like to highlight the major 
elements of the National Program. The priority 
workshops have been very helpful in identifying 
potential projects for this program. Overall, the 
program is divided into the following 11 pro
gram elements. 

• Americans with Disabilities Act/Transit 
Accessibility 

• Advanced Public Transportation Systems 
• Clean Air 
• Financing 
• Human Resources 
• Information Dissemination 
• Regional Mobility/Congestion Management 
• Safety /Security 
• Technology Development 
• Planning & Project Development Studies 
• Policy Studies 

I would like to focus for a moment on the 
elements of the Advanced Public Transportation 
Systems (APTS) program. This represents the 
transit component of the Department's IVHS 
program. The objective of the APTS program is 
to improve transit through conducting operation
al tests and evaluations of innovative applications 
of advanced navigation, information, and com
munication technology. Program elements in
clude technology assessments, research on 
technology adaptations, development of user and 
system standards, operational tests, evaluations, 
technology transfer, GPS system tracking, and 
the Smart Traveler and Smart Vehicle concepts. 

A variety of potential applications have been 
suggested and are currently being explored. 



Elements such as automated fare collection, 
traffic signal priority, HOV lane use verifica
tion, and computer aided dispatching are being 
examined. Enhancing information dissemination 
through home and work multimodal information 
systems, dynamic rideshare matching, automatic 
vehicle location and monitoring, automated 
customer information, and wayside and in
vehicle service information are all being ex
plored. Pricing strategies, such as third party 
billing and road pricing, are also being consid
ered. 

Other components of the overall National 
Program may also be of interest. For example, 
the Clean Air element focuses on improving the 
understanding of the impacts of alternative fuels 
and providing technical assistance to the transit 
industry in the transition to the use of alternative 
fuels. The Financing program is examining new 
methods of financial planning and management, 
and promoting innovative financing strategies. 
These programs-and elements of many of the 
others-will involve the development, applica
tion, and evaluation of new technologies to 
improve transit management and operation. 

I would like to close by providing a brief 
summary of FTA's current funding priorities. 
Some $60 million is being spent in FY 1992 on 
transit research and development, by supple
menting the appropriations with additional 
funding. This is an indication of the Administra
tor's commitment to research and development 
activities. The largest element of the program is 
technology development, which is being funded 
at approximately $25 million for FY 1992. 
Looking at the funding picture from a slightly 
different perspective, 52 percent of the available 
funding is being spent on technology develop
ment in all the different elements, 36 percent on 
information dissemination and evaluation, and 12 
percent on innovative methods . Unfortunately, 
ability to continue to fund the program at these 
levels is uncertain. Thus, it is important that the 
full amount authorized for transit planning and 
research in the ISTEA be appropriated. 

In concluding, I would like to thank George 
Mason University for assisting with the develop-
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ment of the graphics used in this presentation. I 
would also like to thank TRB and the Program 
Steering Committee for their work in putting this 
conference together. I hope you find the next 
three days to be informative and productive. 
Thank you. 



Luncheon Speech 

APTS and Transit in the 
San Francisco Bay Area 

Frank J. Wilson 
General Manager, 

San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District 

It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to 
participate in this conference. I would like to 
thank the Co-Chairs, Bill Loudon and Patricia 
McLaughlin, and all the members of the Pro
gram Steering Committee for inviting me and 
for the excellent job they did in organizing the 
conference. I also want to offer special accolades 
to Bob Reilly of the Transportation Research 
Board and Brian Clymer of the Federal Transit 
Administration for their deep commitments to 
the research and development effort in our 
industry. Their leadership and inspiration is 
critical to the success of our efforts. 

I am pleased to welcome all of you to the 
Bay Area. Some say we have our faults, but in 
my book, the West Coast does not leave much 
to be desired. I intend to keep my remarks 
relatively short so that you can wrap up lunch 
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early, and get out into the San Francisco sun and 
support our local economy. For every dollar you 
spend, one-half cent of the sales tax goes to the 
Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART); so I 
encourage you to support public transit by 
buying something. 

You may ask what is wrong with the transit 
industry today. I would suggest that transit faces 
the same problem as other parts of American 
industry. The major problem in all areas is that 
research has been dormant. Not enough resourc
es are currently being focused on research and 
development activities. 

I recently read an article by a respected 
business leader, Stephen Wolfe, the Chairman of 
United Airlines. His assessment is that the 
American economy is stressed due to unemploy
ment, government deficits, wavering consumer 
confidence, a deteriorating infrastructure, stifling 
regulations, and global competition. 

Currently, America spends some 1. 9 percent 
of its gross national product (GNP) on commer
cial R&D. In comparison, Germany, Japan, and 
much of the European Community spends ap
proximately 3 percent of their GNP on R&D. 
This provides a critical bellwether on the eco
nomic health and stability of our country. Ac
cording to Business Week magazine, the return 
on R&D investment is tremendous, running as 
high as 60 percent a year in the U.S., including 
indirect benefits to the economy. Only spending 
1.9 percent of our GNP for non-defense-related 
R&D does not provide much of a return. What 
must happen to get us back on a fast economic 
track in the 1990s? I think we must target key 
areas such as R&D, public infrastructure invest
ment, technical assistance, exports, taxes, health 
care, and education. 

Stephen Wolfe also suggests that global 
competitive advantages in the 1990s will depend 
more on knowledge and information than on 
industrial base and natural resources. This will 
require greater investment and long-term com-



mitment to R&D. This could be considered 
pretty radical stuff for an American business 
leader trained to seek short-term sizzle and 
tormented by stockholders to push the stock 
price at any and all cost. 

I thought Mr. Wolfe might represent a 
minority opinion on the importance of R&D in 
industry today, so I continued my search for 
corroborating or conflicting opinions in the 
general business arena. To my surprise, I found 
a raging debate being conducted in the pages of 
the Harvard Business Review on this topic. 

For example, the March/ April issue focused 
on the need for a technology policy in America. 
The May/June issue included an impressive line
up of experts from diverse parts of the business 
world who examined the appropriate track for 
America's technology policy. The debate was 
not over, however. The July/August issue in
cluded a provocative discussion of a more 
enlightened way to carry out research in all 
industries. 

This new approach, called technology fu
sion, is characterized by cross-industry research 
directed at solving problems, not just developing 
hardware. This approach is expected to create 
whole new products, services, and industries. It 
should also shorten the commercialization cycle 
and get solutions to the market quicker. Unfortu
nately, we do not have the time this afternoon to 
explore the basic arguments and the subtle 
theories that dance around the core findings. 
However, I strongly urge you to take the time to 
read these articles. As professionals in the R&D 
business, I think you will find the dialogue 
fascinating. 

I do, however, want to summarize in a 
general way the essential items covered in the 
Harvard Business Review commentary. First, the 
new approach represents a shift from single 
industry research to cross-industry R&D activi
ties. Thus, technology fusion will result in new 
products and new industries. Second, focus is 
being redirected from new technology break
through products to a more efficient R&D 
process. The importance of commercialization of 
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R&D programs is also being stressed, with rapid 
delivery of technology advances to the market. 

The new approach also stresses the need to 
understand and support expanded information 
technologies and data sharing across industries 
and political boundaries. This will include 
public/private partnerships that function over the 
long-term, foster collaboration among companies 
and between industries, and embrace govern
mental and university research facilities. Gov
ernment support for the establishment of open 
technology platforms that aid private industries 
in development of specific products will also be 
needed. Further, removing institutional, regula
tory, and tax disincentives to private industry 
will help advance R&D programs. 

The transit industry reflects many of the 
problems I described earlier related to American 
industry in general. I think the transit industry is 
stressed right now. Part of this stress relates to 
the pressures being placed on transit to meet 
national objectives related to clean air, alterna
tive fuels, the Americans with Disabilities Act, 
and service equity. At the same time we are 
trying to meet these objectives, we are faced 
with the inability to adequately maintain an 
infrastructure, the evaporation of funding levels, 
pressures to hold down fares, an anemic supply 
market, and a dwindling talent pool. Thus, we 
are concerned not only with long-term growth, 
but also with long-term survival. 

I think R&D can help us to balance the 
score in the transit industry. A brief review of 
the development of the transit R&D policy and 
program back to the 1970s helps to indicate the 
important role R&D can play in our industry. 
An excellent report, Special Report 213 -
Research for Public Transit: New Directions, 
prepared by TRB with assistance from UMT A 
and transit operators, outlines the importance of 
R&D. Once again, I recommend this as manda
tory reading if you are a serious student of the 
subject of R&D in transit. This document ex
tends the investigation of the changing tides and 
fortunes of the federally-sponsored R&D pro
gram over the last 20 years. The parallels be-



tween what happened in the broader economy 
and transit over this time are remarkable. 

At least four different periods can be identi
fied in the evolution of the federal R&D pro
gram. First, the period from 1962 to 1969 
stressed large systems planning studies. This was 
followed by the development of large-scale new 
technologies from 1970 to 1974. Then, from 
1975 to 1979, the emphasis changed to improve
ments of existing technology. Finally, from 1980 
to the present, the focus has been on the support 
of public transit as a business and taking a 
problem-solving approach. I am sure many of 
you remember the major emphasis on technolo
gies in the early days of the R&D program. 
These included the Morgantown Personal Rapid 
Transit System, the Advanced Concept Train, 
the Urban Tracked Air-Cushion Vehicle, dial-a
ride systems, the state-of-the-art car, and Trans
bus. 

Like the general industry preoccupation with 
new technological breakthroughs, we spent 
considerable time and money chasing our rain
bows. This period was followed by a growing 
disenchantment and disillusionment among 
transit operators regarding the relevance and 
merit of R&D investments. There did not appear 
to be any real-world, short-term benefits for the 
front-line warriors from these efforts . As a 
result of complaints, UMTA went through years 
of changing policies and redirection. At the same 
time, funding levels started to fluctuate wildly, 
mostly in a downward direction. 

George Pastor, UMT A Associate Adminis
trator for Technology Development & Deploy
ment at the time, defended his program against 
criticism by pointing out the changing priorities 
of various administrators and industry leaders, 
the loss of American technological leadership, a 
national tendency toward excessive self-criti
cism, and congressional insistence that UMT A 
use spare capacity in the aerospace and defense 
industry. His assessment was not far from the 
mark, as each of those influences has provided 
instability over the long run. 
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The transit industry's dissatisfaction with 
R&D grew from the lack of the transition of 
demonstrated results in the use of new technolo
gies to daily operations, and the growing costs, 
shrinking revenue base, loss of productivity, and 
growing regulatory demands being placed on 
operators. Given other pressing concerns, R&D 
efforts took a low priority. As the Harvard 
Business Review articles indicate, R&D is con
sidered a key to long-term economic stability 
and competitiveness. However, spending on 
R&D is currently at inadequate levels. In addi
tion, the excessive time it takes to commercialize 
technological advances further adds to the prob
lem. Both government policy and business users 
are out of sync regarding R&D strategy, meth
ods, priorities, and objectives. We need to 
improve our information base, our approach to 
information dissemination and data sharing, and 
provide greater reliance on technology transfer 
and inter-industry coordination. 

Currently, there is renewed interest in R&D 
initiatives in the transit industry. These initia
tives are supported by the Intermodal Surface 
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). Further, 
FT A is taking the lead to reposition itself and 
the industry regarding R&D activities. The 
ISTEA provides the potential for growth in 
federal R&D funding. It includes a 3 percent 
takedown on authorized or appropriated funding 
levels, which results in some $924 million over 
six years. At the national level, R&D funding 
has changed from an average of $25 million a 
year in the early 1980s, to $13 million a year in 
late 1980s, to $45 million a year in the 1990s. 
The total resources available for R&D in the 
1980s averaged about $50 million a year, com
pared to $150 million a year included in the 
ISTEA. This is essentially a change from a 1-
percent to a 3-percent set-aside. 

The framework for decisions on the R&D 
program definition, elements, and funding 
allocation is also improving. Instead of making 
policy and funding decisions in a vacuum, FT A 
is integrating government, the R&D community, 
suppliers, and transit agencies in this process. 
This is an obvious attempt to bring R&D to bear 
where it is needed most in the business environ-



ment to solve near-term problems. As a result, 
the policy and program is becoming more rele
vant to end-users. 

At the same time, funding levels are increas
ing. Establishing public/private partnerships is 
critical to the long-term program. These rela
tionships are being cemented. We are also 
migrating to information sharing, technology 
transfer, and rapid commercialization, rather 
than just a fixation on new technology break
throughs. Finally, the integration of technology 
developments from multiple industries is becom
ing commonplace. This technology fusion is 
coming into vogue. 

I have highlighted the current state of the 
American industry in broad terms and the past 
and present trends in the transit industry. Now 
I would like to identify what I think a transit 
property can offer the R&D campaign. BART 
has made a commitment to its version of R&D. 
This effort is focused on near-term results, low 
investments, high-return projects, cultivating 
partnerships with the private sector, actively 
participating in TRB and FTA programs, and 
investing our own resources. BART is the only 
transit property I know of with an R&D depart
ment. It is a modest, but growing effort. Cur
rently we have three people and a budget of 
some $700,000 in the R&D program. 

I would like to highlight a few of the pro
jects on the BART Research Agenda. Research 
is currently underway on superconducting mag
netic energy storage. This effort, which focuses 
in boosting voltage from one DC power grid, is 
being conducted in conjunction with PG&E and 
Superconductivity, Inc. A neural networks study 
is also being conducted. This focuses on devel
oping a computing system that uses imperfect 
information to teach itself to diagnose printed 
circuit board failures and more quickly trouble
shoot a solution. This reduces maintenance time 
and makes more equipment available through the 
use of artificial intelligence. We are also explor
ing advanced automatic train control systems. 
This involves moving-block train control systems 
using technologies from the defense industry and 
offers the potential for significant cost and time 
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savings. The electric vehicle applied research 
project is a demonstration with EPRl and PG&E 
to field test electric-powered automobiles and 
test recharge technologies at rail stations. Final
ly, Calstart, which some of you may have heard 
of, is a consortium to commercialize a Califor
nia-made electric car for rail station access. 

I think the Calstart project represents the 
prototypical R&D enterprise of the future. It is 
comprised of representatives from the defense 
industry, the automotive industry, public transit 
systems, and universities. The Calstart objective 
is to reposition R&D know-how from the de
fense and automotive industries to the domestic 
front to solve urban mobility problems, create 
jobs, advance export potential, and achieve 
environmental objectives. All of these groups are 
assisting with funding for Calstart. BART's 
objective is to oversee the potential commercial
ization of a multi-use electric car to access rail 
stations. We are also interested in changing basic 
travel behavior of consumers in a niche market. 

Sometimes in spite of our sophistication we 
still practice the accidental discovery of R&D 
possibilities. While some may call this serendipi
ty, I think it is more often just luck. A current 
project at BART provides a perfect example of 
this. BART was moving ahead with a $37 
million new communication system. At the same 
time we were approached by PacTel, which 
needed access to our tunnel to perfect a new 
technology to support mobile portable phones. 
We worked at the technical and business levels 
to develop a: system we can both benefit from. 
The use of PacTel technology on our property 
permits us to graft our communications system 
onto theirs. BART can offer new services-on
train portable phone and computer service with 
data transmission-and obtain the needed com
munication system at a reduced $12 million. 

I would like to conclude by repeating my 
opening comments. I do not think there is any
thing wrong with the transit industry or Ameri
can industry that cannot be solved by a sound 
R&D policy. There are a number of basic 
concepts needed to support a sound R&D policy. 
First, government should encourage growth by 



spending more on commercial R&D. Second, 
government support of training for new scientists 
and engineers is needed. Third, creating tax laws 
that make private investment in R&D and new 
equipment cheaper should be a priority. Fourth, 
the government should sponsor free and fair 
trade policies. Fifth, businesses should make 
growth, higher productivity, and job creation top 
priorities. Sixth, businesses must have the disci
pline to take a long-term view. Seventh, business 
should join government in broad-based industry 
partnerships to focus on the process, not prod
ucts, of technological advance. Finally, transit 
operators must get involved and make a commit
ment to lobbying for R&D as a special interest. 

Transit R&D activities must be relevant and 
responsive to mainstream needs of the user, 
unencumbered by debilitating regulatory obsta
cles, consistent, efficient, and skillfully prac
ticed. We must focus on long-term benefits, 
while providing early useful results. Establishing 
strong public/private partnerships is important 
and we must stress the flow and exchange of 
information. Further, we need to encourage a 
growing cadre of capable, well-trained scientists, 
engineers, planners, and business leaders. 

Above all we must have advocates. Champi
ons and heros are desperately needed. We have 
tasted the promises offered in the ISTEA, but I 
think it's time that this group of professionals 
got a shot of champagne! Thank your for your 
hard work, your invitation, and attention. 
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Closing Session: Summary Reports 

Transit and Traffic Operations Technologies 

William R. Loudon 
JHK & Associates 

The purpose of this closing session is to 
bring together, in a summary form, all of the 
information presented at the conference. Since it 
was impossible to attend every session, we want 
to take this opportunity to highlight the topics 
covered in the three different tracks. We want to 
identify the major themes and lessons emerging 
from the conference, especially those relating to 
our roles as members of the Transportation 
Research Board. It is appropriate for us to 
identify future activities and projects for TRB to 
undertake. In addition, it is appropriate to 
identify lessons and potential future activities for 
the FTA, states, and local transit agencies. 

I would like to start by highlighting some of 
the general themes that I think emerged over the 
past three days. I would then like to discuss 
some of the specific topics and presentations in 
the workshops on Transit and Traffic Operations 
Technologies. 
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Three major themes seemed to clearly 
emerge from the different workshops. These 
themes can be generally outlined as a long-term 
need for research and development in transit; the 
different nature of technology development and 
technology implementation; and the complex, 
expensive, and long-term nature of technology 
development. 

Frank Wilson was very articulate in outlin
ing the research and development needs of the 
transit industry. He highlighted the important 
role efficient transportation systems play in 
supporting national and local economies. Re
search and development in all modes, including 
transit, is critical to maintaining a viable and 
efficient transportation system. This effort 
should have a long-term focus. It is important to 
avoid the tendency to demand short-term pay
backs at the expense of long-term effectiveness. 

We need to avoid what I call the "bright 
flash" of technology innovation. These are pro
jects that have high visibility but may not have 
long-term benefits. These types of projects may 
also lead to unrealistic expectations and pressure 
for immediate results. Instead, a comprehensive 
and consistent approach to transit research and 
development should be taken. This should 
provide a long-term, on-going commitment. 

One speaker suggested that transit operating 
agencies should avoid the leading edge, which 
he indicated can often become the "bleeding 
edge." In his opinion, a more ideal position is to 
be the second agency to implement a technology 
or project. Although this is a valid approach, 
someone has to be the first to implement a new 
technology. Perhaps this is one of the roles for 
a national program on the development and 
demonstration of new technologies. Such an 
approach would allow operating agencies to be 
the second users of the technology. Thus, a 
combined effort that benefits from the pooling of 
resources is needed. 



A second point that emerged from the work
shops relates to the difference between technolo
gy development and technology implementation. 
The two are different activities and in many 
cases there may not be much overlap. Conflicts 
between the two may also exist. The two must 
be coordinated, however. Technology develop
ment is of little use if it is not followed by 
implementation. There must be a recognition 
that although the focus of the two may be differ
ent, they need to be linked and both need to 
occur. We can not abandon long-term develop
ment for the sake of short-term implementation 
and feed-back. 

The third theme is that technology introduc
tion and implementation is complex, expensive, 
and takes time. Technology development and 
implementation must respond to specific needs. 
Ron Baker described a process used in Chicago 
involving end-users in the development of tech
nologies and the development of the specifica
tions in a system. What appeared to be a six
month project turned into a 30-month project to 
develop a system that was responsive to the 
identified needs. 

Nigel Wilson described the implementation 
of an automated vehicle control (A VC) system 
on the Green Line at the MBT A in Boston. The 
system ended up serving a different function 
from the one it was originally designed for. This 
demonstrates the need for flexibility in both 
technology development and adaptation. 

The graphics and audio-visual aids used at 
the conference provides a good indication of the 
spectrum of technology available in many areas. 
The presentation by Larry Schulman used com
puter-generated dynamic video images on an 
overhead projector. Presenters in the workshops 
used slides and overheads. Thus, while a wide 
spectrum of technologies were employed, all 
were useful. I think the same will be true in 
transit. Not everyone will need or be able to use 
the most sophisticated technologies. 

There is also a need for standards, which 
take time to develop. Standards are needed to 
ensure system integration and compatibility. 
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Thus, it is important to spend the time to devel
oped standards for the different technology 
applications. 

Finally, Mike Bolton noted that the introduc
tion of new technology in any field, but especial
ly transit, requires a cultural change. Roles and 
responsibilities change as we introduce new 
technologies. For example, one speaker noted 
that the introduction of A VL significantly 
changed the role of the dispatchers and supervi
sors. We need to better understand and plan for 
the changes. 

I would next like to briefly highlight some 
of the major items covered in the Transit and 
Traffic Operations Technologies sessions. The 
first workshop focused on the integration of 
traffic and transit operations. Speakers described 
different traffic management centers and the 
approaches used to coordinate transit information 
with these systems. The use of traffic informa
tion by transit systems to improve operations 
was also discussed. 

A number of technologies designed to collect 
information about the condition of the transit 
vehicle and to provide information to passengers 
inside the bus were addressed in the second 
workshop on smart bus systems. The use of 
A VL systems was discussed most by speakers, 
but technologies to monitor passenger loads, 
simplify fare payment, and vehicle diagnostics 
and driver information were also addressed. 

Session 9 focused on advanced technologies 
and operational control. Topics covered in this 
workshop included the use of intelligent deci
sion-support systems, vehicle control, and transit 
priority on roadway systems. Decision-support 
systems were the focus of Session 12. In this 
workshop, speakers addressed the use of ad
vanced technologies for scheduling and run
cutting, vehicle control, maintenance, and sys
tems integration. The last session on technology 
implementation provided a discussion of the 
issues involved in implementing these systems. 
Human factors, cultural training, dealing with 
failures, maintenance, evaluation, and other 
issues were addressed in this workshop. 



I was amazed by the number of technology 
innovations and projects presented in the ses
sions. It certainly shows the positive and pro
gressive activities currently underway in the 
transit industry. Much of the technology devel
opment appeared to be in these general areas. 
The first focused on detection technology and 
included such elements as vehicle- and passen
ger-detection systems and vehicle diagnostic 
systems. The second area addressed communica
tion technology. The final area was decision
support systems, computer programming, and 
data processing to improve the management and 
operation of all types of transit services. 
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Customer Service Technologies 

Patricia V. McLaughlin 
Los Angeles County Transportation Commission 

The presentations in the workshops in this 
track provided a good indication that technolo
gies are available to enhance customer service 
and passenger information. A wide variety of 
projects and studies were discussed over the 
three days. I would like to briefly summarize the 
technologies and applications that were present
ed, the behavioral issues associated with their 
use, and technology application issues. 

A number of tools are currently available for 
transit operators to improve and enhance cus
tomer services and passenger information sys
tems. Some of these technologies-such as 
computer-, fax-, and modem-based systems
provide a great deal of flexibility, along with the 
opportunity for integrating transit and traffic 
information. These technologies are not general
ly available in most households today, however. 

One tool that is available in almost all 
households is the telephone. The telephone is 
available, flexible, and familiar . Currently, 
technology is available that allows multi-operator 



matching, real-time transit schedule information, 
and other passenger information. Voice-activated 
and automated systems provide the opportunity 
for reducing costs and developing more flexible 
systems to respond to specific customer needs. 

A number of innovative techniques and 
programs were presented at the workshops . 
These included voice-mail ride matching sys
tems, information kiosks and screens, telephone 
information systems, and fare prepayment 
methods. Long-term projects focused on hand
held computer systems, home-based information 
systems, and fare prepayment methods. One 
example of a home-based system is currently in 
operation in France. 

A number of issues were raised concerning 
the use of the different technologies for customer 
services. One issue related to where to locate 
information kiosks and other information 
screens . Although these systems need to be 
located in areas with high passenger volumes, 
safety and security issues must also be consid
ered. Ensuring that the units are not located in 
areas that can be easily vandalized is an impor
tant consideration. 

The need for standards and guidelines was 
also discussed. It was suggested that these be 
developed by objective third parties to help 
transit agencies better evaluate the various 
technologies being put forward by different 
vendors. Transit systems often have limited 
resources to review the variety of claims being 
made by vendors, and federal assistance in this 
area may be appropriate. 

A third issue relates to examining the level 
of sophistication associated with different tech
nology applications. In some cases it may be 
appropriate to implement a relatively simple and 
inexpensive solution, while in others a more 
complex and expensive system may be needed. 
Matching the correct technology and the correct 
level of sophistication to the problem is critical. 

A number of exciting developments that 
were discussed related to fare payment and 
prepayment technologies. Issues associated with 
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these technologies included the advantages and 
costs of different approaches, uses for the addi
tional data generated by the systems, multi
operator use and coordination between provid
ers, and discounting fares. Smart cards can 
generate a wealth of information on origins and 
destinations, trip length, and time-of-day of 
passenger trips. Questions will need to be ad
dressed concerning the vast amount of informa
tion generated by these systems and the issue of 
privacy. Most of the current smart card systems 
are fairly expensive. Ways to reduce their costs 
and expand their use should be explored. 

The human aspects associated with the use 
of many of the new technologies were also 
discussed. For example, technology is available 
to help create instant or casual carpools . Howev
er, there is no widespread experience yet to 
know if people will really use this type of ser
vice. Thus, these new approaches will still have 
to address many of the issues that have been 
raised in the past with ride sharing. These 
include sharing rides with people you do not 
know and the extra time associated with car
pooling. One approach that has been suggested 
in the Houston area is to focus the initial imple
mentation of instant carpooling on large employ
ers. This may help provide the necessary com
fort level for individuals to participate. 

Security may also be a concern with differ
ent types of programs. There are two sides to 
the security issue, however. On one hand, 
people may be hesitant about providing informa
tion and participating in programs that involve 
people they do not know. On the other hand, 
advanced technologies can be used to improve 
the security and safety conditions of transit. 

Another area where changes in behavior may 
be needed to achieve the full benefits of a new 
technology is automated dispatching. Although 
automated dispatching is very feasible, and is 
being used in some parts of the country, there 
appears to be an unwillingness on the part of 
some taxi companies and transit groups to utilize 
these new systems. Voice-activated telephone 
systems may also need to overcome initial 
hesitancy among some users. 



Finally, cost is a major issue associated with 
all technologies and applications. The savings 
and benefits gained from implementing customer 
service systems must be examined and docu
mented. Savings in terms of improved bus 
predictability, improved scheduling, enhanced 
customer information, increased off-peak rider
ship, and more equitable fare structures may all 
be possible. If these can be documented, it ·may 
lead to increased acceptance by policy-makers of 
the initial capital expense of some technologies. 
The potential of charging customers for en
hanced transit information was also discussed, 
although there was not agreement on the feasibil
ity of this approach. 

A number of activities were identified for 
possible future TRB involvement. First, provid
ing a realistic state-of-the-art assessment of the 
feasibility and cost-effectiveness of different 
technologies was identified as an important 
activity. This included an analysis of the benefits 
associated with the different projects and the 
issues involved in implementation. It was also 
suggested that TRB could play an important part 
in focusing on the bigger picture of integrating 
transit and traffic management systems. This 
will help provide individuals with a whole range 
of transportation options. 

It would also be appropriate for TRB to 
further examine the needs of transit customers 
and provide market research tools to transit 
operators. Finally, examining the institutional 
barriers associated with implementing different 
technologies and identifying ways to overcome 
these is a very timely research need. These may 
include public/private issues, bank acceptance 
and involvement in fare payment methods and 
smart cards, privacy, and the barriers associated 
with different public agencies working together, 
especially highway and transit groups. TRB can 
play an instrumental role in assisting to identify 
these issues and approaches to resolving them. 
Developing research tools, synthesis reports, and 
providing other information would be of value. 

Overall, the workshops in this track provid
ed a wealth of information on the state-of-the
practice and on projects in the planning stage. 
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The interest and enthusiasm shown by the speak
ers and members of the audience provides an 
indication of the high level of interest in this 
area. I hope the conference has stimulated your 
thinking and provided you with new ideas. 

Facility Operations and 
Vehicle Technologies 

Lester A. Hoel 
University of Virginia 

My task was to follow the workshop track 
on Facility Operations and Vehicle Technolo
gies. I would like to provide a historical per
spective on technology development in transit, 
examine some of the major elements covered in 
the workshops, and summarize what all this may 
mean for the future. 

The story of the impact of technology on 
urban and public transportation is well known. 
A technological evolution has been occurring 
since the first horse-drawn carriages were used 
in the 1700s. This evolution included changes in 
propulsion, guideway design, speed characteris
tics, and vehicle configuration. Technology 
changes associated with all these elements have 



radically influenced our ability to transport 
people and goods. 

The major technological milestones include 
cable-driven cars, steam and electric railways, 
and the invention of the automobile, bus, and 
truck. All of these had major impacts on the 
shape and form of our communities. Further, 
each of these changes, modifications, and tech
nological innovations was based on a desire to 
change the way things were currently being 
done, to improve on the status quo, and develop 
new markets. They were the product of people's 
imagination, persistence, curiosity, and intellect. 
The success of these technologies was based on 
their ability to beat the competition and to 
establish new markets based on their unique 
characteristics. To replace an existing technolo
gy, the new technology had to provide better 
service and greater reliability at a cost the public 
would accept. 

The motivation to improve technology is still 
strong. This motivation is based on the same 
concerns as those previously mentioned. Other 
motivating factors are also present today, how
ever. These include maintaining our competitive 
advantage with other nations, improving air 
quality, limiting energy consumption, improving 
safety, reducing congestion, and enhancing 
mobility. 

The process of developing a new technolo
gy, whether it is a simple device or a complex 
system, follows a logical process that includes a 
number of elements. First, the problem or need 
must be identified. Second, facts and informa
tion must be gathered and assembled relating to 
the problem. Establishing the criteria that the 
new system should meet is also important. 
Identifying alternatives and evaluating them 
against the criteria is a critical step. This is 
followed by the production of a prototype, 
demonstrating and evaluating it, and redesigning 
it if necessary. Finally, the last step is to intro
duce the product into the market. 

A variety of papers and presentations at this 
conference focused on aspects of this technologi
cal development process from various viewpoints 
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and at all stages. They covered a wide spectrum 
of topics, technologies, and stages of develop
ment. Some were at the idea stage, while others 
had been tested and evaluated. 

Five general areas were covered in the 
workshops in this track. These included the use 
of MAG LEV technologies for high-speed ground 
transportation, alternative fuels, technologies to 
assist in meeting the requirements of the ADA, 
low-floor buses and other new bus concepts, and 
new vehicle guidance technologies. A total of 21 
papers were presented at these five sessions. The 
speakers were all excellent and clearly demon
strated the interest, commitment, and enthusiasm 
of the modern day agents of change. I will not 
try to summarize each of the presentations, as 
you will have the opportunity to review them in 
the conference proceedings. 

I would like to briefly summarize the focus 
of each session, however. The workshop on 
MAGLEV examined the current studies under
way to assess the potential for MAGLEV tech
nology in the United States. Although MAGLEV 
has been considered an alternative mode for 
high-speed ground transportation since the 
1960s, there is currently renewed interest. There 
are a number of corridor studies underway in 
this country and both the Germans and Japanese 
have developed prototypes. 

MAGLEV is a high-speed transit mode, 
capable of operating at up to 300 miles an hour. 
It is a competitor to air travel between cities in 
densely populated corridors where airport de
mand and boarding times are excessive. Current 
studies are exammmg corridors where 
MAGLEV may be competitive with other modes 
and may provide a realistic alternative. 

A study now underway is examining this 
question and a report to Congress should be 
available soon. Some of the issues being consid
ered are the guideway costs (which represent 80 
percent of the total investment), traffic demand, 
financing potential, noise problems, human 
factor elements, and a variety of other technical 
and financial concerns. A MAGLEV demonstra-



tion in this country may be possible at some 
point in the future. 

The second workshop in this track examined 
alternative fuels. A number of state and federal 
programs are focusing on the use of cleaner 
fuels as alternatives to diesel. Many areas are 
working on a variety of approaches to reduce 
pollution levels from cars, trucks, and buses. 
Transit vehicles are strong candidates for alter
native fuels because of their constant use 
throughout the day, stop-and-go movements, and 
the use of common routes. In addition, transit is 
easier to regulate since most service is provided 
by or under contract to public agencies. 

The alternative fuel technology options are 
relatively well known. They include retrofitting 
diesel buses with particulate traps and using 
alternative fuels such as ethanol, methanol, 
compressed natural gas (CNG), liquified natural 
gas (LNG), and propane. Demonstrations and 
additional operating experience are needed with 
all these alternatives. 

The experiences with the use of alternative 
fuels in different areas of the country were 
discussed in the workshop. Under the Alterna
tive Fuels Initiative program, FT A has awarded 
60 grants that encompass 938 alternatively
fueled vehicles. Of these, 395 are CNG-fueled 
vehicles, 10 use LNG, 139 are methanol, and 
177 are ethanol. Presentations were made by 
representatives from New York, Los Angeles, 
Houston, and Ontario. Electric vehicles were 
also discussed. 

The use of alternative fuels is a complex 
issue and an area that is not easily summarized. 
One interesting presentation, worth noting was 
on the Houston METRO liquified natural gas 
program. The use of LNG is not as common as 
other alternatives . Part of the Houston program 
is motivated by the potential market for LNG, 
should it prove to have significant advantages 
over other alternatives. Favorable attributes of 
LNG cited by supporters included the weight 
and size of the fuel system, safety, emission 
levels, cost, domestic availability, on-site stor
age, and fuel quality. 
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The third workshop session focused on the 
application of new technologies for the disabled. 
Several basic concepts are important in develop
ing transit-related technologies to meet the needs 
of this group. First, technology should deal with 
all aspects of the trip. Second, technology 
should promote self-reliance on the part of the 
traveler. Third, technology should be designed 
for the upper percentile of the user group and 
should integrate persons with physical, sensory, 
and cognitive disabilities. 

Technological applications in this area 
should focus on four goals. These are to im
prove mobility, to facilitate information, to 
improve communications, and to assist in trans
portation control. The ideas being considered 
include wheelchair tiedowns, ramps, smart 
kiosks, talking bus stops, touch screens, menu
driven information, and telephone information 
systems. A catalog of ideas was presented in a 
matrix representing the five elements of the trip: 
understanding the system, accessing the correct 
vehicle, entering the vehicle, traveling on the 
vehicle, and departing the vehicle. 

A variety of proposals and programs were 
discussed during this workshop. Key points 
made during the presentations included the need 
to test different options and alternatives and the 
importance of training, communication, user 
understanding, and standardization. Many ideas 
are not all that high tech; existing technologies 
may fill many of the needs in this area. In the 
past, the needs of the disabled may have been 
given a low priority. With the ADA, this can no 
longer be the case. 

Two presentations focused specifically on 
platform safety in fixed-guideway systems and 
securing mechanisms for wheeled mobility 
devices. Both of these focus on the development 
of a better system that is more responsive to the 
needs of all travelers. The technology is avail
able for making improvements in platform 
safety. The question is, How well do the differ
ent technologies work and what are the costs 
associated with the different alternatives? For 
example, a new concept for securing wheeled
mobility restraints was designed, built, and 



tested using a process based on customer re
quirements. This included a lengthy process to 
understand the needs of the users and designing 
a system to meet those needs. 

Technology changes associated with transit 
vehicle design, especially those relating to 
wheelchair passengers, provided the focus for 
the fourth workshop. Instead of using wheelchair 
lifts, lowering the floor of transit vehicles is 
being examined in some areas. This approach 
benefits all user groups by speeding the boarding 
process, improving access for all riders, and 
saving energy due to reduced vehicle weight. 
However, required clearance for the underside 
of vehicles has prevented the widespread use of 
many low-floor vehicles. Changes in vehicle 
mounting technologies may have eliminated 
many of these barriers. The session reviewed the 
status of the development of low-floored vehicle 
technology. Programs in Europe and Canada 
were presented and discussed. The Federal 
Transit Administration is initiating a new low
floor technology development program. 

The final session focused on vehicle guid
ance technology. Two very different approaches 
were presented. The first addressed automated 
people movers and the second examined the 
electric trolley bus. Both of these technologies 
have been used in the past. People mover tech
nologies were developed and a few tested in the 
1960s and 1970s. There was widespread use of 
these systems for a variety of reasons. People 
mover systems have been implemented in down
town Detroit, Miami, and Jacksonville, and 
more are in use at airports and amusement 
parks. All these systems tend to be short, single
line loops. There is still considerable interest in 
people mover technologies as can be seen by the 
upcoming fourth national ASCE-sponsored 
conference. 

The electric trolley bus is another technology 
that is currently experiencing a revival. This is 
a proven technology that is less polluting, quiet
er, and has a longer operating life than other 
alternatives. Trolley buses do have less flexibili
ty, however, because of the overhead electric 
wires. Los Angeles has decided to "go back to 
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the future" and utilize this technology to address 
air pollution concerns. Other areas are also 
developing new or expanding existing electric 
trolley bus systems. 

To summarize, I think it is clear that these 
are exciting times for public transportation. The 
opportunities offered through the application of 
new technologies are unlimited. More research 
and development is needed to fully realize the 
benefits . The support of PTA and an expanded 
R&D budget are critical to the successful appli
cation of these technologies . A wide range of 
topics and applications was addressed in the 
workshops in the track. The use of these ad
vanced technologies can have a major impact on 
the quality of transportation services in the 21st 
century. 

Just as our predecessors worked diligently to 
improve the transportation system that existed 
when they were alive, our challenge is to contin
ue to improve all aspects of the current transpor
tation system. It has been a pleasure to be part 
of this excellent conference and I commend each 
of you for the part you play in improving our 
world through research. Thank you. 



Tran.sit and Traffic Operations 
Technologies 



Integration of Transit and Traffic Operations 
William R. Loudon, JHK & Associates - presiding 

Orange County Traffic Center Integration 

Barbara Neenan 
JHK & Associates 

Ms. Neenan presented an overview of a 
study currently underway in Orange County 
focusing on the integration of transit into the 
traffic management system. The study is being 
conducted by JHK & Associates, the Orange 
County Transportation Administration (OCT A), 
and the city of Anaheim. The objective of the 
study is to determine how to integrate transit 
into the traffic management system to provide a 
comprehensive traveler information system in 
the county. Ms. Neenan covered the following 
major points in her presentation. A paper was 
prepared on this project by Ms. Neenan, JHK & 
Associates, and Stuart Livensparger, Orange 
County Transportation Authority. 

• The concept behind the study is to develop 
a common database that can be shared by 
OCT A, the city of Anaheim, and the Cali
fornia Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans). The database will be structured 
to address the needs of the individual agen
cies and the public. The city and Caltrans 
currently have an established network for 
sharing information on congestion levels on 
the freeway and arterial street systems. 
Thus, the focus of this study is to determine 
how transit can be linked into this system 
and how transit information can be expanded 
to include highway and roadway informa
tion. 

• Real-time transit information will be provid
ed through the implementation of an auto
matic vehicle location (A VL) system. Nu
merous benefits can be realized through the 
use of an A VL system. Benefits to the tran
sit agency include improved management 
capabilities to react immediately to incidents 
and to improve long-term scheduling capa-
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bilities. Benefits can be realized for the 
traffic management system through the use 
of transit vehicles as traffic probes. Informa
tion on congestion levels and incidents 
provided by buses can be used to enhance 
and complement existing sources such as 
loop detectors and closed circuit television 
monitors. The benefits to travelers include 
the ability for more effective trip planning. 
The provision of both real-time traffic and 
transit information can help put choice in 
front of mode in the travel decision-making 
process. 

• Interviews and round table discussions were 
used to identify the information needs of the 
different agencies and the public. A critical 
need for transit operators is knowing traffic 
conditions on both freeways and local streets 
that may affect buses. Cal trans and the city 
are also interested in traffic conditions on 
both freeways and local streets and how 
conditions on one system will impact travel 
on the other. In general, the public wants 
information on all three, even if not all of it 
will be used. 

• Currently, the transit system obtains most 
information on traffic conditions from driv
ers reporting in by radio. This system is 
very limited, however. During the peak 
hours, 5 to 10 minute delays are common in 
getting information into and out of the dis
patch system by radios. Further, the dis
patchers do not always have the time and 
resources to respond to and use all of the 
information provided by drivers. 

• Bringing automation and advanced technolo
gies into this process will help greatly. 
However, it is important that these system 
be designed to avoid data overload. Thus, 
care must be taken to ensure that the system 
focuses on providing key data to those 
groups who need it and will use it. 



• Traveler information systems are important 
to help alter the perception many people 
have that transit is inefficient and unreliable. 
Providing real-time information on bus 
schedules can enhance the perception of 
transit as a more reliable service. 

• Information on the status of buses and traffic 
conditions can provide both immediate and 
long range benefits for planning and sched
uling. On a short term basis, it allows transit 
agencies to route buses around problem 
areas or incidents. On a longer term basis, 
the information can be used to improve 
route structures and scheduling of buses. 

• It is anticipated that information from a 
variety of sources will be made available to 
the agencies on an automated or semi-auto
mated basis. Current activities include defin
ing the preferred approach for integration 
and determining the appropriate strategy for 
implementation. It is anticipated that an 
incremental approach will be used to imple
ment the system. 

Detroit Traffic Center Integration 

Salvatore Castronovo 
Michigan Department of Transportation 

Mr. Castronovo provided an overview of the 
background, current status, and future plans for 
the Detroit Traffic Center. The major focus of 
his presentation was on the process being used to 
integrate transit into the Traffic Center and some 
of the issues that have emerged during this 
effort. A paper was prepared by Mr. Castronovo 
on this project. Mr. Castronovo covered the 
following topics in his presentation. 

• The interest in examining closer integration 
of transit with the Traffic Center emerged 
from an !VHS Steering Committee com
prised of representatives from different 
agencies in the Detroit area. Initially, some 
of the transit agencies were interested in 
obtaining real-time traffic information on 
freeway conditions to improve the schedule 
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reliability of buses using the freeway facili
ties. As a result, FHW A, FT A, and the state 
funded a $100,000 project to study the 
feasibility of linking the transit systems with 
the freeway surveillance system. 

• Currently 32 miles of the freeway network 
are included in the surveillance system. The 
current proposal is to expand the system to 
cover 300 miles of freeways. The status of 
traffic conditions is shown graphically in 
four different colors and the information is 
updated every 60 seconds. Only the link 
speed and occupancy information is pro
posed to be transmitted to the transit systems 
at this time. This will allow transit operators 
to determine if they should change their 
deadhead routings to avoid congestion on the 
freeways. 

• Currently, none of the transit operators have 
AVL systems, although the bus drivers do 
report any accidents or incidents they see. 
As A VL systems are added in the future, the 
ability to obtain additional information from 
the transit vehicles will be explored. 

• Wayne State University will be conducting 
an evaluation of the project. It is anticipated 
that the evaluation will address how well the 
project objectives are being met. Measures 
of success will include travel time savings, 
reduced deadhead times, improved on-time 
performance, improved cost-effectiveness, 
and possible increases in ridership. Also 
examined will be the operations and reliabil
ity of the system hardware and the ability of 
the staff to interpret the data correctly. 

• The grant has been awarded and the traffic 
surveillance system has been moved into a 
new facility, called the Metropolitan Trans
portation Center. This facility is comprised 
of a laboratory control room, a computer 
room, a technician shop, and offices. The 
software needed to run the system is current
ly being developed. The results of this 
project should be of interest to other areas 
considering similar systems. 



An Intelligent Controller for 
Special Event Traffic Management 

John F. Gilmore 
Georgia Tech Research Institute 

Mr. Gilmore presented an approach being 
examined in the Atlanta area to improve traffic 
management capabilities with special events. He 
described a neural network approach to coordi
nate the signalization of surface street lights, 
adaptively managing special event traffic flows. 
A paper, prepared by John F. Gilmore, Khalid 
J. Elibiary, and Richard J. Peterson, all from the 
Georgia Tech Research Institute, was available. 
Mr. Gilmore highlighted the following points 
regarding this project in his presentation. 

• Numerous studies have identified the costs 
associated with traffic congestion. Many 
areas are considering and implementing 
traffic management systems to better manage 
the transportation system and reduce conges
tion levels. Traffic management is also a 
critical aspect of special events. The 1996 
Olympics in Atlanta represent a very signifi
cant and important special event. Approxi
mately 70 percent of the Olympic events will 
be in the downtown Atlanta area. It has been 
estimated that 500 to 1,000 buses will be 
needed just for the athletes and officials. 
MARTA currently operates 500 buses. 
Planning for the traffic management needs of 
the Olympics represents a major effort 
currently underway in the Atlanta area. 
Coordinating and integrating the different 
elements of the transportation system and the 
agencies involved is important. 

• The neural network approach focuses on 
coordinating the signalization of surface 
street intersections for adaptively managing 
traffic flows for the Olympics and other 
special events. The Traffic Event Response 
and Management for Intelligent Navigation 
Utilizing Signals (TERMINUS) system 
represents each street intersection as a neu
ron, with streets comprising the neural 
interconnections. Using an energy function 
that incorporates traffic flow rates, street 
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segment capacities, and weighted street 
priorities, TERMINUS produces optimal 
traffic signal settings based on traffic simula
tion inputs. 

• TERMINUS consists of three components. 
The first is a traffic simulation of the area 
around Fulton County Stadium in downtown 
Atlanta. This element models the flow of 
traffic during stadium events. The second 
element is a computer graphics interface 
with the simulation that shows the traffic 
flows achieved based on intelligent control 
system execution. The third component is 
the intelligent control system that manages 
surface street light signals based upon feed
back from control sensors that dynamically 
adapt the intelligent controller's decision 
making process. 

• Results from initial tests of the TERMINUS 
system simulating adaptive control of traffic 
at Fulton County Stadium appear to be very 
promising. The simulation tests indicate the 
ability to move vehicles out of the area after 
an event fairly quickly. 

• In addition to special events, the TERMI
NUS system could be used to manage any 
type of traffic flow, including incidents. 
Thus, it may have widespread applications 
in many areas. 



Smart Bus Systems 
Michael Bolton, Ann Arbor Transportation Authority - presiding 

Bus Location Systems 

Jim Maresca 
Trimble Navigation 

Mr. Maresca provided an overview of the 
different components of a real-time information 
system for transit vehicles. These included 
automatic vehicle location (AVL), computer
aided dispatch, computer-aided service restora
tion, and advanced traveler information systems. 
His presentation covered the following topics. 

• A VL systems can provide transit operators 
with accurate, reliable information on vehi
cle location and route and schedule adher
ence. When considering an AVL system, a 
number of factors should be considered. For 
example, it is critical that the A VL system 
can function in all weather and can continue 
to provide information even among tall 
buildings. The technology most effective at 
achieving these requirements is differential 
global positioning, augmented by dead 
reckoning. 

• Computer-aided dispatching, which allows 
for the management of an entire system 
from one console, can provide great benefits 
to transit systems. In addition to communi
cating with the driver, information on the 
bus condition and status can also be ob
tained. Messages can be delivered in data 
form rather than in voice form. The oppor
tunity to get information to and from the bus 
efficiently allows the dispatcher to execute a 
strategy quickly when service changes or 
restoration is required. 

• Computer-aided service restoration allows 
dispatch personnel to monitor the entire 
system. The dispatcher can make adjust
ments and assess impacts on other parts of 
the system while service restoration is taking 
place. This is critical to optimizing service. 
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• Accurate vehicle location information can 
allow for real-time schedule updates based 
on actual conditions, which may vary daily. 
This information can then be made available 
to passengers and potential riders through 
bus stop arrival signs, kiosks, cable televi
sion channels, telephone assistance and 
computer-assisted trip planning. 

• Real-time information systems can also help 
transit operators meet requirements of the 
ADA. These include synthesized voice 
announcements at each stop and interior and 
exterior signboards for the hearing impaired. 
In addition, improving the communication 
links between fixed-route and paratransit 
services can enhance the efficiency and 
effectiveness of both systems. Additionally, 
passenger information, fare information, and 
schedule performance information can be 
collected in real time and maintained by time 
and place. 

• Potential criteria that could be used to evalu
ate smart bus systems were identified. First, 
it is important to have an independent power 
source with power available under all cir
cumstances. Second, the efficient use of 
bandwidths, standardizing common messag
es, and allowing them to be sent by terminal 
rather than voice was identified as impor
tant. Third, it was suggested that an open 
architecture should be maintained so that 
components from different manufacturers 
can be added as needed. Fourth, the system 
should minimize operator involvement. This 
allows the operator to focus on the primary 
tasks of operating the vehicle safely and 
interacting with the passengers. Finally, 
management information system (MIS) 
interface should be considered. This is 
critical to ensure that information is collect
ed and maintained in such a way that it can 
be used for management decision-making. 



Specifying and Bidding a 
Bus Service Management System 

Ronald J. Baker 
Chicago Transit Authority 

Mr. Baker discussed the steps the Chicago 
Transit Authority (CTA) took to create specifica
tions for its Bus Service Management System 
(BSMS). The BSMS is a sophisticated communi
cation and control system with an autonomous 
automatic vehicle location and control (A VLC) 
component and extensive passenger information. 
The four functions planned for the BSMS are 
emergency vehicle location, service manage
ment, pull-out assurance and management infor
mation. A report outlining the steps described in 
the presentation was available. Mr. Baker cov
ered the following points related to the develop
ment of the system. 

• The CT A conducted a variety of activities to 
develop the requirements for a smart bus 
system. The first step was project formation 
and development. A 1990 study determined 
that a new radio system, A VL, and a new 
control center were needed. A Communica
tions Implementation Task Force (CITF) 
was created within CT A to help plan, orga
nize, and install this system, which included 
transit vehicle communication and monitor
ing equipment. 

• The second step was to obtain information 
from CT A operators and other employees 
and to market the system. Employees were 
selected randomly from many classifications 
to view the proposed plan and focus group 
were used to obtain comments and feedback 
on the plan. Comments and suggestions 
were also solicited from management-level 
employees. Together, the conunents from 
both groups of employees were used to 
create specifications for a user-friendly and 
user-helpful system. 

• The third step in developing the BSMS was 
securing funding. The CT A initially received 
funding from the Regional Transit Authority 
(RT A) for a small demonstration project 
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using 100 buses. Full funding to equip all 
2,120 buses in the fleet with the BSMS was 
then obtained. 

• These steps resulted in the development of 
the BSMS specification. The system is 
currently out for bid, with responses due 
from vendors in September 1992. The fea
tures of the Bus Service Management Sys
tem include autonomous automatic vehicle 
location, computer-aided dispatch and ser
vice restoration, automatic passenger load 
estimation, connection protection, exterior 
destination sign control, traffic signal pre
emption capabilities, active passenger infor
mation signs, and synthesized vocal an
nouncements. 

• It is anticipated that installation of the sys
tem will begin in late 1992. The CTA ex
pects the full system to be in operation by 
1996. The CTA experience illustrates the 
importance of taking time to determine the 
needs of the system, getting the individuals 
who will actually be using it actively in
volved in the process, and outlining the 
specific requirements for vendors. 

Application of A VL at Tidewater Regional 
Transit: Experience and Findings 

A. Jeff Becker 
Tidewater Regional Transit, Noifolk, Virginia 

Mr. Becker provided a summary of the 
automatic vehicle location (AVL) system at 
Tidewater Regional Transit (TRT). TRT is the 
regional transit authority in the 5-city Norfolk
Virginia Beach area. In 1991, TRT completed its 
first year of operation of the A VL system. Mr. 
Becker provided information on the cost, specifi
cations, and database requirements of the sys
tem, and experience to date. Further information 
on TRT's experiences with AVL is contained in 
a report by Mr. Becker. The following major 
topics were covered by Mr. Becker. 

• The database for TRT's AVL system was 
required to match an existing database used 



for the computerized scheduling system. The 
required database information included route 
descriptions, headway sheets, headway time 
points, dispatching run files, dispatching 
operator files, and signpost locations. The 
system provides a variety of standard re
ports, including daily vehicle pull-ins and 
pull-outs and schedule adherence. TRT is 
still working on developing the report sum
maries to satisfy all their information needs. 

• The experience to date with the system may 
be of benefit to other systems considering 
A VL. After implementation of the A VL 
system, it became evident that key people 
from different departments must coordinate 
their efforts in order to maintain the system. 
Accordingly, a team was formed with repre
sentatives from data processing, the elec
tronics shop, scheduling, and transportation 
to ensure proper functioning of the A VL 
system. The team's primary purpose is to 
monitor the system, identify problems, and 
develop solutions or improved approaches. 

• The A VL system has aided in the implemen
tation of a timed-transfer system. The A VL 
system allows for real-time monitoring of 
vehicles, resulting in better oversight and 
control at transfer centers. 

• Some problems were encountered with the 
implementation and operation of the A VL 
system. These included problems with the 
electronic odometers being sensitive to 
accurate adjustment and electrical interfer
ence from the bus, requiring very accurate 
mileage between scheduled time points, 
adjusting signposts for signal strength and 
direction, and the bus silent alarm system. 

• In addition, the development of the A VL 
system has required new skills, operating 
procedures, and an understanding of the 
system's capability, operation, and informa
tion generation. One year after implementing 
the new system, TRT found that personnel 
retraining was required in several areas. 
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The SmartBus Concept 

Rainer Gatz 
Stadwerke Oberhausen AG, Oberhausen, Gennany 

Mr. Gotz provided an overview of the 
German SmartBus concept of system integration. 
A paper by Mr. Gotz provided additional infor
mation on the SmartBus concept. The following 
major points were covered in his presentation. 

• The Verband Deutscher Verkehrsunterneh
men (VDV), the German Association of 
Public Transport Operators, has standardized 
an integrated on-board information and 
control system (IBIS) for transit vehicles. 
The standards and specifications were estab
lished by transit operators and then taken to 
the industry for input. 

• The SmartBus concept covers the vehicles, 
the bus stops, and the command and control 
center. Recent efforts in Germany have been 
to shift as much intelligence as possible from 
the central computer to the vehicle on-board 
computer. This allows the vehicle to fulfill 
most of its operational functions autono
mously, without collaboration from the 
driver or the control center. 

• The SmartBus system concept consists of a 
central control unit mounted on the dash 
board in front of the driver and the IBIS 
data-bus for the exchange of information 
between the control unit and peripheral 
devices, such as destination signs and an
nouncements. The two functions of 
SmartBus are the supervision and manage
ment of all on-board electronics and opera
tional management. Management of on
board electronics includes internal and exter
nal displays, digitized voice next-stop an
nouncements, departure signals, electronic 
ticket issuers, ticket validation or cancella
tion units and smart card reading/writing 
units. 

• On-board operational management functions 
include autonomous vehicle location and 
monitoring and autonomous comparison of 



schedule and actual timetables. The on-board 
computer can also be used to activate traffic 
signal preemption, transmission of real-time 
information to stationary information dis
plays, and synchronization of transfers 
through direct contact between vehicles. 

• The SmartBus system also includes portable 
data memory modules for on-board comput
ers. Drivers are provided with a memory 
module to be inserted into the on-board 
computer at the beginning of each shift. The 
data memory modules hold all the necessary 
information for daily bus operations. The 
modules are used to record actual informa
tion during operation. This information is 
later transferred from the vehicles to the 
stationary central computer for statistical 
evaluation. 

A Proposed Smart Bus System for 
Portland, Oregon 

Robert Behnke 
AEGIS Transportation Information Systems 

Mr. Behnke provided a summary of the 
results of a study financed by the Federal Transit 
Administration (FT A) evaluating the demand
responsive German Flexible Operations Com
mand Control System (FOCCS) technology. This 
study further examined the suitability of this 
system for application in the urban, suburban, 
and rural areas of Portland. Mr. Behnke gave an 
overview of transit trends and changing com
mute patterns in the U.S. as background to his 
study findings. Mr. Behnke covered the follow
ing items relating to the Portland project. 

• The Tri-Met project focused on the use of 
the FOCCS to address low-density suburb
to-suburb travel. A Videotext Enhanced 
Flexible Operation and Control System 
(VIXEN) was devised and examined as part 
of this effort. 

• The German Ruhf-Bus dial-a-ride system, 
which uses vans, minibuses, and taxis, in 
addition to regular buses, provides one 
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approach that may have applications in this 
country. Kiosks provide users with direct 
access to a central computer, which deter
mines the vehicle that could most effectively 
service the passenger or passengers. For 
example, if a fixed-route bus was due to 
arrive at that point in a matter of minutes, 
that information would be transmitted to the 
user at the kiosk. If no fixed route bus was 
available, a mini-bus or contract taxi would 
be dispatched. The average waiting time in 
this project was about 6 minutes, with a 15-
minute maximum waiting time. German 
cities using this system reported that rider
ship increased and cost per trip declined. 

• FOCCS includes a computer system, a 
dispatcher, and the coordination of multiple 
vehicles. The proposed Portland system 
would also be multi-modal and could be 
accessed by a variety of methods, including 
kiosks, telephones, microcomputers, and 
audiotex terminals. The differences in land 
use patterns, gasoline prices, and auto own
ership rates between Germany and the U.S. 
must be appraised when considering use of 
the system in this country, however. 

• A single-trip carpooling system is also being 
investigated. This system could be used to 
request a ride and could also be used to 
offer a ride. Studies in Honolulu found that 
the addition of single-trip carpooling and 
conventional carpooling to FOCCS could be 
used in low-density areas to significantly 
increase ridership and decrease cost per trip. 

Developing Standards for 
Smart Bus Systems 

Ross Holmstrom 
Volpe National Transportation System Center 

Mr. Holmstrom gave an overview of the 
development of technical standards for smart 
transit vehicle systems. The objective of this 
effort is to establish the compatibility, connectiv
ity, and interoperability of components used in 
smart vehicle designs. The benefits of well-



developed standards include improved economy 
for manufacturing and operating these systems 
and greater flexibility of system design. Mr. 
Holmstrom reviewed the process and current 
status of the standard development program. A 
report authored by Lennart Long of the Volpe 
National Transportation Systems Center and Bill 
Kronenberger of the Metropolitan Transit Au
thority of Harris County provided additional 
information on smart transit vehicle systems 
standards development. 

• The process for standards development seeks 
first to build a consensus among users. This 
is being accomplished through the develop
ment of a statement outlining the desired 
requirements. Input from manufacturers is 
also being sought. Manufacturers will be 
provided with the opportunity to formulate 
the technical and operational standards that 
will allow the hardware and software sys
tems created by different manufacturers to 
operate interchangeably and compatibly. 

• The APTS Committee of IVHS America is 
working to develop a standard for data 
communication and the different elements of 
the smart bus concept. This effort began by 
gathering user requirements from transit 
authorities on the desired form, fit, and 
function. Next, manufacturers met to formu
late hardware and protocol standards based 
on these user requirements. The manufac
turers' subcommittee developed a draft set 
of specifications based on existing standards. 
This is being presented to the users' sub
committee for further input. The resulting 
draft standard will be considered by the 
APTS Committee and the IVHS Standards 
and Protocols Committee. The recommenda
tions from these committees will then go to 
the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
for its consideration, and possibly on to the 
International Organization for Standardiza
tion (ISO) for adoption as an international 
standard. 

• It is important that standards be based on the 
experience of past and existing practice, 
needs, and known technical capabilities. 
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Additionally, the standards should address 
form, fit, and function while allowing manu
facturers and developers to innovate techni
cally. 

William J. Kronenberger 
Harris County Metropolitan Transit Authority 

Mr. Kronenberger also described the current 
status of the APTS Committee's efforts to 
develop a technical standard for smart transit 
vehicle systems. Mr. Kronenberg er provided the 
following highlights and results of the process 
thus far. 

• On July 14, 1992 a joint meeting took place 
between users and manufacturers to discuss 
the development of technical standards. A 
number of proposals were examined and a 
general approach focusing on one standard 
was agreed to. This meeting was followed 
by a 2-day workshop for manufacturers, 
which resulted in the development of a draft 
standard. 

• The proposed standard represents an inter
changeable modular standard that can be 
implemented aboard transit vehicles. It 
represents a transit extension to the existing 
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
standard 1708. The Society of Automotive 
Engineers has agreed to be the arbitrator of 
the new standard. The SAE will review the 
proposed standard and in late 1992 it will be 
reviewed again by the users group. 

• The proposed standard includes a single 
cable, connectors, protocols, and voltage 
levels, all of which can be identified. As 
with any standard, devices can be added as 
needed. The protocol is self-documenting, 
self-configuring, and can determine serial 
numbers and configuration data. 

• A draft document outlining the proposed 
standard is being circulated among manufac
turers, agencies, and operators. A wider 
distribution will occur after review by the 
users group later this year. 



Advanced Technologies and Operational Control 
Donald G. Capelle, Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. - presiding 

Development of a Framework for the 
Design of an Intelligent Decision Support 
System for Operational Management and 

Planning of Bus Transit Services 

Michael J. Demetsky 
University of Virginia 

Mr. Demetsky discussed the development of 
an intelligent decision support system (IDSS) for 
transit management and operational planning. 
The IDSS would provide a tool to assist in the 
transit decision-making process based on infor
mation available through A VL systems. The 
study was sponsored by the University Transpor
tation Centers Program and the Tidewater Re
gional Transportation System. A paper by 
Michael J. Demetsky and Ravi Kalaputapu, of 
the University of Virginia, was prepared on the 
study. Mr. Demetsky covered the following 
points relating to the development of a frame
work for the design of an IDSS for transit. 

• The project represents an APTS application 
of IVHS. The focus of the study was to 
develop ways to better utilize the informa
tion available through A VL systems to 
enhance the operational management and 
planning capabilities of a transit system. 
A VL provides the ability to accurately and 
reliably monitor the real-time progress of 
transit vehicles. However, it appears that an 
intelligent decision support system (IDSS) is 
needed to fully realize the benefits of the 
information available through AVL systems. 

• The IDSS is a tool designed to help guide 
the decision-making process through the 
automatic processing of vast amounts of 
information. Thus, the idea of IDSS is to 
provide fast, simple, and accurate informa
tion to decision makers. IDSS uses a variety 
of advanced techniques and technologies 
including knowledge based systems, artificial 
neural networks, and simulation models to 
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translate the information to the user . The 
development of new technologies appears to 
provide the opportunity to greatly enhance 
the capabilities of IDSS. 

• The project focused on the development of 
a framework for the design of an IDSS for 
transit managers, using information available 
through an A VL system. Two basic applica
tions were examined. These were effective 
real-time and on-line management that in
cludes scheduling problems resulting from 
incidents, and reactive or longer-range 
planning based on off-line AVL information. 

• The IDSS can provide a variety of benefits 
for decision-makers. Operational planning 
can be greatly enhanced through the reactive 
planning model. Potential applications in
clude planning new routes or modifying 
existing routes, changing stop locations, 
modifying transfer locations or transfer time 
windows, and improving the scheduling of 
buses. In terms of incident management, 
IDSS could help in detecting incidents, 
rerouting buses, and providing ongoing 
documentation of trouble spots. 

• The next step in the study will be to test the 
IDSS in an actual operational setting. It 
appears that an IDSS can provide numerous 
benefits to the transit management decision
making process. Thus, it appears appropriate 
to initiate a demonstration project to further 
refine and test the system. 



Transit IVHS Applications in the 
New Jersey/New York City Region 

John Wilkins 
New Jersey Transit Corporation 

Mr. Wilkins provided an overview of the 
advanced technology or APTS projects underway 
at two major transit systems in the New Jersey 
and New York City metropolitan area. These 
efforts have focused on providing real-time 
information, developing mechanisms to improve 
fare collection, and developing communications 
for fleet monitoring. A paper by John Wilkins, 
New Jersey Transit Corporation, Eva Lerner
Lam, The Palisades Group, and Lawrence 
Yermack, Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Au
thority, was prepared on this presentation. Mr. 
Wilkins covered the following points relating to 
the transit and IVHS activities currently under
way in the New Jersey/New York City region. 

• An A VL system is just being implemented 
in the area. It is a sign post based system 
that uses odometer readings to keep track of 
vehicles between sign posts. Sign posts are 
located at major terminals, major turn-back 
points, and major intermediate points. The 
system will include approximately 160 
routes, covering the entire state of New 
Jersey. The system will be managed through 
two control centers; one in Camden and one 
in Maplewood. 

• The A VL system will be used to help im
prove the overall management of the transit 
systems. It provides a powerful tool for 
incident detection and response, monitoring 
on-time schedule adherence, pull-in and 
pull-out verification, running time analysis, 
and providing real-time bus information to 
passengers. The A VL system will maintain 
on-time operational data for up to 60 days. 

• The capability also exists for dynamic sched
uling in some areas. For example, the Route 
9 corridor currently has some 100 buses in 
operation in the peak hour. If overload 
conditions are detected by the A VL system, 
additional buses can be dispatched. 
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• Rail systems have always had an A VL type 
of program, called the railroad dispatching 
system. In New Jersey, the train sheets 
produced by this system have been convert
ed into an automated format called TCP. 
This creates a real-time database for the rail 
system. Train announcement boards are also 
being added at stations to provide real-time 
information. A commercial display, Metro
vision, is also used on PATH. This concept 
may be expanded using monitors and the 
information available through the TCP. The 
same information will also be made available 
through the telephone information centers. 

• An initial test will be conducted un tlm:e 
routes focusing on providing real-time bus 
information. Based on the results of this 
demonstration, the system will be expanded 
to the full service area. 

• Two nonconventional proposals for informa
tion dissemination are also being explored in 
coordination with the New Jersey Depart
ment of Transportation and TRANSCOM. 
The first of these would provide pre-trip 
information to individuals in their homes. 
This concept will be tested in a few select 
communities to determine its marketability 
and to determine the most appropriate tech
nologies. The second proposal would pro
vide similar real-time information at major 
employment locations. 

• Steps have also been taken to improve the 
off-line fare machines and the on-vehicle 
fare collection systems. This should improve 
and simplify the processing time for the 
operators and make fare payment easier for 
riders. 

• The XBL HOV lane represents the first use 
of an AVI tag for toll collection with buses. 
The XBL can accommodate up to 750 buses 
an hour. However, problems were encoun
tered when the vehicles had to stop at the 
toll plaza to pay the toll. The use of the A VI 
tags allows bused to move through the toll 
plazas, with the toll charge subtracted from 
a prepaid account. 



• The toll road authorities in the area are 
planning to implement an ETTM electronic 
toll collection system. There are great ex
pectations that this will help buses that 
currently operate on these toll facilities. The 
lines at many toll plazas are getting long and 
this system will allow buses to prepay the 
tolls and move through the toll plazas. 

Improving Operations on the 
MBTA Green Line with an A VI System 

Nigel H.M. Wilson 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Dr. Wilson discussed the use of an automat
ic vehicle identification (A VI) system on the 
Green Line of the Massachusetts Bay Transpor
tation Authority (MBT A). This system, which 
has been installed over the last two years, pro
vides the capability for real-time decision-mak
ing and operational control, analysis, and plan
ning. A paper by Nigel H. M. Wilson, Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, and Richard A. 
Macchi and Anthony J. Palmere, MBT A, was 
prepared on the topic. Dr. Wilson covered the 
following points in his presentation. 

• The Green Line is a high ridership, high 
frequency branching light rail system serv
ing a major central city collection and distri
bution function. The line also provides the 
principal transit commuter service to the 
inner western suburbs of the Boston area. 
Service is provided by one- and two-car 
trains operating on four branches. Headways 
on the central subway section average 1-2 
minutes during most of the day, with head
ways on the branches averaging 5-10 min
utes. 

• The structure and ridership levels, which 
average some 189,000 daily riders, create 
problems for operations planning and opera
tions control. Street operation on some of 
the branches and central subway congestion 
can result in wide variations in running time 
among individual trips. Traditionally, opera
tions control for the Green Line has relied 
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primarily on field inspectors making direct 
observations of operations and intervening as 
they deem necessary. This process involved 
only limited interaction between inspectors. 

• The implementation of an A VI system on 
the Green Line over the last 2 years pro
vides the opportunity to improve service 
quality monitoring, operations planning, and 
operations control on the system. The A VI 
system transmits train information to the 
MBT A control center from 31 detectors 
located at strategic points along the routes. 
The information is displayed at the control 
center on video terminals, with train loca
tions represented as colored lights on the 
system track map. This allows control room 
personnel to monitor last-reported train 
positions, train delays, and times between 
trains. 

• Four general operations control options are 
used to maintain even headways and balance 
passenger loads on each branch of the Green 
Line. These options are holding a train, 
short-turning, expressing, and deadheading. 
The information available through the A VI 
system can assist in making appropriate 
decisions relating to all of these options. To 
date, the potential for improving real-time 
operations control has not been fully utilized 
because of issues relating to both the format 
of the A VI data and the decentralized staff
ing arrangements. However, efforts are 
underway to take advantage of this valuable 
information to improve operations control. 

• The A VI system provides a wealth of de
tailed and reliable data for analyzing specific 
situations such as accidents or other prob
lems. For example, trains passing a detector 
at too high a frequency can be investigated. 
Problems dealing with service schedules, 
bunching, or insufficient running time can 
also be examined. 

• Finally, A VI systems appear to provide a 
variety of information that can greatly en
hance operations planning. Potential areas 
where this information can be used include 



analysis of running time and schedule chang
es, route structures, and service alterations. 

• The A VI system on the MBT A Green Line 
holds the promise to substantially improve 
the information base for operations control, 
operations analysis, and operations planning. 
Although some improvements are still need
ed with the system and it will take time to 
fully utilize all of the information provided 
by the system, overall the A VI system 
should enhance the operations of the Green 
Line. 

Advanced Vehicle Monitoring and 
Communications System Benefits and 

Economic Feasibility 

Eric C. Bruun 
University of Pennsylvania 

Mr. Bruun provided a summary of some of 
the benefits that may be realized through the use 
of advanced vehicle monitoring and communica
tions systems (AVMC). Although AVMC is not 
a new concept, it has become more important 
with APTS and IVHS. Mr. Bruun covered the 
following points in his presentation. 

• There is not one definition of AVMC. Rath
er, A VMC is made up of a number of sub
systems which include A VL and A VI sys
tems. All of these systems focus on provid
ing improved information on the status of 
vehicles and operating conditions. 

• There are two major streams of benefits in 
the areas of real-time control and manage
ment information. In real-time control, 
A VMC systems provide valuable informa
tion that can be used for improving schedule 
adherence, smoothing passenger loadings, 
increasing passenger satisfaction, and im
proving coordination between modes. 

• Management capabilities can be enhanced 
through storing and analyzing data over 
longer periods of time. This information can 
be used to improve route and schedule 
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planning to better match demand and supply, 
service levels can be increased in areas 
where demands warrant, and other needed 
tactical interventions can be outlined. 

• A breakdown analysis has been developed to 
try to quantify some of the potential bene
fits. This analysis uses an engineering cost 
model and information on revenue hours, 
revenue miles, and fleet size available 
through Section 15 data. 



Decision Support Systems 
James P. Reichert, Orange County Transportation Authority - presiding 

Automated Scheduling: 
A Managerial Overview 

Steven Silkunas 
Southeastern Pennsylvania 
Transportation Authority 

Mr. Silkunas traced the developments that 
have taken place in scheduling since the advent 
of computerization and assessed the positive and 
negative impacts of automated scheduling. 
Schedule-making may be the single most impor
tant piece of the transportation operation, since 
it influences the cost-effectiveness of the service. 
He presented criteria for evaluating and imple
menting an automated scheduling system. These 
criteria could also be used to evaluate other 
types of automated systems. A paper was pre
pared on the presentation and Mr. Silkunas 
highlighted the following points. 

• One of the first generations of computer
assisted scheduling products was developed 
for UMTA in the mid-1960s. The earliest 
programs were written in FORTRAN and 
required large mainframe computers. Suc
cessive generations utilized mini-computers 
and microcomputers. Computer languages 
have evolved to the common spreadsheets 
and readily available software. Each suc
ceeding product and generation has become 
more user-friendly. 

• Computer technology has allowed the basic 
computer-assisted scheduling systems to 
expand to operation planning systems, filling 
the additional information needs of a transit 
agencies. Linkages between the scheduling 
department, budget department, control 
center, dispatching, public information, and 
others are now technologically secure. 

• At the most basic level, automated schedul
ing comes under the heading of office auto
mation. Implementing automation is not 
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always successful. One reason is that the 
nature of the work is not always understood. 
Knowledge-based processes cannot always 
be broken down into separate tasks and 
workers often evolve informal procedures to 
deal with problems arising in the normal 
course of business. Secondly, automation 
often fails because of short-sighted manage
ment. Managers must recognize that work 
processes tend to develop over time and 
work rules may be based on assumptions 
and technological limitations from decades 
ago. Third, human dynamics are not well 
understood in terms of what is required to 
get people to adopt a new technology. 

• Lessons learned in applying automated 
technology in transit include: 1) Understand 
what you are trying to accomplish, focus on 
the results. 2) Keep abreast of technology 
advances. 3) Avoid the leading edge; first 
edition technology is expensive and short
lived. Little is gained by being the product 
testing ground. Later generations of hard
ware and software are typically less expen
sive and more reliable. The ideal is to have 
a partnership between the user and the 
developer of the technology. 4) Make the 
commitment. Commit financial resources for 
equipment and training workers to use the 
new technology. 5) Objectively evaluate the 
project at each step. Admitting problems, 
difficulties, and failures helps to sow the 
seeds for resolution and advancement. 6) 
Address the workforce. This is most impor
tant. The refashioning of the workplace is 
the greatest challenge in automation. 

• The challenge in computer-assisted schedul
ing is to harness the human dynamism and 
insight with the power of the machine to 
create and manage a transit enterprise that is 
both efficient and responsive. 



System Integration 

Michael P. Kushner 
Westinghouse Commercial Systems Division 

Mr. Kushner discussed the role of a systems 
integrator in optimizing use of new technologies 
available to transit systems. The systems integra
tor also aids in determining what is suitable for 
the operator's needs and how new technologies 
can be cost-justified. A report on Westing
house's integrated vehicle management system 
and an associated customer information network 
was available. Mr. Kushner's remarks addressed 
general issues in systems integration and technol
ogy applications. 

• The systems integrator serves as the single 
point of contact, accountable for assuring 
that systems are effectively implemented and 
that payback is achieved. The integrator also 
provides financial leverage. Since most 
systems integrators buy in very large vol
umes, they may acquire some systems at a 
more competitive cost than an individual 
operator on a piecemeal basis. Operators 
most often look to integrators to reduce 
risks, as well as understanding contract 
laws, regulations to be complied with, war
ranty issues, appropriate software, and to 
ensure future expansion and growth without 
significant retrofitting costs. 

• The stute of the industry and components of 
the transportation picture continue to evolve. 
One component is technology. Many new 
technologies are now available and more are 
being developed. A second component is the 
ISTEA. This provides a funding medium. 
Many provisions in the !STEA allow imple
mentation of some of the available technolo
gies. A third component is the development 
of standards to facilitate emergence and 
implementation of new technologies. A 
fourth component of the overall transporta
tion picture is the systems integrator, who is 
charged with utilizing the available compo
nents and is responsible for applying new 
technologies to ensure lower costs, improved 
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customer service, legislative compliance, 
and ultimately increased ridership. 

• A dilemma many transit operators encounter 
is the multitude of features with which they 
are faced. These include legislative, opera
tional, and customer service issues, as well 
as demands of the board of directors to 
reduce operating costs. Transit operators 
look for ways to address these issues and 
demands, and seek help to justify new 
equipment and implement new technologies. 

• The smart bus is an example of putting the 
technology, funding, and standards compo
nents together. The smart bus concept pro
vides a central controller, furnishes the 
ability to control subsystems from a single 
point of interface, provides integration of 
audio functions, and permits a communica
tions network to exist and efficiently ex
change data. 

• The draft standards currently being devel
oped for smart vehicles are important, as is 
the need to have a vision for the future. In 
this vision of a completely integrated trans
portation data network, transit shares an 
equal role in the generation of data, and 
more importantly, in the conversion of this 
data into information. A typical transit 
system could operate on a data interchange 
network; data would be transmitted to an 
operating center for dispatcher's use . Some 
data collected might be interchanged with 
data from toll facilities to determine road 
capacities or average speeds. Additional 
information could come from a statewide 
transportation center regarding road status. 
All transportation information would be 
exchanged, including police, fire, and emer
gency medical services. The technology to 
implement such a network is currently avail
able; the vision and will to bring it together 
is all that is needed. 



The State of the Art in Automated 
Passenger Counting (APC) Technology 

William Lyons 
Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 

Mr. Lyons described the research activities 
on automated passenger counting (APC) systems 
being conducted under the auspices of the FTA's 
APTS project. His presentation focused on 
applications of automated passenger counters and 
addressed the questions of why there are so few 
fully functioning APCs in North America. He 
also discussed how information collected by 
APCs fits the data requirements of managers and 
planners, how APCs complement other advanced 
technology systems, and the potential role for 
APC data in real-time operations. Mr. Lyons 
noted that past research efforts have focused on 
technology rather than applications of APC 
systems. 

• A key element of APC systems is the coun
ters, typically treadles, mats, or infrared 
sensors. APCs can provide information on 
alightings as well as boardings; this is an 
important distinction between APCs and the 
information provided by automatic fare 
collection systems or a registering fare box. 
Other important components are vehicle 
location, which can be determined through 
radio sign posts, global positioning, and 
other technologies. APC combines informa
tion on the location of a bus and passenger 
volumes. Thus operators can derive load 
factors, average trip lengths, and other 
useful data. 

• Typically only 10 to 15 percent of vehicles 
in a fleet are equipped with APC units. 
These can be distributed randomly or used 
on specific routes. 

• Seattle, Portland, and Ottawa are all using 
some form of APCs. Both the Seattle and 
Ottawa systems provide value-added data, 
furnishing data to different departments or 
different projects within their agencies ~nd 
matching the data needs to the particular 
application. Ottawa has estimated that the 
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efforts of seven to eight checkers have been 
saved through use of the APC system. 

• Approaches and innovations in North Ameri
ca and Europe focus mostly on vehicle 
location applications, rather than passenger 
applications. APCs provide information on 
ridership patterns, which can be used in 
locating stops and shelters. Ridership data 
from APCs are also of help to examine 
service expansion or reduction. 

• The primary use of APC systems is in 
scheduling and service adherence. In many 
ways this has little to do with passenger 
counting, as it is the sort of information 
usually provided by an AVL system. Ascer
taining where people are riding and the 
relative productivity of buses is very impor
tant, however. Additionally, APCs can 
furnish the operator with oversight of the 
bus driver's ability to stay on schedule. 
However, this must be handle sensitively, as 
the goal is to make the passenger counting 
and vehicle location components as non
threatening as possible to the driver. 

• Other applications of APCs include systems 
validation, this is the ability to cross-check 
two different systems against one another. In 
the city of Hull, Canada, the APC and the 
AFC are cross-checked to make sure that the 
fares in the farebox correspond to the num
ber of passengers riding and the distances 
they traveled. APCs can tie ridership pat
terns to political jurisdictions in a transit 
system to resolve revenue allocation con
flicts between participating towns. In Hol
land, APCs are used for planning, schedul
ing, and evaluation applications, as well as 
to determine passenger-kilometers in order 
to distribute national transportation subsi
dies. APCs are also an effective way to 
satisfy the FT A's Section 15 requirements 
for annual passenger miles. 

• Mr. Lyons contended that until transit oper
ators realize the importance of passenger 
alightings, in addition to the present value 
placed on boardings, the use of APCs will 



be limited. He stated that while some transit 
systems could get along without information 
on passenger-miles, many could not operate 
without this information, as it is crucial for 
matching supply and demand, and determin
ing average trip length and load factors. 
Boardings alone are not sufficient. 

• With the flexible funding provided by the 
ISTEA, there will be more competition for 
funds. Transit will need very accurate sup
ply and demand data to make its case for 
funding. APCs are one way of collecting 
such information. 

• When comparing automated passenger 
counting systems to A VL and AFC technol
ogies, APCs can provide information on the 
location of buses and on-time performance. 
This information is similar to that supplied 
by A VL systems, but at less cost. 

• The challenge with the use of these systems 
is not just technological, but also involves 
production and consolidation of accurate 
data. The other challenge is understanding 
and identifying the key elements in the 
wealth of data that are critical in the deci
sion making process. 

Automated Bus Diagnostic System 

Robert Foy 
Flint, Michigan Mass Transportation Authority 

Mr. Foy discussed the importance of preven
tive maintenance as a key to containing costs for 
transit operators. His agency has attempted to 
maximize scheduled maintenance and reduce 
unscheduled maintenance through the develop
ment of an automated diagnostic bus system. 
Mr. Foy made the following points in his pre
sentation. 

• The concept of the use of automation in 
diagnostics is to provide a method for moni
toring the performance of the different 
components on transit vehicles. Information 
obtained from the system allows mainte-
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nance personnel to observe trends in perfor
mance of the vehicles, recurring conditions 
which may indicate impending failure, and 
to preform detailed diagnostic tests to estab
lish the condition of specific vehicles. The 
system collects data on the use of consum
able materials, such as coolants, lubricants, 
and fuel. The automated diagnostic system 
maintains historical test data for comparison 
and analysis of vehicle performance. This 
information permits the fleet operator to 
schedule maintenance conveniently to help 
reduce unexpected breakdowns. 

• The Flint MT A diagnostic system consists of 
four separate sub-systems: an on-board bus 
computer, a maintenance area unit, a super
visor's area unit, and the fuel area units. 
The on-board computer retains certain spe
cific information which is obtained during 
the operation of the vehicle. Information 
collected by the on-board computer is sent to 
the supervisor's area unit when the bus is in 
the fuel area by way of infrared transmit
ter/receiver devices located on the bus in the 
fuel area. This occurs automatically as the 
bus goes through the fuel lane. Fuel area 
activity reports the data on consumables 
such as fuel, coolant, and lubricants. 

• The supervisor's area unit (SAU) communi
cates with the maintenance area unit and the 
host computer where historical data on test 
results and consumable material is stored. 
The supervisor area unit also communicates 
with the bus through the infrared devices in 
the fuel area. Supervisory personnel can 
enter or delete operator identification num
bers and bus numbers, or edit the test limits 
as appropriate. The supervisor also has 
access to all the data retained by the system, 
but testing can only be performed by the 
maintenance area unit. 

• The maintenance area unit (MAU) allows 
the operator to run tests by sequence and 
review current and historical data on the 
performance of the vehicle. The MAU 
contains information from the bus computer 
and the data collected at the fuel area. 



• The primary purpose of the diagnostic sys
tem is convenient and reliable monitoring of 
the performance of the bus fleet. The auto
mated bus diagnostic system is just one 
component of a well-balanced maintenance 
program. Information from other inspections 
and tests is combined with data from the 
automated diagnostic system. 

• The monitoring process is divided into three 
categories: 1) Performance - the results of 
the fuel area performance tests determine the 
rate of consumption of fuel and lubricants; 
providing trend analysis. 2) Maintenance -
review and analysis of maintenance activities 
provides a broad spectrum of information 
and allows for comparison of standards with 
results of performance tests. 3) Miscella
neous - monitoring allows for editing of a 
missing bus list, exceptions reports, and 
provides for additional special purposes. 

• The Flint MTA initially invested about $1.8 
million into research and development of the 
program. The supervisor's area units, the 
infrared sensors, and the maintenance area 
units cost approximately $800,000. An 
additional $1,500 is required to equip a new 
bus with sensors and the needed compo
nents. 

• Advantages of the system include allowing 
for the reduction of inventory of necessary 
parts by about 25 percent. It appears that 
employees' skill levels have tended to bal
ance out, as the equipment is relied upon to 
do most of the diagnostics. The MT A has 
been able to reduce the number of pull-outs 
and to lower the incidence of unscheduled 
maintenance, while increasing bus availabili
ty and reducing labor costs. Another advan
tage has been the simple design of the sys
tem; for instance, the sensors are readily 
available from a number of suppliers. 

• Disadvantages of the system include depen
dence on one software supplier, which has 
eliminated support for the system due to 
economic considerations. In addition, train
ing costs have increased, although this will 
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probably be a plus in the long run. There 
was also a problem with getting the supervi
sors to accept the system. 

What to Do With Your 
New Electronic Farebox Data 

James Mulqueeny 
Chicago Transit Authority 

Mr. Mulqueeny presented a case study of the 
Chicago Transit Authority's (CTA) experiences 
in operating 2,400 electronic registering fare
boxes purchased in 1985. A paper on the subject 
was authored by Mr. Mulqueeny, Sarah J. 
LaBelle, Ross T. Patronsky, and Joseph Simon
etti, all of the CTA. He described the CTA's 
experiences in selecting and implementing the 
electronic fareboxes and how the authority 
utilizes the large volumes of data provided by 
the fareboxes. 

• CT A provided a description for the manu
facturer on the specifications for the rider
ship data required from the farebox. A 
network of microcomputers at the bus garag
es is used to store data from the fareboxes 
on hard disks and transfers the data to a 
secure central location early each morning. 

• Upon implementation, the new electronic 
fareboxes generated about 12,000 records 
per weekday. Using the vendor's software, 
CTA staff was able to review each day's 
ridership and revenue by fare type, as well 
as locating sources of bad data. However, 
the larger task of accumulating one day's 
records into route totals or time-based sum
maries was not built into the original soft
ware. CT A developed mainframe software 
to summarize ridership by type of fare, day 
of the week, and time of day. 

• The CT A does not rely on the farebox totals 
for daily bank deposits. Rather, the bus 
revenue is counted daily. In CTA's experi
ence, total revenue as reported by the fare
boxes has been less than that counted at the 
counting house . Ignoring the undercount 



against actual revenue, the fareboxes report
ed more revenue than would be anticipated 
by multiplying registered riders times the 
fare paid. This suggested that the bus opera
tors were not registering a portion of cash
fare riders. 

• CT A staff began anonymous observations of 
farebox operations by bus drivers and pro
duced a plan for random checks of bus 
operator farebox registration accuracy. The 
general concept of these observations was to 
send a specially-trained observer out on 
randomly selected buses to discreetly ob
serve how the driver registered passengers, 
noting the farebox key pressed and the key 
that should have been pressed. These two 
counts were then compared as a ratio, yield
ing an estimate of the percentage of passen
gers who were registered and a farebox 
adjustment factors . Dividing the total regis
trations for each fare category by the adjust
ment factor gives an estimate of the true 
ridership level. 

• CT A conducted a large-scale test of this 
farebox observation method to determine 
whether there were any biases. This test 
validated the basic procedures used, and 
indicated some improvements to streamline 
the sampling process. The farebox registra
tion observations provide CT A with a quali
ty control check for the accuracy of its bus 
ridership counts. The observations are con
ducted in a way that allows CT A to use 
farebox-collected ridership data for its annu
al Section 15 submission, exceeding the 
level of accuracy required by FT A regula
tions. 

• CT A uses the data supplied by the electronic 
fareboxes in various ways. CTA's Finance 
Department prepares reports on revenue and 
ridership levels each financial period, using 
farebox data for bus ridership . The Strategic 
Planning Department prepares a Ridership 
Fact Sheet at the close of each financial 
period which includes systemwide ridership 
totals and percent changes from the same 
period of the previous year presented for 
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comparison. Peak and off-peak splits, along 
with totals and averages for days of the 
week are also part of this report. Additional
ly, the report presents ridership in categories 
directly comparable to the fare revenue/ 
ridership model used by CT A, and provides 
seven pages of ridership data tabulated as 
needed by various departments. 

• The other significant contribution of elec
tronic registering fareboxes is route-level 
data on ridership. Prior to the introduction 
of the fareboxes, route level data for all 132 
routes was hard to develop. Service Delivery 
Planning prepares a quarterly report review
ing route performance, based on farebox 
data. These measures of route performance 
are used to rank routes for various planning 
tasks. 



Issues in Technology Implementation 
Brendon Remily, Canadian Urban Transit Association - presiding 

This session included four presentations 
addressing the issues associated with technology 
implementation in public transportation from the 
different perspectives of university research, 
transit operators, metropolitan planning organi
zations, and private industry. 

Mark Hansen 
University of California, Berkeley 

Mr. Hansen suggested that successful appli
cation of new technologies requires a chain of 
events which starts with research and develop
ment and ends with decisions by operators to 
adopt and adapt to new technologies. Mr. Han
sen's remarks focused on the latter end of the 
chain, particularly, how operators make deci
sions about and implement new technology. He 
discussed the results of a series of interviews 
conducted with transit operators who had adopt
ed new technologies and those which had not. 
Mr. Hansen highlighted the following findings in 
his presentation. 

• Recent studies have shown that during the 
1980s there was an overuse of new technolo
gies in the private sector, particularly new 
information technologies. If this was occur
ring in the private sector, where capital costs 
are not subsidized, one might suspect similar 
problems in a sector such as transit, where 
capital costs are federally subsidized. Con
versely, there are other forces that may 
result in transit operators under-utilizing new 
technologies. These include the lack of 
competition, lack of experience, and bureau
cratic inertia. The factors that encourage 
appropriate use, over-use, and under-use of 
new technologies were identified. 

• The study's findings found positive and 
negative aspects to the implementation of 
new technologies. A number of negative 
aspects were identified. Most innovations in 
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advanced information technologies are solu
tion driven, rather than problem driven. In 
most cases, new technologies represent 
solutions looking for problems, rather than 
the other way around. Opportunities may be 
missed by implementing new technologies in 
this way. It is more appropriate to identify 
the problem and then seek appropriate solu
tions. Second, operators often underestimate 
the organizational effort required to imple
ment new technologies. The total cost to 
implement a new technology is often under
estimated. Last, the ability to realize the 
benefits of the system may be limited due to 
unforeseen problems. For example, antici
pated labor savings may not be realized. In 
fact additional labor costs are often associat
ed with implementing new systems. New 
technologies are often used to enhance 
output rather than reduce costs. 

• The positive aspects of new technology 
implementation include the fact that opera
tors generally have conservative attitudes 
towards these technologies. Operators gener
ally appear to have a realistic assessment of 
the capabilities of the technologies. Further, 
they are becoming increasingly aware that 
training is a very important element to 
successfully implementing and operating 
these systems. Operators are also increasing
ly realizing that their organizations have 
limited capacities to absorb new technolo
gies. In many areas a growing support 
infrastructure is developing to support the 
new technologies, particularly in the form of 
consultants providing sound and unbiased 
advice. Increased networking among opera
tors is also occurring, providing a source of 
information about system benefits and prob
lems. Finally, advanced information technol
ogies are spurring desirable organizational 
changes. The nature of many new technolo
gies will require closer integration of many 
management and operating functions. 



Joel Markowitz 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 

Oakland, California 

Dr. Markowitz discussed the current envi
ronment faced by transit agencies seeking to 
implement new technologies. He addressed the 
areas of risk analysis, typical pitfalls, and con
cluded by providing some general axioms re
garding new technologies. Dr. Markowitz cov
ered the following points in his presentation. 

• The environment for new technology imple
mentation encountered at public transit 
agencies is generally not conducive to slow, 
incremental progress. Rather, the focus is 
usually on immediate results. Public transit 
companies often encounter a skeptical pub
lic, a critical media, and questioning policy
makers. The current fiscal crisis is downsiz
ing public transit, with service cuts and 
layoffs coupled with increases in fares and 
shrinking markets in many areas. In addi
tion, external demands are being placed on 
transit systems from the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), the Intermodal 
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act 
(ISTEA), and air quality regulations. 

• In this environment it is necessary to analyze 
the risk of undertaking a high-technology 
project. Public transit agencies may be 
averse to risk-taking, assuming their only 
charge is to protect the public funds. A 
simple approach risk assessment can be used 
to help overcome this concern. The assess
ment correlates the factor of uncertainty 
associated with a new technology with the 
agency's mission. If a technology is fairly 
well known and it has a low uncertainty, and 
the need for it is critical, then the risk of 
implementation is low. On the other hand, a 
new technology with a high level of uncer
tainty that serves an unnecessary function 
leads to a high risk situation. The ability or 
readiness of the organization to implement a 
new technology can also be assessed. Chan
ges may be required in labor agreements, 
work rules, and job descriptions to incorpo-
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rate a new technology. These issues should 
be examined in advance. 

• The next step is to identify the typical pit
falls that may arise with a new technology. 
The first problem is to define the need and 
the market the technology will focus on. 
Needs and objectives should be narrowed 
down to specifics . Additionally, potential 
funding sources should be identified early in 
the process. This is more difficult, although 
public agencies are being encouraged to be 
more innovative, most have little or no 
experience in entrepreneurial-style financing 
arrangements. 

• Implementation and start-up problems should 
be identified. Initial installation is often 
more difficult than first thought. It is stan
dard to go through a testing process with a 
new system. However, it is usually antici
pated that testing will go smoothly, when it 
does not the agency must be ready to make 
modifications. Staffing and training for the 
start-up is critical. The amount of training 
needed is usually underestimated. 

• When initiating service with a new technolo
gy, a realistic schedule must be established 
that anticipates unforeseen problems. 

• On-going operations and maintenance func
tions also take more staff effort than usually 
realized. Although monitoring is simple, few 
systems conduct good evaluations. 

• It is hard for public agencies to behave in an 
entrepreneurial fashion without a stable and 
adequate funding base. Although transit 
systems are being encouraged to be more 
innovative and take risks, most are averse to 
being viewed as "gambling" with public 
money. What businesses often do, but public 
agencies cannot do, is fail. Transit systems 
cannot just close down or be purchased like 
private businesses. 

• In general, capital funds are more readily 
available than operating funds. If new tech
nologies reduce operating costs, they would 



be viewed more positively. Because capital 
funds may be plentiful, operators may tend 
to overbuy. 

• Teamwork is desirable, but leadership, 
buying into the idea, and equity in participa
tion are all necessary. This may be difficult 
in a hierarchical organization like a transit 
agency. Time and effort must be invested to 
develop a team to ensure the proper new 
technologies are implemented successfully. 

Ronald G. Strickland 
Mark IV Transportation Products Group 

Mr. Strickland discussed the issue of imple
menting new technologies from a vendor's point 
of view. He addressed the following points in 
his presentation. 

• In private industry, the overriding issue with 
new technologies is finances. Implementa
tion generally requires tooling, software, 
hardware, capital equipment, a prototype, 
and an in-service demonstration, all of 
which require funding and substantial finan
cial resources . It is important to use public/ 
private partnerships to leverage resources. 

• If financial subsidies are available from the 
FT A, and if the industry volume is sufficient 
to allow amortization of a manufacturer's 
costs, only then will technology implementa
tion occur in the most efficient manner. The 
ISTEA, research and development pro
grams, and other sources may provide need
ed funding assistance. 

• Technology transfer is a current buzzword. 
One important issue in developing new 
technologies is the retention of proprietary 
rights: Who will control them, how will they 
be shared, by whom, and for how long? If 
the co-developers that convert technological 
ideas into products are not allowed a reason
able degree of exclusivity, then implementa
tion will be slow or even zero. Until this 
issue is resolved, public and private money 
will not be leveraged to the maximum. 
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• Customers and manufacturers must be will
ing to take risks. Transit agencies are under 
public scrutiny, which is not conducive to 
risk taking. Manufacturers are under the 
scrutiny of their boards of directors to pro
duce results from quarter to quarter, which 
is not conducive to long-range planning. 
There must be a willingness to accept failure 
and to learn from it. Many transit authorities 
that have experienced failures have been the 
pioneers, leading the way for others in the 
future . It will be necessary to contribute a 
great deal of money, to take risks, to learn 
from past mistakes, and to have a systematic 
coordinated approach to the process. 

• Many companies have come and gone in the 
high technology, big risk, low-bid environ
ment of the recent past. Pre-screening ven
dors, prequalifications, demonstration pro
jects, and negotiated procurements are the 
only true alternatives to simple low-bid 
situations. Value must be stressed. 

A. Jeff Becker 
Tidewater Regional Transit 

In response to a question from the modera
tor, Mr. Becker discussed some of the obstacles 
associated with implementing new technologies 
from the perspective of a transit operator. 

• The obstacles that need to be addressed will 
depend on the technology, the application, 
and the type of organization. Obstacles and 
issues can arise in both management and in 
operations. Identifying potential issues early 
in the planning process is important and 
involving the appropriate staff members and 
departments in planning and designing the 
different applications can help overcome 
potential resistance and uncertainty. 

• Ensuring that all employees have an under
standing of the objectives of the program 
can also assist in addressing possible obsta
cles. Providing adequate training for affected 
employees and involving them in the evalua
tion process is also critical . 



Customer Service Technologies 



Ridematching Systems 
Kathy Gerwig, The Breen Consortium - presiding 

Dynamic Ridematching Using Voice Mail 

Donald Loseff 
University of Washington 

Mr. Loseff provided an overview of a 
system that would use voice mail for dynamic 
ridematching. The proposed system would 
provide employees of a company with a quick 
and easy way to make in-house ride matches. 
This approach would address the inflexibility of 
traditional ridesharing. Many people are unwill
ing to commit to a carpool or vanpool because 
they may need their car for non-commute pur
poses at least one day per week. However, on 
days when they could carpool, a dynamic system 
for casual carpooling using voice mail could be 
used to help identify appropriate matches. A 
paper by Mr. Loseff describes the proposed 
system in further detail. Mr. Loseff highlighted 
the following key points of the voice-mail dy
namic ridematching system. 

• A number of different groups could benefit 
from dynamic ridematching. This includes 
individuals with irregular schedules, workers 
who may have to stay late or go in early, 
people desiring the flexibility to run errands 
after work and who fear being constrained 
by being in a permanent carpool, and any
one needing an alternate method of getting 
to work occasionally. Further, the system 
could be used by individuals already in a 
carpool who need another rider in order to 
meet HOV lane occupancy requirements. 

• Dynamic ridematching must be easy to use 
and should not require a lot of preplanning. 
The system should be accessible from the 
home or office, since the decision to carpool 
may be made only the night before. Dynam
ic ridematching requires a quick response 
time so that an individual is not left wonder
ing if they will be able to get in a carpool. 
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The system should also serve those looking 
for riders, as well as those looking for rides. 

• A number of steps would need to be taken 
to implement a dynamic voice mail ride
matching system. First, employee surveys 
should be conducted to determine current 
levels of carpooling and interest in partici
pating in the dynamic ridematching pro
gram. The employer should also offer infor
mation on the benefits of carpooling and 
incentives for participation in the program. 
Interested employees would register and 
provide a geographical identification. This 
could be done by zip code or the major 
intersection near their home. An Employee 
Transportation Coordinator (ETC), or other 
employee, would sort applications and dis
tribute a list of participants. Employees 
would then be able to develop their own 
match lists. Matching could occur with 
individuals who live between their home and 
workplace (potential passengers) and those 
who live beyond them (potential drivers). 
Thus, the system permits corridor matching. 

• An ongoing monitoring and evaluation 
program could be developed to determine 
the use of the system. The ETC could moni
tor the use and success of the program 
through follow-up surveys, on-site surveys, 
and other data collection techniques. 

Feasibility Study for an 
Innovative Ridesharing System 

Robert P. Cahn 
New Jersey Institute of Technology, 

Center for Transportation Studies and Research 

Mr. Cahn discussed a telephone-based, real
time ridesharing program. He outlined the 
proposed system, described its innovative fea
tures, and recommended possible incentives to 



encourage participation. A paper by Mr. Cahn, 
in association with Athanassios K. Bladikas and 
Louis J. Pignataro of the New Jersey Institute of 
Technology, was available for additional infor
mation on the study. Mr. Cahn summarized the 
following highlights of the proposed system. 

• The availability and need for rides would be 
coordinated by a computer dispatching 
service that individuals could access by 
telephone. Touch-tone telephone messages 
would allow user identification, specify the 
desired time of the ride, and identify the 
origin and destination points. A smart card 
or a small printer attached to the phone 
would issue a ticket identifying the parties 
giving and taking the ride and providing 
other needed information. This would help 
to insure system integrity and security. The 
system would use both a debit and credit 
method of payment with periodic billing for 
excess debits. Participation would be volun
tary and could be on a trip-by-trip basis, a 
fixed, long-term arrangement, or any combi
nation in between. Local, regional, and 
national systems could be run by private 
companies, conceivably on a local franchise 
basis. 

• Innovative features of the proposed system 
include its handling of net credits and the 
fact that tickets are printed out for both the 
driver and rider. The system would also 
ensure the availability of door-to-door ser
vice and a guaranteed ride home. Further, 
courier and goods delivery services could be 
included in the program. The incorporation 
of technological advances, such as voice 
activation and other IVHS technology would 
further enhance the system. 

• Incentives to use the system could include 
the financial benefits to participants arising 
from reduced commuting costs, lower park
ing fees, and eliminating the need for second 
or third cars. Other incentives could be built 
into the system to further encourage its use. 
These could include allowing access to HOV 
lanes, providing preferential parking, and 
preferential treatment for IVHS and A TIS 
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services and equipment distribution. Further, 
strengthening social incentives to participate 
in ridesharing, such as the use of campaigns 
similar to those used against drunk driving, 
encouraging recycling, and promoting seat 
belt usage could be employed. These would 
help promote the idea that one does not lose 
independence by ridesharing. 

Automated Trip Planning for Employees 

David Mines 
Commuter Transportation Services, Inc. 

Mr. Mines described TRAN ST AR, a com
puter system which gives current and potential 
riders detailed information on public transit 
routes to a desired destination. TRANST AR was 
designed to help transit operators dispense 
information to the public quickly and reliably, 
making it easier for individuals to use transit, 
especially those who are unfamiliar with the 
system. Mr. Mines discussed the goals of the 
system and the technology available to help 
achieve those goals. He stressed the following 
points related to the TRANST AR system. 

• The TRANSTAR system is easy to use. 
Transit system operators can be trained in 
the morning and begin taking calls in the 
afternoon. The system does not require that 
the operator have knowledge of all transit 
routes. Rather, this information is contained 
in the computer and all the operator has to 
do is access it. Thus, TRANSTAR is very 
easy for operators to use. 

• The system does not require a knowledge of 
local geography. Intersections, streets, and 
business addresses are all contained in the 
system. Thus, all the operator has to do is 
enter in the keywords, and the system will 
provide the appropriate route and schedule 
information. 

• The TRAN ST AR system provides more 
accurate and complete information than 
manual methods. The system pinpoints the 
most direct route, cutting down on travel 



time for the passenger. Further, 
TRANST AR can give the user a variety of 
routes for different times of the day and 
different traffic conditions. It also provides 
a line to the ridesharing system, giving the 
user options for carpooling and vanpooling. 
The system also coordinates with the ride
sharing program to include information on 
transit options. 

• Benefits of the system include reducing the 
time it takes to answer requests and reducing 
operator stress. Operators are able to re
spond faster to requests and be of greater 
assistance to customers. 

• The technology provides the ability to dis
play street maps on a computer screen, and 
print maps and travel itineraries using a 
laser printer. A digital voice feature can also 
be used for conveying basic route informa
tion and for after-hours contacts, freeing the 
operator to take more calls. TRANSTAR 
can also be linked to fax machines, kiosks 
using touchscreens, laser disks in shopping 
centers, and other information systems. 

Dynamic Ride Matching 

Pascal Lenoir 
101 On Line 

Mr. Lenoir presented an overview of the 
French Minitel network. This compact commu
nication system is used by more than 6 million 
people in France. The Minitel system includes a 
sliding keyboard, a screen, and a modem in one 
small unit, which plugs into the telephone like 
an answering machine. The user is able to access 
electronic information, make reservations, send 
typed messages, and place orders using existing 
telephone lines. Mr. Lenoir summarized the 
following information relating to transit plan
ning, travel information, and ride matching 
using the Minitel network. 

• The system provides information on roads, 
weather conditions, construction activities 
and metro, bus, train, and airplane schedule 
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information. Reservations can be made for 
travel on the different modes and the system 
can calculate distance and travel times. 

• The message center allows on-line communi
cations to create ridematching systems. The 
user selects from different menus to find out 
about others interested in ridesharing, to 
read their personal profiles, and to commu
nicate with them on-line. The system allows 
commuters to communicate their ridesharing 
needs without spending hours on the tele
phone. A message typed into the system can 
be accessed any time, day or night. 



Responsive Traveler Systems 
Ronald J. Fisher, Federal Transit Administration - presiding 

The Appeal of the Smart Traveler 

Mary R . Kihl 
Iowa State University 

Ms. Kihl discussed the overall appeal of the 
different Smart Traveler programs being devel
oped and implemented throughout the country. 
These programs focus on providing reliable and 
accurate information about trip choices to assist 
travelers in making educated decisions. A vari
ety of technologies are being used in these 
programs. A paper, prepared by Mary Kihl, was 
available for individuals desiring more informa
tion. Ms. Kihl covered the following points in 
her presentation. 

• The Smart Traveler programs have a shorter 
focus than many IVHS programs. The Smart 
Traveler programs should be operational 
within the next 5 years. Many of the tech
nologies, such as audiotex, videotex, mes
sage boards, and smart kiosks are currently 
available. 

• The critical element in the Smart Traveler 
programs is the provision of pre-trip infor
mation on traffic, transit options, and ride
matching services. The hope is that travelers 
will make greater use of transit and ride
sharing modes based on the availability of 
this information. 

• Automated telephone systems enable transit 
systems to process information calls more 
efficiently and consistently. These systems 
have improved greatly over the past few 
years. Touch tone telephone systems are 
being used to provide a variety of informa
tion on bus routes, schedules, and para
transit services. 

• A number of transit systems are now offer
ing pre-trip information that extends beyond 
the typical schedule requests . These pro-
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grams provide information on service pro
viders, routes, destinations, boarding loca
tions, fares and schedule departure and 
arrival times. Optional information on 
wheelchair accessibility, the shortest walking 
distance, and the lowest fares, may also be 
available. 

• Many transit systems are also improving 
onboard and in-route information. Electronic 
and computer display devices and kiosks are 
being used to provide information at transfer 
points, transit stations, and other high vol
ume locations. The systems vary in com
plexity from simple television monitors 
providing schedule arrival and departure 
times to touch-sensitive maps . 

• The use of A VL systems support the capa
bility to provide real-time information on 
bus schedules. The real-time information on 
bus locations can be provided to passengers 
and potential riders. 

• The ADA requires that all fixed-route transit 
vehicles provide both visual and audio infor
mation to passengers to assist in identifying 
major intersections and key transfer sites. 
These requirements have stimulated interest 
in in-vehicle navigation aids such an annun
ciators. 

The California Smart Traveler System 

Robert Ratcliff 
California Department of Transportation 

Mr. Ratcliff provided a summary of the 
Smart Traveler project being developed in 
California. This program is the main element of 
a larger APTS program being implemented by 
the California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans). A paper, prepared by Robert W. 
Behnke, Aegis Transportation Information 



Systems, and Kevin J. Flannelly and Malcolm S. 
MacLeod Jr., Center for Psychosocial Research, 
provided more information on the use of IVHS 
with transit. Mr. Ratcliff covered the following 
topics in his presentation. 

• Travelers in the San Francisco Bay Area 
have a number of modes to choose from. 
Systems in the area include LRT, commuter 
rail, heavy rail, cable cars, ferries, electric 
trolley buses, diesel buses, carpools, van
pools, and the automobile. Bicycle and 
multi-use pathways are also available. Traf
fic congestion is still a major problem in the 
area, however. 

• The Smart Traveler project is one element 
of the California Advanced Public Transpor
tation Systems Program established by 
Caltrans. This program focuses on IVHS 
applications for transit, paratransit, and 
ridesharing. The Smart Traveler project is 
one of the major elements of this program. 

• The objectives of the Smart Traveler project 
include providing timely and accurate infor
mation for local and regional decision mak
ing, providing new services in low-density 
suburban and rural areas, and integrating 
new and conventional services for cost
effective local and regional systems. 

• As proposed, the Smart Traveler project will 
be a user-oriented, customer-derived system. 
It will provide travelers with real-time trip 
planning services utilizing user-defined 
criteria such as trip length, travel time, fare 
levels, and accessibility requirements. 

• It is anticipated that an open architecture 
will be used to allow access by a variety of 
interfaces. A variety of technologies will be 
used, including audiotex, videotex, personal 
computers, cable television, interactive 
television, hand-held devices, kiosks, and in
vehicle devices. The Smart Traveler pro
gram will provide options to travelers such 
as the Smart Bus, single-trip carpools, and 
other low cost services that are more appeal
ing to travelers. 
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• A building-block approach is being used to 
implement the system. This will allow for 
the incremental development of the program, 
allowing short-term uses and benefits. 

• The first phase of the project has been 
completed. This phase focused on further 
refining the Smart Traveler concept and 
identifying five potential field operational 
test sites. To allow for the broadest public 
access to the system initially, audiotex will 
serve as the baseline system. Other higher
level interfaces can be added to the system 
in the future. A menu structure has also 
been recommended for the system. 

• Real-time ridematching services were identi
fied as an important component of the initial 
program. A detailed demonstration design 
for testing a system at three sites has recent
ly been developed. A variety of scenarios 
were examined for single-trip carpooling and 
related services. Distance-based fares and 
back seat rentals appear to be the most 
flexible payment methods. 

• The Smart Traveler system focuses on both 
work and non-work trips. The first two 
phases have been successful in refining the 
concept and selecting potential test sites. 
Further, the technologies and system archi
tecture have been examined. Many questions 
remain, however. Some of these will be 
answered in the operational tests. Defining 
the appropriate roles of the public and pri
vate sectors is one issue to be addressed. 
User system requirements, information 
accuracy requirements, effective user inter
faces, and appropriate standards and proto
cols must be better defined. 



Houston Smart Commuter IVHS 
Operational Test 

Katherine F. Turnbull 
Texas Transportation Institute 

Ms. Turnbull provided an overview of the 
Houston Smart Commuter IVHS Operational 
Test. She provided a brief summary of the 
background, focus, and current status of the 
project. A paper, prepared by Katherine F. 
Turnbull and Dennis L. Christiansen, Texas 
Transportation Institute, provided more informa
tion on the operational test. Ms. Turnbull cov
ered the following major elements in her presen
tation. 

• The Houston Smart Commuter IVHS Opera
tional Test focuses on gaining more efficient 
use of major travel corridors through greater 
utilization of high-occupancy commute 
modes, shifts in travel routes, and changes 
in travel time, through the application of 
innovative approaches using advanced tech
nologies. The project is based on the hy
pothesis that commuters who have quick and 
easy access to relevant, accurate, and up-to
date information on traffic conditions, bus 
routes, bus schedules, how to use the bus, 
and instant ridematching services in their 
home and workplace will be more likely to 
use public transit and other HOV commute 
modes. 

• The project has been developed through the 
cooperative efforts of the Metropolitan 
Transit Authority of Harris County 
(METRO), the Texas Department of Trans
portation (TxDOT), and the Texas Transpor
tation Institute (TTI), a part of the Texas 
A&M University System. The Houston
Galveston Area Council (HGAC) has also 
been actively involved in the project. Fur
ther, both FT A and FHW A are participating 
in funding the project. 

• The Smart Commuter Operational Test 
represents one important component of the 
approach being taken in the Houston area to 
address traffic congestion and air quality 
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concerns. The project takes advantage of the 
extensive HOV lane system in the Houston 
area. These facilities offer travel time sav
ings and improved travel time reliability to 
HOVs. 

• A bus component of the operational test 
focuses on the traditional suburban-to-down
town travel market in the 1-45 North corri
dor. Real-time pre-trip information on cur
rent traffic conditions and bus schedules will 
be provided to individuals in their homes 
and places of work through videotex and 
telephone technologies. 

• A second component focuses on the subur
ban-to-suburban travel market in the 1-10 
West corridor to the Post Oak/Galleria area. 
The use of an employer-based real-time 
carpool matching service will be tested in 
this corridor, which is more difficult to 
serve with regular route bus service. This 
component will be structured to encourage a 
mode shift from driving alone to carpooling 
and to encouraging an increase from 2 
person to 3 person carpools. A 3 person 
carpool requirement is used on the 1-10 
West HOV lane during the morning and 
afternoon peak hours. 

• A variety of activities were conducted to 
assist in designing the operational test. 
Focus groups, comprised of employees from 
the downtown and Post Oak/Galleria areas, 
surveys of non-HOV lane users, and reviews 
of research from throughout the country 
were all part of the market assessment 
phase. Potential technologies were also 
examined and analyzed. 

• A major component of the project is the 
evaluation. Both parts of the demonstration 
are being designed around a well structured 
and comprehensive evaluation program. It is 
anticipated that the 4 to 5 year project will 
be implemented over the next year. 



Re-Engineering Demand Responsive Transit 
Using Recent Technological Developments 

Roger F. Teal 
Balda, Inc. 

Mr. Teal discussed the development and 
current status of demand responsive transit 
(DRT). He noted that recent advances in tech
nology hold a great deal of promise for improv
ing and enhancing DRT. He provided a paper on 
the subject for individuals interested in a more 
detailed description of the use of advanced 
technologies with DRT. Mr. Teal covered the 
following points in his presentation. 

• The initial development of DRT began in the 
1970s. Many of the early efforts were not 
successful, in part because of the high cost 
of the computer hardware and software and 
issues associated with the performance and 
capabilities of the technology. Thus, in 
many respects D RT in the 1970s did not 
meet the market test. 

• Recent technological developments offer 
promise for the development of successful 
DRT systems. The advantage of low cost, 
high performance computer hardware, ge
neric database systems, moderately priced 
scheduling and dispatching software, off-the
shelf A VL technology, and electronic map
ping software make the development ofDRT 
systems more effective and affordable. 

• A number of systems are currently exploring 
and experimenting with the use of these 
technologies to reexamine DRT systems. It 
is appropriate to consider this a re-engineer
ing, rather than a reinvention process. This 
reengineering process is significant in that it 
promises to enable large numbers of DRT 
systems to operate as originally intended, 
but in a much more cost-effective manner. 

• The profile of a re-engineered DRT system 
would include a number of subsystems and 
components. Users would access the DRT 
through an automated telephone system. The 
order entry function would be completed 
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using A VL mapping software. This would 
be connected to a central computer, where 
the scheduling and dispatching function 
would occur. Communications software 
would be used to link with the DRT vehicles 
and the AVL system. A database reporting 
system would also be used to record and 
maintain all the necessary files and informa
tion. 

Prototype Mobility Manager: 
Lessons Learned from the Taxi Industry 

John R. Stone 
University of North Carolina 

Dr. Stone provided a summary of the experi
ence with the use of computer dispatching in the 
taxi industry. His comments focused on how this 
experience can provide guidance and insight for 
the Mobility Manager concept. A paper, pre
pared by John R. Stone and Gorman Gilbert, 
both from the Institute for Transportation Re
search and Education at the University of North 
Carolina, was available for individuals interested 
in more information. Dr. Stone covered the 
following points in his presentation. 

• With the cooperation of the International 
Taxi and Livery Association, 16 taxicab 
companies and 2 major computer dispatch 
vendors were contracted. In addition, 10 
paratransit operators and a number of soft
ware vendors were also interviewed. Infor
mation was obtained from these sources on 
performance measures, computer dispatch 
and scheduling functions, problems encoun
tered, solutions utilized, and impacts on 
drivers, customers, and management. 

• The taxi industry has been experimenting 
with computer dispatching for the past 15 
years. The experience from the taxi industry 
can be used to assist with the development 
of the Mobility Manager concept, which is 
one component of the APTS program. 

• The experience with computer dispatching in 
the taxi industry, which was accomplished 



without federal or other public funding, has 
been positive. Computer dispatching has 
resulted in increased ridership or gains in 
taxi use, improved customer positioning, and 
increases in market share. The development 
and operation of a computer dispatching 
system is not inexpensive, however. Thus, 
systems should look closely at their needs 
and match the appropriate type of system to 
their project. 

• The Mobility Manager concept is compara
ble to a travel agent. With a Mobility Man
ager, an individual will be able to gain 
access to a variety of transit services through 
one telephone call. The individual would be 
matched to the most appropriate type of 
service and the system would handle all 
financial transactions through the use of 
credit cards or other automated billing pro
cedures. Keeping track of the appropriate 
funding sources for different types of trips 
would greatly enhance the current proce
dures for recording trips and obtaining 
reimbursement from the appropriate agen
cies. 

• A number of areas are currently exploring 
the use of the Mobility Manager concept and 
a few areas are implementing demonstration 
projects. The experience from the taxi indus
try can be used to help develop these sys
tems. However, a number of unique features 
will need to be considered in implementing 
Mobility Manager systems. These include 
questions over security and the possible use 
of passenger codes, requirements of the 
ADA, and specific local concerns. 

• The computer dispatch system has become 
the cornerstone for the taxi industry. It may 
also serve this same function with Mobility 
Manager systems. 
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Fare Collection and Congestion Pricing Technology 
Subhash R. Mundie, Mundie & Associates, Inc. - presiding 

Electronic Fare Collection Systems: 
A Discussion of Issues and 

User Requirements 

Brendon Hemily 
Canadian Urban Transit Association 

Dr. Remily discussed the requirements for 
fare collection technologies from the transit 
operator's point of view. New fare collection 
technologies include the use of smart cards, 
electronic fare boxes, and new fare strategies. 
He stated that the Canadian Urban Transit 
Association (CUTA) research program has two 
main components: research and development 
coordination and a strategic research program. 
The research and development coordination 
program serves to identify and monitor research 
needs and to encourage new research, while the 
strategic research program identifies specific 
high-priority topics where applied research is 
needed. CUT A has attempted to address the 
needs of transit operators in light of available 
fare collection technologies. CUTA conducted 
studies and workshops with users, manufactur
ers, and government agencies. As a result, 
several requirements for the new electronic fare 
collection systems were identified. Dr. Remily 
covered the following topics in his presentation. 

• Financial Requirements - The systems 
should be designed to minimize capital, 
operating, maintenance, and distribution 
costs. Due to the tremendous variations in 
the different types of technologies available, 
costs should be compared over the life cycle 
of the system. 

• Security Requirements - The system should 
reduce opportunities for tampering or misuse 
by passengers and employees. The system 
should also increase resistance to fare eva
sion and fraud. Methods include photo ID 
cards, media checks, and rear door control 
systems for distance-based fares. 
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• Accountability Requirements - Vast quanti
ties of data are available from the use of 
new technologies, including statistics, re
porting and funding information for invoic
ing agencies, and market research data. The 
system should be capable of storing and 
transferring data for subsequent analysis, as 
well as creating useful informational reports. 

• Operational Requirements - The system 
should be convenient, efficient, and reliable. 

• Strategic Requirements - The fare media 
should be flexible, compatible, and avail
able. The availability of the various fare 
media must be considered. For example, 
there are a number of magnetic ticket suppli
ers, but fewer plastic magnetic ticket suppli
ers, even fewer smart card suppliers, and 
very few suppliers of contactless smart cards 
and smart tags. Additionally, the system 
should be compatible with a variety of 
payment methods, allowing fare integration 
between different modes and transit opera
tors. This is used in Europe to some extent. 

• Issues associated with technological compati
bility also need to be examined. These 
include the increase in smart card usage, 
smart tag applications, and the maturing of 
magnetic systems. The possibility of multi
use cards, tying into bank cards, and using 
one card for retail, parking, transit, is also 
being explored in some ares. An experiment 
with some of these applications is currently 
underway in Denmark. 

• The new fare technologies require a great 
deal of thought on the part of transit systems 
because they provide a tool that could 
change the way operators interface with 
users and collect revenues. 



Translink Start-Up: First Steps Toward a 
Universal Transit Ticket for the Bay Area 

Joel Markowitz 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

Dr. Markowitz described the efforts to 
coordinate fare collection among the many 
transit agencies serving the San Francisco Bay 
Area. These agencies have distinct jurisdictional 
boundaries and very different histories, politics, 
and funding. Travel patterns in the Bay Area are 
very complex with multiple modes available, the 
suburbanization of jobs, and the spread of 
residential suburbs. Dr. Markowitz covered the 
following topics relating to the coordination of 
fare collection in the San Francisco Bay region. 

• One objective being explored is the use of a 
single ticket or fare payment so that users do 
not have to keep track of multiple tickets if 
they use more than one operator to complete 
a trip. Currently, it is often necessary to use 
multiple systems in making a trip. If the fare 
payment associated with the different opera
tors becomes too confusing, the user may 
become frustrated and not use transit. 

• The integration of bus and rail fares is being 
explored. Initially this may just include 
BART, but eventually it would include the 
CalTrain commuter rail service as well. 

• Improved fare collection may help reach a 
broader market than typical transit service 
by attracting people who are not regular 
users. If an individual has a ticket available 
that could be used on any of the transit 
systems, it may encourage greater transit 
use. 

• Improvements in fare collection could also 
ease the problem of revenue sharing, which 
is an obstacle in multi-operator fare collec
tion. When a transit passenger uses one 
ticket on more than one system, the question 
arises of how to divide the money. The 
ultimate goal of the fare coordination pro
gram is to make this automatic. 
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• Thus, one of the goals of the project is to 
facilitate fare integration. It is important that 
operators standardize fare categories, dis
count levels, and tickets and passes. 

• Prior attempts have been made to test multi
operator fare instruments in the Bay Area. 
The Translink project is the most recent and 
involves a 3-agency partnership between 
BART, Central Contra Costa County Transit 
(CCCCT), and the Metropolitan Transit 
Commission (MTC). The Translink ticket is 
a stored-value ticket that does not expire . 
The appropriate fare is deducted each time a 
trip is made. The Translink farebox was 
placed on buses in the spring of 1992 for 
mechanical, environmental, consumer, and 
operator testing. There are currently fare
boxes on about 110 CCCCT buses, as well 
as 45-50 BART express buses. Full opera
tion of the system is expected in early 1993. 
The system will allow the Translink ticket to 
be used on any combination of BART, 
BART express, and CCCCT buses. 

The Potential for 
Smart Cards in Transportation 

Peter J. Ognibene 
Applied Systems Institute, Inc. 

Mr. Ognibene discussed applications for 
smart cards in the transportation industry, in
cluding a project his firm is implementing in 
Chicago. He defined smart cards and discussed 
some of their general characteristics. These 
include portability, ease of updating, and the 
ability to interact with automated systems. Mr. 
Ognibene began his presentation by discussing 
some advantages and disadvantages of contact
less and contact smart cards. He covered the 
following topics in his presentation. 

• Contactless smart cards generally have faster 
transaction speeds. However, the speeds of 
newer contact cards are down to about a half 
a second which is sufficient in most transit 
situations. Newer contact cards include a 
specialized electronic purse which can be 



credited and debited. Additionally, contact
less cards are single-source, proprietary
architecture products, whereas contact cards 
are available from multiple sources, because 
they have a standardized architecture. The 
trade-off with contactless cards is transaction 
speed versus data storage capability. 

• A number of smart card projects are current
ly underway in Great Britain, Poland, Fin
land, Ireland, Germany and Canada. Hybrid 
devices, such as attaching a radio frequency 
(RF) device to the smart card, are also being 
explored. This hybrid is being used primari
ly on toll roads in Holland, Canada, and 
Italy. These hybrids could conceivably be 
used by disabled transit users who are un
able to handle a card. The RF interface on 
the card would enable them to simply carry 
the card and RF receivers at the entrance 
gate to the transit facility could be coded to 
recognize the card, open the gate, and give 
the disabled user whatever discount they are 
entitled to. 

• A project in Chicago, organized by the 
Regional Transit Authority of Northeastern 
Illinois (RTA), is currently focusing on 
providing smart cards to paratransit users. 
The RT A provides paratransit services in an 
area with about 20,000 eligible riders and 
900,000 trips at a cost of approximately $20 
million annually. The RT A makes trip reser
vations via a computer system, but uses 
paper ride vouchers. Paper vouchers carry 
the potential for fraudulent use as they can 
be filled out and turned in for trips not 
actually taken. 

• The Payment and Control Information Sys
tem (PCIS) was developed for the project. 
Requirements of the PCIS included identify
ing passengers eligible for service, prevent
ing fraud by drivers and carriers, reducing 
or eliminating paperwork, automating collec
tion and transmission of data, improving 
data, creating clear audit trails, identifying 
exceptions for investigation, rapidly process
ing routine transactions, and interacting with 
RT A's existing reservation software. 
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• PCIS operations include smart cards for 
drivers and passengers. The driver logs onto 
a portable terminal with a personalized smart 
card, opening up an electronic logbook. 
Rides are recorded by the card and terminal 
interaction. The passenger may use the 
smart card's electronic purse to pay the fare. 
The terminal automatically dates and time 
stamps the record. After the transaction as 
been captured by the terminal, no change is 
possible. 

• At the end of each shift, the driver inserts 
the portable terminal into an electronic 
cradle to recharge the batteries and connect 
the terminal to a telephone line. The local 
area network (LAN) at the transit agency 
telephones the cradle, transfers the driver's 
logbook to the LAN and clears each portable 
terminal in preparation for the next day's 
trips. Once a day, the terminal's electronic 
records are transferred to the central com
puter and reconciled against the day's reser
vations. Routine transactions are processed 
for payment; late arrivals or trips without 
corresponding reservations are handled as 
exceptions. The central computer downloads 
lists of lost and stolen cards and updates 
cards' electronic purses. 

• Optional capabilities for the PCIS include 
developing new revenues by attracting relat
ed businesses, billing specialized service 
providers such as Medicaid and agencies for 
the aging, transmitting payment data to the 
bank for settlement, linking with electronic 
fund transfers, and the potential for use as a 
permanent mainline fare medium. 

Contactless Smart Card 
Demonstration in Ajax 

Michael Blurton 
Precursor, Ltd. 

Mr. Blurton reviewed the Ridekey smart 
card system demonstration, sponsored by Ajax 
Transit, the Ontario Ministry of Transportation, 
and the township of Ajax, a suburb of Toronto. 



He discussed the information provided by a 
smart card system and some ways this informa
tion can be used by transit operators. A paper 
providing additional information was prepared 
for the session. 

• The Ajax project commenced in two stages. 
First, approximately 1,300 smart cards were 
issued to high school students who used the 
cards to travel to and from school from 
September 1991 to June 1992. This use 
produced over 200,000 transactions. The 
second stage took place from January to 
May 1992. During this phase, a select group 
used an adult pass. This generated ridership 
on data and information on the processing of 
many fare and discount variables. 

• Bus drivers also used a staff card to key in 
route data on a portable terminal. Trip 
information, including route and times can 
be displayed. The Ridekey system uses a 
relational database that can generate a vari
ety of reports. Information obtained includes 
the number of times each ridekey is used, 
providing information on the distribution of 
ridership. The transit system can tailor fare 
structures accordingly, including providing 
discounts for frequent riders. The system 
also allows the operator to track transfers 
between routes and ridership by time of day. 

Assessing the Costs and Benefits of 
Smart Card Technology in the Provision of 

Transit Services in 
Small Urban and Rural Areas 

John Collura 
The University of Massachusetts 

Dr. Collura discussed research exploring the 
use of smart cards to enhance public transit 
services in rural and small urban communities. 
His research examined previous efforts in this 
area made through FT A projects for both para
transit and conventional buses , as well as on
going projects in the U.S. and Europe. The 
central question Dr. Collura has addressed in his 
research is how to evaluate various types of 
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public transit technologies, particularly smart 
cards, and how the use of new technologies 
changes the transit system. He addressed the 
following topics in his presentation. 

• In rural areas, it is important to address how 
to facilitate the establishment of acceptable 
fare policies which will encourage agencies 
to purchase services and coordinate their 
efforts, rather than having their own sys
tems. 

• One critical aspect in the discussion of the 
merits and shortcomings of smart card 
technologies is the cost. A list of costs, both 
fixed and variable expenses, has been devel
oped. This outlines a general framework that 
can be used in identifying and estimating 
costs and benefits of smart card technolo
gies. The framework is general enough to 
also be used with A VL systems and other 
forms of advanced public transportation 
projects. 

• Transit system management includes all the 
organizations and individuals who are in
volved at the local level, responsible for 
policy making, operating, and managing the 
day-to-day services. The decisions they 
make are shaped by local issues and by 
technology. Central to any evaluation of an 
APTS application are the components. The 
components have to be evaluated and their 
functional characteristics examined. Depend
ing on how well the APTS components 
work, efficiency and effectiveness might be 
impacted. 

• Criteria are needed which examine costs in 
a qualitative and quantitative way, examine 
the functional characteristics of the different 
components , and help determine to what 
extent efficiency and effectiveness objectives 
have been accomplished. Criteria are also 
needed to determine what other impacts, if 
any, have resulted from the application of 
the technology. 

• Some institutional impacts, such as driver 
training, will be reflected in the efficiency 



and effectiveness objectives. There will be 
some impacts which are not easily quanti
fied, thus, it is important to examine impacts 
qualitatively as well. 

• Criteria measurements include on-board 
surveys, differences in mean time for fare 
collection, and before and after analyses. 
The evaluation framework and the methodol
ogy are general enough to be used from one 
project site to another. Eventually, the 
methodology and framework could be 
shaped for use in evaluating other types of 
advanced public transportation technologies. 

• In order to ensure that the funds which are 
available for demonstration projects are put 
to good use, it is important to have an eval
uation framework and an objective method
ology. Data must be collected before the 
demonstration starts to establish baseline 
conditions in order to address costs, func
tional characteristics, efficiency and effec
tiveness objectives, and other more qualita
tive impacts. 

• It appears that toll road agencies may be 
farther along than transit in the use of smart 
cards, and many of the questions relating to 
communications, standards and protocols, 
privacy, and labor issues have been dealt 
with by toll road authorities. Transit systems 
may be able to learn from these experiences 
even though providing a different service. 

Commuter Transportation Services 
Congestion Pricing Project 

Sophie M. Spaulding 
Commuter Transportation Services, Inc. 

Ms. Spaulding provided an overview of a 
demonstration project conducted by Commuter 
Transportation Services (CTS) examining the 
influence of pricing strategies in reducing and 
shifting vehicle trips . The primary objective of 
the project is to test the feasibility and effective
ness of parking pricing in combination with 
debit card technology in reducing vehicle trips 
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and encouraging mode shift from single- occu
pant vehicles (SOVs), as well as shifting com
muting from peak hours to off-peak periods. The 
secondary objective of the demonstration is to 
evaluate public acceptance of parking pricing 
strategies and to gain insight into implementation 
issues. A summary sheet was available for 
further project information. Ms. Spaulding 
addressed the following topics during her pre
sentation. 

• The project is being implemented at 20 
worksites and uses debit card technology to 
test pricing as a transportation demand 
management (TDM) technique. The Conges
tion Pricing Project is funded by the FT A, 
Caltrans, and the Los Angeles County 
Transportation Commission. Implementation 
is scheduled for early 1993 . 

• A total of 20 worksites with more than 100 
employees will be selected, with 10 sites 
assigned to a study group and the other 10 
sites serving as the control group. Employ
ees in the study group will receive a pre
paid, monthly transportation allowance in 
the form of a debit card which can be used 
in participating parking structures . Parking 
rates will be set higher for peak hours than 
for off-peak hours to discourage peak hour 
commuting. Employees who choose to drive 
alone every day and to park at peak hours 
will use up their entire monthly transporta
tion allowance and be forced to assume 
some of the cost of their parking expenses. 
Employees who carpool or use an alternative 
form of transportation once a week will 
break even at the end of the month, rather 
than paying extra. Employees who use 
transportation alternatives on a regular basis 
will receive money back at the end of the 
month. 

• Project monitoring will include written 
surveys of both the control and study groups 
to establish baseline conditions, mode split 
and vehicle arrival times . Attitudinal and 
demographic information will also be ob
tained. Additional surveys conducted at 3-
month intervals will record changes in com-



muting behavior and attitudes among com
muters at the study group worksites. Data on 
mode split, average vehicle ridership (A VR) 
and arrival times will also be available on a 
daily basis through the debit card-based 
access system. 

• Benefits of the project include improved 
A VR, simplified trip reduction programs 
and reduced costs for employers. Participat
ing employees are expected to benefit from 
increased commuting flexibility and the 
opportunity to receive money back at the 
end of the month. The project will benefit 
cities by providing congestion relief and 
compliance with congestion management 
ordinances. 

A VI for Toll Collection 

Les Kube! 
Ca/trans 

Mr. Kubel discussed California's experienc
es using automatic vehicle identification (A VI) 
for toll collection. Caltrans has been experiment
ing with A VI technologies in the laboratory for 
about 20 years and recently began implementing 
these technologies in actual practice. Mr. Kubel 
highlighted the following points in his presenta
tion. 

• In June 1990, Caltrans, the Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission of the Bay Area, 
the Golden Gate Bridge Authority, the 
Department of Motor Vehicles, the Califor
nia Highway Patrol, and several trans-corri
dor agencies formed a task force to develop 
specifications for an A VI system suitable for 
use throughout the state. 

• State legislation passed in September 1990 
mandated that toll collection agencies collab
orate and develop a specification that would 
allow for competitive bidding to develop a 
single A VI tag usable on all toll collection 
facilities. The compatibility specifications 
were signed into law about a year later. An 
engineering prototype for the system has 
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been tested recently. A request for proposals 
will be issued shortly to implement A VI 
technologies for automatic toll collection on 
California's toll facilities. 

• Caltrans is not the only group in the state 
which operates toll facilities. The Golden 
Gate Bridge Authority currently operates toll 
facilities and a trans-corridor agency group 
in southern California plans to build and 
operate three toll roads. Additionally, legis
lation was passed recently to implement four 
privatization projects, allowing private 
groups to build and operate toll roads in 
California. The private organizations will 
build the facilities and then tum them over 
to the state with a 30-year lease at one dollar 
per year. The private groups will pay for the 
project and receive profits through operation 
of the facilities. 

• The seven proposed toll roads represent 
some of the first opportunities in the country 
to design and build toll roads with A VI in 
mind. The toll roads will be planned to cater 
to cars with AVI tags. Toll booths will be 
located off the main line so that cars without 
tags must exit to pay the toll, while those 
will A VI tags can continue on through. 

A Status Report on Fahrsmart 

Kurt Mehring 
Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Ruhr, Gmbh, 

Gelsenkirchen, Germany 

Mr. Mehring presented a report on the 
Fahrsmart cashless payment system used by 
transit operators in Germany. Passengers receive 
smart cards, which simplifies paying different 
fares and allows people not to have to worry 
about carrying cash. Fahrsmart also allows 
calculation of the most favorable fare for the 
rides a passenger has taken during a fixed ac
counting period. It also enables transit operators 
to reduce the cost of fare collection and ticket 
printing. Mr. Mehring covered the following 
points in his presentation. 



• There is existing operational experience with 
the Fahrsmart system in Germany. Two 
towns in northern Germany, Li.ineburg and 
Oldenburg, have used the system on a trial 
basis since 1990 and 1991, respectively. Bus 
drivers have indicated that the system bene
fits them. The main problem cited with the 
system was with individuals' storage of the 
cards. In some cases the smart card had 
been rendered useless because coins in 
wallets had caused the fastenings on the 
microchip to break. Design changes in later 
trials have reduced these incidents. 

• Passengers insert their cards into an elec
tronic card validator upon entering and 
exiting the bus. All transactions are stored in 
an on-board processor and read into the 
central computer at night. At the end of each 
accounting period, the fares are calculated 
and the most favorable rate is charged and 
deducted from the patron's bank account. 

• Each passenger must insert his or her card 
when boarding and exiting the bus. If a card 
is not reinserted before leaving the bus, the 
patron is charged the maximum fare. 

• Patrons may purchase a stored value card 
from the transit operator and their account is 
debited for each ride. The Fahrsmart card is 
intended to replace all the tickets currently 
used, with the exception of the single-trip 
ticket, which will still be available. Current
ly, Fahrsmart is limited to use on public 
transport, but expanding its use to pay for 
parking and tolls is also planned. 

• Equipment needed for the Fahrsmart system 
includes four to eight electronic card valid
ators on each bus and an on-board processor 
consisting of a central processing unit, 
removable module, keyboard, and a display 
for the driver. The on-board processor 
directs the card validators, checks the validi
ty of smart cards, and stores booking data, 
time, and the route and station numbers. In 
stations where heavy passenger volumes are 
expected, stationary card validators can be 
installed. 
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• Transit operator service centers can provide 
information and assistance to passengers and 
can transmit data on subscriptions, lost and 
stolen cards, and other problems to the 
central processor. 

• Vehicle data are transferred to the central 
processor by each driver's personal module. 
The personal modules are stored in a module 
station in the maintenance facility and are 
picked up at the beginning of a shift and 
returned at the end. The central control 
keeps track of passenger information, up
dates smart card information, calculates 
fares, and provides daily route information 
for each bus. 

• Use of the smart card upon entering and 
exiting the bus provides the transit operator 
with detailed information on the origins and 
destinations of riders. Therefore, Fahrsmart 
can provide a very exact database for timeta
ble planning according to passenger demands 
and can also help improve connections at 
transfer points where routes with heavy 
passenger volumes meet. 



Advanced Customer Information Systems 
Patricia V. McLaughlin, Los Angeles County Transportation Commission - presiding 

BusLine: An Automated Telephone Trip 
Planning System for Victoria 

J. Douglas Spaeth 
Oracle Communication, Inc. 

Mr. Spaeth presented an overview of the 
BusLine automated telephone trip planning 
system in operation in Victoria, British Colum
bia. This system, which was initially developed 
for use at the EXPO 86 Worlds Fair in Vancou
ver, demonstrates the use of an automated transit 
information system using digital speech and 
advanced telephone handling. Mr. Spaeth cov
ered the following topics related to the system 
and its use. 

• The Victoria project represents the continua
tion of a multi-modal and multi-media infor
mation system developed for the EXPO 86 
Worlds Fair. The BusLine system utilizes 
386/486 computers under DOS, OS/2 or 
UNIX operating systems and off-the-shelf 
peripheral hardware. The platform cost for 
the system is under $1,000 per telephone 
line. The capacity exists to handle 48 tele
phone lines per computer. 

• BusLine is based on a general purpose 
application-builder. This allows non-pro
grammers to build and maintain complete 
transit applications from scratch. Available 
speech/telephone and data communications 
boards are used. 

• The cost of operating the BusLine system is 
only 10 to 25 percent of the cost of equiva
lent agent-handled calls. 

• Three different systems and applications are 
now in operation. The BusLine system in 
Victoria provides general transit informa
tion. In Vancouver, the system is used to 
provide a demand-responsive trip booking 
and notification service. In the resort com-
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munity of Whistler, BusLine provides a 
combined transit and community information 
telephone number. Eight telephone lines are 
currently available with each system, but up 
to 16 lines could be used. 

• BusLine Victoria operates behind the BC 
Transit telephone PBX. It answers all calls, 
giving the caller the choice of automated 
information or being transferred to an agent. 
BusLine Vancouver answers on a separate 
line, while BusLine Whistler operates two 
services simultaneously; automated informa
tion or access to an agent is provided and a 
community service menu is available. The 
Victoria BusLine system handles approxi
mately 1,000 to 2,000 calls daily on seven 
lines. 

• A variety of information is provided through 
the BusLine systems on routes, schedules, 
fares, passes, other modes, tourist attrac
tions, and community events. Information on 
the next available bus in a specific area can 
also be provided. Enhancements currently 
planned include testing speaker-independent 
voice recognition and voice-mail for commu
nity service related message-taking. 

• The trip planning function of the BusLine 
system uses a geo-coded bus route network 
database that includes information on each 
street link in the system. The bus route 
network database has street link records for 
each block on a route. Telephone numbers 
are used to obtain the origins and destina
tions for caller-requested trip information. 
Alternative routes are then calculated and 
identified. 

• A geographic information system (GIS) is 
also being developed for integration into the 
BusLine system to enhance transit planning 
capabilities. 



• Overall, it appears that BusLine is meeting 
the objective of providing a modestly priced, 
self-contained capability for transit proper
ties and other carriers to provide automated 
information and enhance transit planning. 

Call 800 for Transit Inf onnation: 
Boon or Boondoggle 

Marilyn M. Reynolds 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

Marilyn Reynolds provided a summary of 
the Call 800 Transit Information study conducted 
in the San Francisco Bay Area. In introducing 
the study, she discussed the problems associated 
with providing transit information in an area 
with multiple providers . The study, which was 
conducted by the Metropolitan Transit Commis
sion (MTC), focused on examining different 
approaches to coordinating transit information in 
the Bay Area. Ms. Reynolds summarized the 
following highlights from the study. 

• Currently, the different transit systems in the 
San Francisco Bay Area all operate their 
own telephone information systems. Al
though some have recently implemented 800 
numbers, most use local exchange numbers. 
From a regional perspective, this creates a 
problem because most agencies provide only 
information on their system. Further compli
cating the situation is that some systems 
have different numbers for different parts of 
their service area. For example, BART 
alone has 9 different local numbers for its 
information system. 

• If an individual needs to make a trip that 
will involve transferring between different 
services, they will need to obtain informa
tion from the different operators. This is 
confusing for potential riders and is a dis
incentive to the use of the system. 

• The issue of transit information was first 
examined in 1978. At that time, the idea of 
a common regional transit telephone infor
mation number was examined. The concept 
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was dismissed because of the high cost to 
implement and operate such a system. Re
cently, the MTC initiated a study to reexam
ine the feasibility of a regional information 
system. A number of different alternatives 
were considered in the study focusing on 
different approaches using an 800 number. 

• The objectives of the study were to examine 
the use of one single regional transit tele
phone number for marketing and informa
tion purposes, to allow multi-provider access 
through this number, and to minimize relat
ed expenses. Four options using an 800 
number were examined and evaluated by the 
consultant. The consultant also identified a 
fifth option that did not use an 800 number. 
This option used four switches in each of the 
four area codes to coordinate calls . 

• The costs of the alternatives varied, as did 
who was responsible for paying for the 
calls-the transit operators or the individual 
making a call. This continues to be a topic 
of discussion, especially focusing on the idea 
of charging the caller for transit information. 

• The results of the consultant's study are 
currently being reviewed by the MTC staff. 
Each of the five options is being compared 
against the study objectives. It is anticipated 
that a decision may be made over the next 
year on whether to implement a regional 
system, and which alternative to select. 



Designing User-Friendly Computerized 
Ref err al for General Public and 

Disabled Customers 

Richard DeRock 
Los Angeles County Transportation Commission 

Mr. DeRock discussed the design of a user
friendly computerized referral system in the Los 
Angeles area. He noted that like the San Fran
cisco area, the Los Angeles area also has multi
ple service providers. Further, many of the 
systems provide overlapping services. Mr. 
DeRock provided the following information on 
the current situation in the Los Angeles area and 
the development of a user-friendly computerized 
referral system. 

• The Los Angeles urbanized area covers 
approximately 6,500 square miles and has a 
population of 14.5 million. There are 41 
transit systems serving the area, with about 
4,500 vehicles. There are 35 fixed-route 
transit operators in Los Angeles County 
alone. The service areas of many of these 
systems overlap. There are approximately 
1. 7 million daily fixed-route transit trips in 
the region and about 25,000 daily paratransit 
trips. 

• Until 1987, there was no coordination of 
information between any of the systems. 
Each system had it's own transit information 
telephone number. An individual had no 
way of knowing which service to contact or 
what service to use. There was a very low 
transfer rate between services, partially 
because people could not get the information 
they needed on how to make connections 
between different providers . Further, there 
was no coordination between the fixed-route 
and the paratransit services. 

• A number of issues were associated with 
providing a single central telephone informa
tion number. These included costs, labor 
problems, maintaining the identity and 
quality of services offered by the different 
providers, and historical disagreements 
between operators. 
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• A number of alternatives were examined for 
improving and coordinating telephone infor
mation services. The best approach appeared 
to be the use of a centralized telephone 
information center and maintaining the local 
telephone numbers. Thus, the local numbers 
would still be used, but a central database 
would be developed utilizing the Regional 
Transit District's (RTD) trip planning com
puter. This almost doubled the size of the 
database. 

• The local services were concerned that a 
high quality of service be maintained 
through the information center. As a result, 
a process was developed to provide more 
dedicated operators to answer the calls 
coming in on the 800 number. Thus, these 
calls receive a higher priority and are an
swered faster. The system is also operator 
neutral. The calls are answered with either 
"Countywide Telephone Information" or "1-
800-2LA-RIDE." The computer program is 
also operator neutral in that it selects the 
operator providing the fastest and closest 
service. 

• In 1989, a pilot project was started to test 
this approach with five systems in the south 
Los Angeles area. The demonstration 
worked fairly well with call volumes, trans
fer rates, and ridership levels all increasing. 
Based on the success of the demonstration, 
the system was expanded in 1990 to include 
all of the fixed-route operators. The 800 
number was added at this time. 

• At the same time, information on the para
transit services was being obtained and 
added to the system. This became a much 
more complex and complicated problem than 
originally anticipated. It became clear that 
the existing system was not capable of han
dling the heavy call volumes generated by 
these services. Information on these systems 
is included in the database, but if people 
request it they are transferred to another 
operator who is better able to explain the 
services and answer their questions. This 
function is contracted to the County's Info 



Line, which is a information and referral 
service for social service programs. 

• With the ADA requirement to provide 
countywide paratransit services, the need to 
do trip-by-trip eligibility was identified as 
important. The database provided the oppor
tunity to implement an ADA paratransit 
service for the county. This is a brokerage 
of local services linked together through the 
computer system. When an individual calls 
for a trip, their eligibility can be checked 
and they can be matched with the most 
appropriate regular route or paratransit 
service. Operation of this system has been 
initiated and it seems to be working well. It 
appears that some 30 percent of the requests 
have been mainstreamed to use regular route 
services. 

• The development of the countywide tele
phone information system has resulted in 
about 45,000 new telephone calls a month 
using the 800 number and some 750,000 
calls on the five RTD local telephone num
bers per month. Approximately 35 percent 
of the calls received on the 800 number 
result in multi-operator trips. An increase in 
transferring between operators has resulted. 
The quality of the telephone service has 
remained high. During the peak, the average 
wait time is 45 seconds and during the off
peak calls are answered almost immediately. 
The average 800 call time is 90 seconds and 
the average cost per call is $1.48, with the 
800 number cost representing about $.40. 
Options are currently being explored to 
lower the cost of the 800 number. 

• The system has allowed for significant 
savings related to the requirements of the 
ADA. These savings have been estimated in 
the range of $40 to $50 million a year in 
paratransit costs. Expansion into other areas 
and coordination with other services are also 
being explored. Thus, the system seems to 
work well. It is a somewhat expensive 
system, however, and may not be appropri
ate for all areas. 
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Houston METRO Interactive 
Electronic Map Inf onnation System 

Katherine F. Turnbull 
Texas Transportation Institute 

Ms. Turnbull provided an overview of the 
use of an electronic map information system in 
the Houston area. The system, which is operated 
by the Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris 
County (METRO), uses Digiplan maps. She 
thanked Darryl Puckett, the METRO staff 
member responsible for the project, and Tricia 
Thomason, a summer undergraduate fellow at 
Texas A&M University, funded through the 
U.S. DOT Transportation Centers Program, for 
their assistance in examining the use of the 
Digiplan maps. Ms. Turnbull provided the 
following information on the Houston electronic 
map information system. 

• The use of electronic maps and other transit 
information systems represent one compo
nent of APTS. It focuses on the marketing, 
customer information, and customer inter
face aspects of the APTS program. The 
Digiplan maps represent just one element of 
the overall marketing and information ser
vices provided by METRO. 

• The Digiplan map is an electronic informa
tion map. The project was first initiated 
almost two years ago after METRO was 
approached by the French company that 
manufactures the maps about a joint demon
stration project. METRO purchased three 
Digiplan maps in late 1990 at a total cost of 
approximately $96,000, or $32,000 per 
map. The purchase agreement included a 
buy-back option in the event that the demon
stration was not successful. A preliminary 
evaluation was conducted in 1991 and it was 
determined to continue the demonstration for 
another year. 

• The Digiplan map system consists of two 
major components. The first is a large 
touch-sensitive. An individual desiring 
information simply touches their origin and 
their desired destination on the map. A 



number of information options are available. 
For example, information on bus routes and 
schedules, directions for use of the bus 
service, and information on tourist and local 
services is available. This is provided on a 
small screen at the base of the unit and a 
printed copy of the requested information 
can be provided. Information can be provid
ed in English, Spanish, French, and Ger
man. 

• The base of the unit contains the microcom
puter processing unit, the information 
screen, and the printer. Currently, a 286 
computer is used with a 20MB hard drive 
and 640K of memory. Pascal was used to 
develop the program that calculates the best
route information when bus routes and 
schedules are requested. 

• The three Digiplan maps are located in the 
METRO office building, in the George R. 
Brown Convention Center, and at the transit 
information store. All of these locations 
have limited hours and are supervised. 

• A preliminary examination of the use of and 
experience with the Digiplan maps identified 
a number of potential improvements. The 
maps are not currently placed at locations 
with high volumes of passengers or potential 
riders. The placement of the maps must 
consider both security aspects and access 
considerations. Locating the maps in areas 
with higher volumes of people may enhance 
their use. Obtaining an accurate measure of 
how frequently the maps are used has also 
been difficult. For example, it is hard to tell 
how many people are just testing the system 
and how many people are actually using it 
for trip planning or obtaining other needed 
information. Currently, the information 
available in the Digiplan maps is somewhat 
limited. Adding additional information on all 
types of transit services, taxis, airport shut
tles, weather, and real-time traffic and 
transit conditions, could further enhance the 
maps. These improvements are currently 
being examined. 
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A Directory of User Inf onnation Systems 

George Lalonde 
Quebec Ministry of Transportation 

Mr. Lalonde provided a summary of the 
report, Directory of User Information Systems in 
Public Transit, prepared by the Quebec Ministry 
of Transportation. The report contains the results 
of a survey conducted by the Ministry of user 
information systems (UIS) developed in North 
America and Europe. Mr. Lalonde provided the 
following information on the results of the 
survey and the highlights of the report. 

• The report starts with a brief introduction on 
user information systems and a discussion of 
the major elements to be considered in 
selecting a system. The introduction further 
provides a summary table highlighting the 
characteristics of the 58 systems covered in 
the survey. Maps showing the cities where 
the systems are in operation are included. 

• The report is designed as an easy reference 
guide. In addition to the summary table, 2-
page summaries are provided on each of the 
58 user information systems. A standard 
format is used to display information on 
each UIS. Data are provided on the main 
features of the system, the operating charac
teristics, and any unique features. A stan
dard chart is used to highlight the main 
components of each system. The name, 
address, and telephone number is provided 
for the manufacturer and the transit system 
where the UIS has been implemented or 
tested. 

• The report was developed to provide a 
comprehensive listing and description of the 
different user information systems. This 
should be of use and benefit to transit sys
tems and other groups in Canada and the 
United States. This is an important area and 
the use of information systems should con
tinue to be monitored and evaluated. 



Geographic Database Requirements for 
Smart Traveler Computing Devices for 

Users of Public Transit 

Larry Sweeney 
ETAK, Inc. 

Dr. Sweeney discussed the use of geographic 
maps to assist in the provision of transit infor
mation. He noted that this was just one of many 
applications that should help transit agencies 
improve passenger information systems and the 
provision of services. Dr. Sweeney highlighted 
the following points related to geographic data
bases and maps. 

• There have been tremendous advancements 
in microprocessing capabilities and a wide 
variety of applications are now available on 
personal computers. At the same time, real 
advances have occurred in the availability 
and convenience of using digital map data
bases. The Census Bureau TIGER files 
provide extensive coverage in most commu
nities across the country. The information in 
the TIGER files is being used for a wide 
variety of applications, although upgrading 
and enhancing the TIGER files is often 
necessary. 

• New compaction software and data storage 
techniques now allow information on all 
streets to be stored in one-tenth the space of 
a TIGER file. The access time is also much 
faster. This further increases the potential 
applications for A TMS, A TIS, and APTS. 

• Geographical formats, or maps, are often the 
most logical and convenient way to organize 
and present transit and transportation infor
mation. Maps show where things are located 
and how to get from one place to another. 
Digital maps on microcomputers are a logi
cal way for storing, accessing, and analyzing 
data. Three methods currently exist for 
digitally storing and representing road map 
information. These are bit-mapped images, 
graphical-function calls, and the topology. 
Each of these approaches has advantages and 
disadvantages. 
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• The U.S. Census Bureau TIGER files repre
sent a good starting point for the develop
ment of digital maps. The USGS also has 
digital maps, but the level of detail and 
accuracy may not be adequate for many 
applications. Thus, it may be necessary to 
overlay or scan in other information. On-site 
surveys may be needed to ensure the accura
cy needed for many applications, especially 
those used for in-vehicle navigation systems. 

• Information often contained in geographical 
map databases include road classifications, 
street names, addresses, lakes and rivers, 
parks, landmarks, business location listings, 
and government buildings. Specific transit 
information on routes and schedules could 
also be added. 

• The recent development of microcomputer 
capabilities has made geographical maps 
easily accessed by microcomputers and even 
handheld computers. Thus, the storage 
requirements associated with geographical 
maps can be accommodated by smaller 
systems. 

• A variety of applications may be appropriate 
with public transportation. Some of the 
possible applications include providing real
time traffic and transit information, in-vehi
cle information systems, real-time carpool 
matching, information kiosks, and multi
modal trip planning services. The use of 
geographical maps for these and many more 
applications will develop quickly over the 
next few years. Geographical maps offer a 
variety of benefits and advances in all areas 
should continue. 



Human Factors in Applying New Technology 
Katharine M. Hunter-Zaworski, Oregon State University - presiding 

Driver Workstation Ergonomics 

Dale La.ird 
BC Transit 

Mr. Laird discussed a BC Transit project 
which focused on upgrading the driver compart
ment workstation on the agency's buses to make 
them a safer, more efficient, and more comfort
able working environment. The 3 year, $6 
million effort was initiated at the request of 
employees. The cost of the upgrades varied 
greatly per bus, because modifications had to be 
tailored to the specific bus model. Costs ranged 
from $7,000 to $15,000 per bus. Mr. Laird 
reported that the project began by reviewing a 
study done by the Montreal Urban Community 
Transit Commission (MUCTC). It was discov
ered that many of the MUCTC drivers had work 
related complaints similar to those of BC Transit 
drivers. Mr. Laird highlighted the following 
points in his presentation of the project's history 
and results. 

• A number of problems were identified with 
the driver workstations or seating areas. 
These included uncomfortable seating, lack 
of power steering, poor farebox and transfer 
cutter positioning, awkward location and 
angle of the steering wheel, poor location of 
the door control, steep brake and throttle 
angles, slippery flooring material, and glare 
from light-colored flooring material. These 
problems contributed to lower back injuries 
among drivers and other concerns. 

• The drivers were asked to help identify the 
most critical problems as part of the process. 
Based on this input and an examination of 
the current design of the driver area, a new 
prototype was built and placed in revenue 
service. The new design was evaluated by 
the drivers, the union safety committee, 
engineers, and physiotherapists. 
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• The results of this program have benefitted 
BC Transit and the entire industry. One of 
the biggest changes to emerge from the 
project is a new seat design. The new design 
provides variable lumbar supp_grt to the 
driver's back and allows ti e-.df1ver to make 
individual adjustmen s. Additionally, the 
partition panel behind the driver has been 
moved back so as not to restrict the seat 
adjustment. An additional partition has been 
added to the right of the driver for privacy 
and safety. This provides space for safety 
equipment and the driver's personal belong
ings. A new steering wheel includes tilt and 
telescopic adjustments that the driver can 
fine tune. The fare box has been turned so 
that the driver can reach it with greater ease 
and the transfer cutter is moveable. 

• The driver's compartment has been painted 
a non-reflective black to reduce glare. The 
door control is now below the driver's left 
hand, allowing easier access. The pedals are 
positioned parallel, inclined at a 45 degree 
angle and offset at a 12 degree angle from 
the steering column center line. The left foot 
operating signal switch has been mounted on 
an improved base which also provides a foot 
rest. Non-skid flooring has been used. The 
floor mounted transmission shifter has been 
replaced by a toggle switch on left side of 
dash which controls an electronic shift to 
eliminate the potential of tripping over the 
floor shifter. Also, a coffee cup holder has 
been added for the driver's convenience. 

• To date, 260 mainline buses have been 
upgraded by BC Transit employees, and 
some newer buses have been modified by 
the manufacturer. The upgraded buses are 
currently revenue in service. Other improve
ments and modifications are also being 
explored and additional changes are antici
pated in the future. 



Gerry Krantz 
BC Transit 

Mr. Krantz discussed the measures used to 
evaluate the benefits of the upgraded driver 
workstations. A monitoring and data collection 
program has been conducted since November 
1991 to measure the benefits of the improve
ments. The measures used to evaluate the chang
es include the number of accidents per million 
kilometers traveled and the severity of injuries 
measured in days lost per million kilometers 
traveled. Mr. Krantz noted the following find
ings from the evaluation. 

• The number of average accidents involving 
buses without the upgrades, which represent 
approximately 50 percent of the fleet, were 
compared to buses with the upgrades. Buses 
without the upgrades had 3. 94 accidents per 
one million kilometers travels, while buses 
with the upgrades averaged . 82 accidents per 
million kilometers traveled. This represents 
a ratio of about 4 to 1, indicating the signifi
cant impact the changes have had on reduc
ing the number of accidents. 

• The next measurement examined was the 
severity of injuries. This was measured in 
days lost per million kilometers traveled. 
The drivers in buses without the upgrades 
missed an average of 58.54 days, while 
those with upgrades missed only 5. 77 days. 
This is a reduction of over 90 percent. 

• It appears that upgrading the driver worksta
tions will continue to have long term bene
fits. It is anticipated chronic back injuries 
will be greatly reduced and there should also 
be a reduction in sick absenteeism due to 
work related injuries and stress. Overall, the 
program has been well received by the 
drivers and management. 
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Visual Communications Network 

MarshallMoreyne 
Telecite, Inc. 

Mr. Moreyne discussed the Visual Commu
nication Network (VCN) developed by Telecite, 
Inc. and the experiences of the Montreal Urban 
Community Transit Corporation (MUCTC) 
using the VCN. The VCN is a communication 
system that provides rapidly updated visual and 
audio information in real time to passengers 
inside transit vehicles. The system is of particu
lar benefit to elderly travelers and those with 
visual or hearing impairments. The MUCTC is 
the fifth largest transit system in North America, 
serving 700,000 people per day. Mr. Moreyne 
covered the following points in his presentation. 
A paper on the system's development and its 
operation in Montreal was also available. 

• The MUCTC was interested in a system 
such as the VCN for a number of reasons. 
Passengers had raised concerns about service 
interruptions and the lack of information 
concerning service delay times and the 
causes for delays. Additionally, passengers 
with reduced mobility are using regular 
route public transit in greater numbers. This 
group has specific information needs and 
service requirements. The MUCTC was 
interested in improving information on 
service interruptions, announcing station 
stops visually and audibly, and broadcasting 
security information in case of an emergen
cy. Cost limitations and not disrupting ser
vice were important factors considered by 
MUCTC in examining options for providing 
this information. 

• The Visual Communications Network 
(VCN) technology uses state-of-the-art flat 
matrix, multi-colored, light emitting diode 
(LED) displays to produce messages. The 
messages are transmitted via a data radio 
network from the control center to receiver
equipped display units inside the transit 
vehicle. The VCN unit replaces a section of 
window in the vehicle and the units can be 
transferred among vehicles. The angle of 



vision is 165 degrees, so not many units are 
needed. A radio frequency tag identification 
system, located along the travel path, auto
matically triggers the stop announcement 
system and allows targeting messages to 
specific geographical sectors in the city. 

• The VCN can display and orally communi
cate a wide variety of information. Examples 
include providing instructions in case of 
emergencies, information concerning sched
ules or system delays, the name of the next 
station on the line, campaigns to promote 
use of the transit system, and security mes
sages. Custom information provided for each 
station includes connecting bus routes and 
parking information. The VCN can also 
provide news headlines, weather, sports, 
information on local events, and advertising. 
This information is provided only visually. 

• Although VCN's first objective is to respond 
to the needs of visually and hearing impaired 
passengers, the system caters to all passen
ger groups and increases the attractiveness 
of the transit system. The VCN has been 
operating in the Montreal Metro system for 
over a year, and has been well-received by 
all passenger groups, as well as commercial 
sponsors. The commercial sponsors help 
make the system self-financing. 

• VCN is applicable to all modes of transport 
and addresses a number of the important 
issues recently highlighted in the ADA. 

Human Factors Considerations in APTS 

Donald E. Sussman 
Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 

Mr. Sussman provided an overview of the 
factors involving passengers and transit employ
ees that should be considered when designing 
and implementing APTS projects. He discussed 
the introduction of APTS at the Denver Regional 
Transit District and the information obtained as 
a result of this process. Mr. Sussman made the 
following points in his presentation. 
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• A number of factors should be considered in 
the implementation of different APTS pro
jects. One of the biggest changes will occur 
in the central control station. Issues that will 
need to be addressed include possible chang
es in work load, the process for communica
tions between passengers, vehicle operators, 
and security staff, and potential changes in 
job responsibilities. In the Denver system, 
information is available to the dispatcher 
through a variety of databases. As a result, 
the central control will become far more 
important. 

• The impact of adding equipment to vehicle 
operator and street supervisor workstations 
will also need to be examined, as will the 
additional responsibilities associated with the 
APTS projects. The responsibility of drivers 
and street supervisors is to operate the 
systems safely and efficiently. Additional 
demands relating to giving and taking infor
mation and making operational decisions 
will be added with APTS. An assessment is 
needed of how automation will impact the 
tasks of drivers, street supervisors, and 
dispatchers. 

• Situational awareness becomes a concern. 
Operators and supervisors should know what 
the system is doing at all times in order to 
make correct decisions. However, as auto
mation increases, the potential for boredom 
also increases. At times the information may 
flow so quickly that it will be difficult, if 
not impossible, to keep up with. Employees 
will need to be mentally and physically fit 
for duty. 

• The two methods currently available to 
present automated information are audibly 
and visually. Audio methods include synthet
ic speech and digitally recorded speech. 
When presenting information visually, sym
bols may be more understandable than 
words. Voice information is presented serial
ly, resulting in the loss of important infor
mation if the passenger loses interest and 
tunes out the message. The visual presenta
tion of information raises questions related 



to how many layers of information an indi
vidual can remember. Printed material may 
be the best method for retaining layered 
information. 

• Individually tailored messages, as used by 
the Vancouver Information System, are 
feasible and can be accessed by telephone, 
as it is a relatively common medium. The 
question of users having to pay for this 
information is very controversial, however. 
For example, most telephone companies pass 
the cost of these types of services on to the 
customer. A transit system may be able to 
absorb a portion of the cost of improved 
systems. However, it may also be feasible to 
charge customers for some of the improved 
service. If there is a charge, the system may 
want to consider providing complete trans
portation information, including road infor
mation. 

• The introduction of APTS has a definite 
impact on employees. Tasks and workloads 
change, as does the formal and informal 
organizational structure. The street supervi
sors, vehicle operators, and central dispatch
ers are all directly affected by the implemen
tation of the system. In addition, security 
and maintenance staff are indirectly affected. 
In order to implement APTS, the functions 
of each individual needs to be understood in 
order to provide a better understanding of 
how APTS will impact their job. This will 
help establish a baseline to evaluate the 
changes, make necessary improvements, and 
identify problems. 

• For the RTD project, representatives from 
the Volpe Center met with workers to help 
define current jobs and activities. The three 
levels of activity identified were normal, 
unusual, and emergency working conditions. 
As the APTS project is implemented, a 
monitoring and evaluation program will be 
conducted to record changes in the initial 
functions. The results of this evaluation will 
be documented and a lessons learned book 
will be produced. 
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Facility Operations and Vehicle 
Technologies 



MAGLEV 
Rolland D. King, Columbus, Ohio - presiding 

MAGLEY: 
National Overview and Federal Program 

John T. Harding 
Federal Railroad Administration 

Mr. Harding provided an overview of the 
National MAGLEY Initiative. This is a coordi
nated effort of Federal Railroad Administration, 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the 
Renewable Resources Division of the Depart
ment of Energy. The purpose of the current 
initiative is to define the role MAGLEY could 
play in the U.S. transportation system, to assess 
the potential for MAGLEY in the domestic 
market, to recommend a strategy for the intro
duction of MAGLEY technology, and to identify 
the most appropriate federal role. Mr. Harding 
highlighted the following points relating to the 
initiative and the development of MAGLEY 
technologies. 

• The U.S. initiative began in 1991. It consists 
of research programs within the different 
agencies involved in the initiative. Contracts 
to design conceptual MAGLEY systems 
have been awarded and the preliminary 
results should be available in late 1992. The 
Army Corps of Engineers is also conducting 
an assessment of possible system designs. 
Further, a Department of Energy lab study 
is examining how magnetic fields and forces 
can be calculated and what the impact of 
these elements might be. The DOT Trans
portation Systems Center is examining a 
variety of topics, including ride quality and 
the potential use of existing freeway rights
of-way. 

• The current government policy is to look to 
the private sector for the development of 
MAGLEY technology and an initial demon
stration. However, some federal involve
ment, either in research and development or 
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in the form of capital grants may be appro
priate. 

• The National MAGLEY Initiative is current
ly examining several potential corridors that 
could support a high speed ground system. 
This analysis is focusing on the economic, 
marketing, and financial feasibility of 
MAGLEY systems in these areas. To date, 
three corridors have been selected for more 
detailed examination. These are the New 
York City/Albany to Buffalo/Niagara Falls 
corridor, the Chicago to Detroit corridor, 
and the Los Angeles to San Francisco corri
dor. Up to three alternative routes are being 
considered within each corridor. The alter
natives focus on using interstate highway 
rights-of-way, following existing railroad 
corridors, and establishing new corridors. 
The analysis will identify the most favorable 
route. 

• The initiative is also examining the technical 
advantages of the proposed U.S. system 
over German MAGLEY technology and 
high-speed rail. Some of the advantages 
include reduced guideway costs, the ability 
to use existing rights-of-way, higher speeds, 
the use of composite materials, propulsion 
system advances , and innovative operating 
strategies. The proposed system could be 
made even more attractive if costs could be 
reduced. 

• The National MAGLEY Initiative will report 
its recommendations, including those related 
to continuing the program, to Congress by 
March 1993 . A total of $725 million has 
been authorized in the ISTEA for develop
ment of a prototype system if the decision is 
made to proceed . 



Capital Costs for Non-Conventional 
MAGLEV Guideway Systems 

John B. Hyre 
West Virginia University 

Mr. Hyre presented a summary of the West 
Virginia University MAGLEY project. This is a 
state-of-the-art assessment of non-conventional 
guideway systems, funded under the National 
MAGLEY Initiative Program. Because guide
ways can represent up to 80 percent of the initial 
cost of a MAGLEY system, the goal of this 
study was to identify feasible guideway systems 
for further evaluation and eventual selection and 
implementation. Mr. Hyre covered the following 
points in his presentation. 

• Six conceptual guideway system designs 
were identified for detailed design and eval
uation. These included concrete, steel, fiber
reinforced plastic (FRP), and a hybrid con
crete FRP system. Three of the six designs 
were trapezoidal box sections-one had a 
traditional concrete trapezoidal box, one was 
a concrete box with FRP reinforcements, 
and a third was an all-steel trapezoidal 
section. Systems utilizing concrete decks 
with a steel truss, concrete decks with an 
FRP truss, and a cellular FRP deck system 
were also included in the analysis. 

• The projected construction costs for the six 
systems were identified and examined. 
Factors influencing variations in cost among 
the alternatives included beam shape, cross
section dimensions, span length, guideway 
materials, construction techniques, the aes
thetics of the guideway, labor, and whether 
the system is to be elevated, at grade, or 
below grade. Capitol cost data for a variety 
of configurations and sub-systems were 
developed. 

• The capital costs for two non-conventional 
designs were examined. The estimated cost 
per mile for the two systems were just over 
$1.6 million per mile for the trapezoidal box 
section and $2. 8 million per mile for the 
FRP truss system. The major cost element 
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with the trapezoidal box section alternative 
was labor, while the major cost for FRP 
system was the FRP material itself. 

• The study also pointed out the importance of 
considering the life cycle costs associated 
with the different guideway alternatives. In 
addition, the study examined fabrication and 
construction techniques associated with 
implementation of the different guideway 
systems. 



Advanced Vehicle Technologies for Improved Air Quality 
Vincent R. DeMarco, Federal Transit Administration - presiding 

Advanced Diesel Engine Systems: 
Particulate Traps and 

Engine Design Improvements 

John P. Walsh 
New York City Transit Authority 

Mr. Walsh reviewed the programs at the 
New York City Transit Authority (NYCTA) 
examining particulate traps and design improve
ments for clean diesel technologies and alternate 
fuels in the authority's vehicles. Programs 
discussed included the NYCTA's trap programs, 
bus optimization program, duty cycle evalua
tions, and alternative fuel programs. Mr. Walsh 
highlighted the following elements related to the 
various projects. 

• The DCI Trap Reliability program has been 
underway for some time. This program 
includes 397 buses equipped with dual trap 
systems. The biggest problem with the 
reliability of the traps has been the heater, 
with failures primarily associated with en
gine vibration. Small changes in the blower 
type have resulted in better operations. 
Other trap programs underway at the 
NYCT A include a spin-off of the DCI pro
ject, retro-fitting, and new purchase consid
erations. 

• The authority's bus optimization program 
explores the increased efficiency that results 
from using a propulsion system that is ap
propriate for a given vehicle's duty cycle. 
Bus optimization requires an understanding 
of the unique and varied conditions existing 
in NYCTA's operating environment in order 
to develop and classify typical duty cycles. 
The program seeks to develop and imple
ment enhancements of present diesel en
gines, and to develop a brake energy recu
peration system that will improve overall 
energy efficiency of the buses. 
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• Duty cycles throughout the NYCTA operat
ing area, including samples in Manhattan 
and the outer boroughs, were investigated. 
Data from various operating locations were 
broken down and duty cycle histograms 
were developed to compare severity of duty 
cycles. The authority found the majority of 
service time for buses in Manhattan was 
spent at idle, with the top horsepower re
quirement well below 200 hp. Data collected 
in the outer boroughs indicated that the 
engine workload was spread out over a 
wider RPM range and power band. This 
information has lead to the possibility of 
utilizing downsized powerplants that are 
better suited to the operating requirements of 
midtown Manhattan routes. 

• Duty cycle data were also compared to 
engine performance data, to see if the en
gines were being utilized at their optimum 
efficiency. By evaluating the efficiency of a 
specific engine in a duty cycle, it may be 
possible to better match engine to duty 
cycle, improving fuel economy and lowering 
tailpipe emissions. 

• The fuel efficient repower program includes 
retrofitting equipment with environmentally 
friendly and fuel efficient technologies. The 
NYCT A hopes to create a duty-cycle specif
ic vehicle by: lowering drivetrain weight and 
matching the horsepower to the application; 
reducing or eliminating reliance on imported 
fuels; increasing fuel efficiency; reducing 
vehicle weight and emissions; developing 
viable alternative-fuel engines; and utilizing 
a medium duty engine for low-speed inner
city applications. 

• Alternative fuel programs are exploring a 
number of options simultaneously. The 
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) Test Pro
gram is testing a dual-fuel bus. Additionally, 
testing of a direct injection CNG engine is 
planned, as well as installation of CNG 



engines as repower. The best use of CNG 
buses appears to be on arterial routes. In 
addition to buses, the authority has a CNG 
light duty vehicle program. This includes in
house conversions of 20 vehicles. 

• Future programs include hybrid electric bus 
development, electric vehicle development, 
and applications of electric trolley buses. 

The SCRTD Experfonce: 
Alternative Fuels in Transit Operations 

Vince Pellegrin 
Southern California Rapid Transit District 

Mr. Pellegrin discussed alternate- and clean
fuel operations of heavy-duty transit buses at the 
Southern California Rapid Transit District 
(SCRTD). He presented an overview of the 
different programs, the experience to date, 
issues, preliminary cost data, and future activi
ties . A paper by Mr. Laurence R. Davies of the 
SCRTD was available for further information. 
Mr. Pellegrin covered the following points in his 
presentation. 

• The SCRTD ha:s been looking at alternative 
fuels and low emissions buses for about 
eight years. The South Coast Air Quality 
Management District (SCAQMD) has man
dated that stationary source diesel fuel be 
outlawed and that all transit buses run on 
either clean alternative fuels or electricity by 
the year 2000. SCRTD has established a 
comprehensive testing program to find the 
most cost-effective way to achieve clean air 
under the new regulations. 

• The SCRTD testing programs involve meth
anol-powered buses, CNG-powered vehicles, 
and particulate trap buses. Test programs 
addressed concerns about employee training, 
occupational safety and health requirements, 
fire codes, fueling facility modifications, as 
well as durability and bus maintenance 
issues. Testing at the SCRTD's heavy-duty 
testing facility was done on buses, as well as 
garbage trucks and heavy duty trucks. The 
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facility is operated in cooperation with the 
California Air Resources Board. 

• Problems associated with methanol buses 
include added expenses, special consider
ations for employee exposure to methanol 
and formaldehyde vapors, special equipment 
for buses, special equipment needed for 
methanol fueling stations, and training per
sonnel to deal with methanol. Methanol
powered buses are in service in downtown 
Los Angeles on some of the most demanding 
routes. The fuel cost of methanol is estimat
ed to be about double that of diesel. Addi
tionally, methanol use requires refueling 
vapor recovery systems, and fueling facili
ties cost about 10 to 15 percent more than 
diesel refueling stations. 

• Compressed natural gas (CNG) testing began 
in early 1990. Special equipment is required 
for CNG buses, and there are special fea
tures associated with the CNG fuel system 
and engine, refueling methods, and required 
refueling equipment. Further, CNG-powered 
buses must be maintained outside, as the Los 
Angeles Fire Department will not allow 
buses to be stored inside because of potential 
gas leakage. 

• The experience with the use of particulate 
trap systems indicates that traps are inherent
ly more complex to maintain than the alter
nate fuels programs. However, the newer 
generation trap systems are beginning to 
show increased reliability. From a mainte
nance point of view, a lap-top computer is 
necessary to troubleshoot modern traps; a 
skill not normally possessed by mechanics. 

• Future activities at SCRTD include new 
vehicles equipped with particulate traps, new 
methanol buses, liquified natural gas (LNG) 
retrofits, and an electric trolley bus pro
gram. SCRTD is also participating in a 
durability study, examining the engine dura
bility aspects of alternative fuels, as well as 
refining its retrofit programs and looking at 
low-cost strategies to meet clean-air goals. 



Houston METRO Experience with 
Alternative Fuels 

Russell H. Pentz 
Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County 

Mr. Pentz discussed METRO's experiences 
with liquified natural gas (LNG) as an alterna
tive fuel. A paper by Mr. Pentz, METRO, and 
James P. Lewis of Project Technical Liaison 
Associates, Inc. was available for further infor
mation on the LNG vehicle experience of a large 
transit fleet. LNG was chosen because it met 
METRO's criteria for safety, range, weight, 
fast-fill refueling, retrofitting, being inter
ruptible, performance, dependability, mainte
nance, reduced emissions, economics, and 
domestic availability. Testing indicated that 
buses using LNG had emissions well below 
required standards. METRO is purchasing new 
heavy-duty buses designed to operate on LNG 
with diesel-piloted ignitions. Mr. Pentz covered 
the following points in his presentation. 

• Issues and technical developments in the 
implementation of LNG-powered buses in 
Houston include safety, on-board fuel mea
surement, fuel system holding time, loss of 
power, weathering, fill connections, and fast 
fill . METRO studies established that LNG 
was the safest of all alternative fuels when 
properly handled. METRO has been active 
in the National Fire Protection Association's 
development of new safety standards to 
assure that LNG systems are properly de
signed and operating. Training in LNG 
safety issues is being provided to METRO 
personnel and local public safety agencies. 

• Most fuel quality testing has had emissions 
as an objective rather than engine perfor
mance. METRO has undertaken a coopera
tive test program with Detroit Diesel to 
determine the optimum LNG quality re
quired for engine performance and emis
sions. 

• METRO is initially using diesel pilot igni
tion configured engines with ultimate transi
tion to dedicated monofuel engines. The 
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agency has contracted for installation of a 
dedicated natural gas heavy-duty engine and 
hopes to begin gaining operational experi
ence as early as the third quarter 1992. 

• Initial equipment costs for LNG are higher 
because of development costs and production 
rates. However, dramatic drops in prices 
have already occurred and it appears that the 
price for a bus LNG system will further 
decrease when orders generate sufficient 
competition among manufacturers. 

DOE Fuel Cell/Battery Bus Program 
Status Report 

Samuel Romano 
Georgetown University 

Mr. Romano presented an update on the 
testing of a fuel cell powered bus. He stated that 
in order to reduce petroleum dependency and 
have an impact on air pollution, electric vehicles 
must capture a large percentage of the market. 
An electric vehicle that provides unlimited range 
through rapid refueling is the key to replacing 
the internal combustion engine (ICE). Unfortu
nately, the battery-powered electric vehicle has 
not been able to meet the necessary range re
quirement. It appears that a fuel cell electric 
vehicle operating on methanol can meet this 
requirement, however. Additionally, fuel cells 
do not produce any particulate matter, and other 
emissions are also reduced. 

• The benefits of fuel cells in transportation 
include improved air quality, fuel flexibility, 
greater energy efficiency, and quieter opera
tion. Fuel cells combine hydrogen and 
oxygen to form water, and release almost 90 
percent of the chemical energy produced as 
electricity. In addition, fuel cells have no 
moving parts, and are non-polluting. 

• Fuel cells can use a variety of fuels, howev
er, methanol is currently the fuel of choice. 
Since many fuel cells using methanol have 
been developed, the program first focused 
on that fuel. Other fuel options are ethanol, 



natural gas and propane. Fuel cells are 
almost twice as efficient as internal combus
tion engines, therefore, even if a carbon
based fuel is used, half the amount of CO2 

will be produced per mile. 

• The objective of the program is to develop 
and demonstrate a fuel cell/battery-powered 
bus on routes normally operated with a 
diesel-powered urban transit bus. The first 
phase, which included systems studies and 
construction and testing of a laboratory-type 
power plant, was completed in 1990. This 
phase resulted in the conclusion that a fuel 
cell-powered bus was a good replacement 
for the internal combustion engine. Testing 
the bus on a fixed route provided a good 
environment to evaluate its capabilities. It 
appears transit is a good area to introduce 
the use of fuel cells as the long service life 
of transit buses allows the higher cost of the 
fuel cell to be amortized over the life of the 
vehicle. Because of the more efficient opera
tion of fuel cells, life cycle costs should be 
equal to or less than life cycle costs of diesel 
buses. Work is also underway on the devel
opment of a diesel cell. 

• The second phase of the program, which 
includes building, testing, and evaluating 
three buses, is also underway. This will be 
followed by the development of a prototype 
bus program. The research entities involved 
in the second phase bus fabrication program 
are the Department of Energy, Argonne 
National Laboratory, and Georgetown Uni
versity. 

• The fuel cell bus is a hybrid system. The 
fuel cell cannot respond to the rapid level of 
changes required of a transit bus in stop and 
go operation, so a battery assists with rapid 
response. Also, a full-sized fuel cell would 
be much too large to place in buses. There
fore the a battery serves as a power load 
leveler. The system is slightly heavier than 
a diesel engine. However, its performance is 
superior to a diesel engine and the resulting 
fuel economy is about 40 percent better than 
diesel. 
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Ontario's Clean Fuels Bus Program 

Ovi Colavincenzo 
Ontario Ministry of Transportation 

Mr. Colavincenzo gave an overview of 
Ontario's clean fuels bus program. He stated that 
the driving forces behind the use of alternative 
fuels were the public's demand for clean air and 
concern regarding energy supplies. Two pro
grams have been initiated in Ontario. The first is 
aimed at light duty vehicles, and the second is 
investigating clean fuels in transit. Mr. Colavin
cenzo focused on the second program in his 
presentation. Alternative fuels examined by the 
Ontario program include methanol, natural gas, 
clean diesel, and hybrids. The following points 
were highlighted by Mr. Colavincenzo in his 
presentation. 

• The program's objectives were to assist 
transit systems in improving the efficiency 
and environmental acceptability of bus 
services; to foster development and supply 
of clean-fuel buses; and to supply alternative 
fuels to transit properties. 

• The initial demonstration project began in 
1984 with ten diesel buses in Ottawa con
verted to propane. In 1985 six vehicles in 
Hamilton were converted to compressed 
natural gas (CNG). This was followed by 
full-scale natural gas demonstrations in 
Toronto, Hamilton, and Mississauga. A 
methanol demonstration began in 1991. 

• The participating transit properties wanted to 
be able to purchase buses already equipped 
to use alternative fuels, rather than convert
ing the vehicles. The Ontario Ministry of 
Transportation developed a consortium to 
supply the transit operators in Toronto, 
Hamilton, and Mississauga with buses. The 
three properties are being supplied with 
about 50 CNG buses. The ministry is cur
rently developing a program to ensure that 
the buses are ~afe, efficient, and environ
mentally acceptable. It was necessary to put 
in natural gas refueling stations and to modi
fy some garages as part of the program. 



• Toronto purchased 25 natural gas buses 
which have currently been operated for 
about 800,000 miles. The vehicles have been 
averaging approximately 3.25 miles per 
gallon, diesel equivalent. The CNG fuel 
tanks were placed on the roof of the buses 
supplied to the ministry to protect them in 
case of accidents and in anticipation of 
future low-floor buses. Among the issues to 
be examined in designing buses for alterna
tive fuel use is the development of low-floor 
bus technology. A low-floor body design is 
expected to add room at the top of the vehi
cle to accommodate the larger fuel tanks 
required. 

• Other alternative fuel demonstration projects 
underway and planned for Ontario include a 
methanol bus demonstration which has been 
underway for less than a year. Six methanol 
buses are currently in operation in Windsor. 
In addition, a particulate trap program has 
recently begun. Thus far, only two vehicles 
have been fitted with traps. 

• The fuel economies of the different fuels 
were compared. With methanol, the transit 
operators achieved about 3.21 miles per 
gallon, diesel equivalent. Vehicles running 
on CNG got approximately 3.25 mpg, while 
those using propane averaged about 3. 87 
mpg. Information on the cost comparisons of 
the alternatives versus diesel fuel has also 
been examined. Diesel cost about $1.35 
(U.S.) per gallon, while propane cost about 
33 cents per diesel gallon equivalent. CNG 
is particularly cheap, as it is contracted gas 
from Saskatchewan, costing about 45 cents 
per diesel gallon equivalent. Methanol is 
being supplied to the Ontario properties at 
the diesel equivalent price. Operating on 
propane would save about $2,550 (U.S.) per 
bus, per year, while CNG operation would 
save approximately $8,500 (U.S.) per bus, 
per year. Methanol offers only slightly 
greater annual savings per bus than diesel. 
The annual operating savings offered by 
CNG help to offset the cost of the compres
sor stations necessary for refueling. 
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• Life cycle cost analysis compared fuel, 
maintenance, and facilities costs of all the 
alternative fuel technologies. An effort to 
reduce overhead costs may eventually push 
Ontario's transit providers toward hybrid 
buses. The experience in Ontario indicates 
that it is crucial to get manufacturers in
volved to supply the needed technology and 
that it was also important to stress coopera
tion between government and private indus
try. 

Roadway-Powered Electric Bus System for 
El Monte Busway in Los Angeles: 

A Case Study 

Edward Lechner 
Systems Control Technology 

Mr. Lechner gave an overview of a study 
which investigated the concept of providing 
power to a transit vehicle through the combina
tion of an on-board electric battery and an 
electrified roadway. The study focused on the El 
Monte Busway, a section of 1-10 running from 
downtown Los Angeles to El Monte, about 12 
miles to the east. Mr. Lechner's firm, Systems 
Control Technology, coordinated the study with 
the University of California-Berkeley. Funding 
was provided by Caltrans and FT A. Mr. Lech
ner's presentation covered the objectives of the 
study, a brief overview of the technology, the 
study's approach and analysis, and plans for 
demonstration and implementation of the system. 

• The objectives of the study were to examine 
the use of advanced technologies in high
occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, to match 
the performance of the existing transit ser
vice, and to design a vehicle that could be 
substituted for a standard diesel bus. In 
addition, the study investigated the general 
applicability of new technologies to other 
bus systems. The focus of the study was on 
freeway bus operation because of the higher 
velocities that can be achieved on freeways, 
as compared with most urban bus systems. 



• Roadway-powered electric vehicle technolo
gy has made reductions in on-board vehicle 
battery size possible because additional 
power is supplied by an external source. 
Reducing battery size contributes to a reduc
tion in gross vehicle weight. 

• The primary transformer is buried in the 
roadway and a secondary transformer is 
located within the vehicle. Energy is trans
ferred inductively, through a magnetic field. 
Since the vehicle carries its own battery, it 
can operate off of the powered roadway, 
while the roadway can be used by other 
vehicles. Energy can be transferred to the 
vehicle when it is in motion or the bus can 
be charged during layovers. 

• A hypothetical vehicle, very similar to a 
regular diesel bus, was designed for the 
project. Each of nine different bus routes 
currently using the El Monte Busway was 
examined. The researchers analyzed the 
routes' on-board energy balance, the energy 
required to power the bus over 16 hours of 
operation, the energy provided by the bat
tery and the roadway, and how they could 
meet the energy requirements to run the bus 
for the whole day. 

• A number of studies relative to route varia
tions were conducted. Features studied 
included the power transfer system and 
battery characteristics, the electrification 
pattern, and where to power the roadway 
and layover stops in order to achieve energy 
balance. The study also examined variations 
of powering the busway only. These includ
ed powering the busway and layover points, 
and powering the roadway, layover points, 
and downtown bus stops. The desired ener
gy discharge rate is no more than 3 percent 
per hour. 

• Implementation plans included two scenari
os. The first was a downtown shuttle service 
that would require only eight buses and two 
charging stations. The second involved 
running a shuttle downtown and to the El 
Monte bus terminal. In the second scenario, 
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buses would run downtown for about five 
miles in stop and go traffic and then 11 
miles at freeway speeds. Two variations of 
this scenario were examined. In one, the 
buses would run out to the suburban bus 
terminal every five minutes. In the second 
variation, buses would run on five-minute 
headways downtown and on 20-minute 
headways to the suburban bus terminal. This 
last option was believed to be a better match 
for the actual demand. 

• The first phase of implementation involved 
operating only the downtown shuttle service. 
As a result of this test, several things were 
observed. First, and most important, was 
actual battery performance. Second, vehicle 
energy consumption could now be verified. 
In addition, the researchers looked at vary
ing layover time and total round trip time. 

• In the next phase, the downtown shuttle 
service ran at five-minute headways and 
buses ran to the El Monte bus terminal at 
20-minute headways. From this exercise, 
information was gained on the energy con
sumption of the vehicle at high speeds, and 
on charging at bus stops and at layover 
points. 

• The final phase of the plan will be imple
menting the system on all of the nine identi
fied routes. It will be less expensive to 
electrify the 22-mile El Monte Busway route 
and to put in charging stations than to use 
electric trolley buses and string catenary 
wires. Vehicle charging would take place at 
all downtown bus stops and layovers, as 
well as on the bus way. 

• In conclusion, the study found that the 
inductive energy transfer system is an attrac
tive method at low speeds. Further, depend
ing on the vehicle duty cycle, it may be 
possible to have only static charging or 
opportunity charging. For bus systems with 
an average velocity of about ten mph, and 
with about 10 percent of the time spent at 
layovers, this is a very attractive system. 
Bus systems with higher average speeds 



would probably require more than just static 
charging. In addition, the study concluded 
that battery size might be reduced to less 
than 20 percent of gross vehicle weight, 
however battery characteristics do need 
further testing. Researchers believe this 
technology could have widespread applica
tions. 
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Advanced Technologies for Implementing the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
Franz Gimmler, Federal Transit Administration - presiding 

The Americans with Disabilities Act and 
Public Transportation 

David M. Norstrom 
Battelle 

Mr. Norstrom discussed technologies to be 
developed and applied in transit settings to allow 
greater access and independence for travellers 
with disabilities. He noted that technologies for 
people who have mobility difficulties, but are 
not confined to wheelchairs, have received little 
attention. For many years, efforts have focused 
on designing lifts to get wheelchairs onto buses. 
Mr. Norstrom's presentation concentrated on 
that portion of the disabled population that is not 
wheelchair-bound. He highlighted four catego
ries in his presentation: the visual, hearing, 
cognitive, and semi-ambulatory population 
groups. A chart indexing the four categories of 
disabilities and techniques available to improve 
transit accessibility was available. Mr. Norstrom 
covered the following points in his presentation. 

• Tasks involved in using a transportation 
system include: 1) getting information about 
the system; 2) getting to a vehicle; 3) getting 
onto a vehicle; 4) getting off of a vehicle; 
and 5) going home. Mr. Norstrom related 
these tasks to the four categories of disabili
ties and outlined technologies that assist 
disabled individuals with using transit sys
tems. 

• There are some basic steps that can be taken 
to help people with disabilities understand 
and use transit systems. Training is probably 
the most important, as many of the barriers 
to transportation involve communication and 
understanding. 

• General suggestions to increase the under
standing of the system include computerized 
system information, maps, and electronic 
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files; electronic bulletin boards; faxes; and 
automated telephone information systems. 
For those with visual impairments, auditory 
mapping technology has had some success. 
Other suggestions include braille materials, 
tactile maps, and audio cassette information. 
Transit users with hearing disabilities would 
benefit from telecommunications devices for 
the deaf (TDDs), assistive listening devices, 
automatic speech recognition systems, and 
hearing-aid-compatible telephones. Those 
with cognitive disabilities require simple text 
and graphics, standard symbols, and training 
to aid in understanding the system. 

• The next task is accessing the correct vehi
cle, which includes locating the station, stop 
or terminal; locating and accessing the fare 
system; activating and passing through the 
fare gate; moving to the proper boarding 
area; and, identifying the correct incoming 
vehicle. General methods to increase access 
include the use of standard logos and sym
bols, the use of smart cards, and passenger 
information systems signifying next vehicle 
arrival. 

• Boarding the vehicle can be made easier 
with the use of low-floor vehicles, "talking" 
fareboxes, uniform farebox location, smart 
cards, and standard signage. 

• Methods to facilitate the task of traveling on 
the vehicle include visual cues and public 
announcements to identify the next stop. It 
is important to give the disabled passenger 
ongoing information about where they are 
on the vehicle and what is happening with 
the vehicle. 

• Departing the. vehicle is similar to boarding 
the vehicle. Techniques to improve egress 
include uniform location of landmarks, 
uniform signage, and visual or audio signals. 



The key in exiting the terminal is orienta
tion. Techniques to assist disabled persons 
include auditory pathways, electronic or 
tactile circulation aids, visual signals, and 
accessible paths. 

• Proven technologies which are already in 
broad application, but need to be brought 
into use in the transit industry, include 
TDDs, automated telephone information 
systems, hearing aid compatible telephones, 
the use of symbols for technical aids for the 
hearing impaired, improved PA announce
ments, auditory vehicle identification, braille 
material, audio cassette information, visual 
display of announcements, faxes, and elec
tronic files on computer disk for understand
ing transit systems. 

• The opportunity for standardization is an 
area in which the transit industry and FT A 
can take the lead. This includes developing 
standard tactile signs and tactile maps; the 
use of symbols for technical aids for the 
hearing impaired; audio and visual "next 
stop" information; large print, high contrast 
signage; standard locations and formats for 
directional signage and bus stop signs; 
emergency alarm warning systems; electron
ic dynamic signage; prepaid fare systems; 
door opening and closing warnings; and 
standing locations on lifts. 

• Promising techniques that have had small 
applications in specific settings, but with 
additional research could be applied in 
transit situations are: simple texts and graph
ics for those with cognitive impairments; 
personal-computer-based transit information; 
assistive listening systems in transit vehicles; 
auditory maps and auditory pathways; smart 
card use; talking fareboxes; tactile paths; 
and infrared signage. 

• Technologies that will require substantial 
development include automatic speech recog
nition, automatic visual message systems, 
platform edge warnings, and low-floor 
buses. 
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Transportation Technologies for 
Improving Independence 

Ling S. Suen 
Transportation Development Centre, 

Transport Canada 

Ms. Suen discussed technologies for improv
ing access to transportation systems for those 
with disabilities. She stated that planning and 
developing technologies for independent or 
accessible transit should deal with all aspects of 
the trip. Additionally, transportation technology 
should emphasize self reliance, integration, and 
independence. Everyone benefits when the 
system is totally accessible. For instance, if a 
low-floor bus is designed to accommodate a 
wheelchair, then it will also better serve a 
mother with a baby carriage or a person with a 
lot of baggage. A paper by Ms. Suen of the 
Transportation Development Centre and Tom 
Geehan of TransVision Consultants Limited 
contained additional information on the subject. 
Ms. Suen highlighted the following points in her 
presentation. 

• One method of classifying transportation 
technologies is by their basic functional 
goals relating to increasing travelers' inde
pendence. This method identifies four types 
of technologies: mobility, information, 
communication, and control. 

• The application of appropriate technologies 
to improve the access of mobility-impaired 
travelers to public transportation is largely 
oriented towards the use of mechanical 
systems such as lifts, ramps, and floor
lowering devices. Once the passenger is 
onboard, wheelchair securement and passen
ger restraint systems need to be in place to 
ensure the passenger's safety. The lack of 
standards for vehicles, wheelchairs, and 
mobility aids is a critical issue affecting the 
safety of elderly and disabled travelers. 

• Application of technologies to assist individ
uals with disabilities to access information in 
the public transportation environment is 
oriented towards information and display 



technologies. The solutions to the travel 
problems of those with sensory disabilities 
lie in the implementation of well-established 
technologies. Existing technology can help 
with information and orientation in termi
nals, at bus stops, and on vehicles. Enhanc
ing transit use for the cognitively-impaired 
includes training and education of both the 
potential passenger and transit providers. 

• Application of communication technologies 
is directed towards telecommunications 
systems. Applications cited include Handy
Line, a system that permits automatic reser
vation and confirmation of requests for 
paratransit service, and Translaid. The latter 
is a portable translator that permits individu
als with speech or language difficulties to 
communicate directly with a service agent 
by keying appropriate questions and respons
es on a dual-screen terminal. 

• Control technology applications have been 
oriented towards microelectronics systems, 
including in-vehicle guidance, cellular tele
phone communication, and emergency loca
tion systems. In-vehicle navigation and route 
guidance units that include two-way commu
nication with central control could signifi
cantly improve response times to changes in 
service for paratransit providers. Smart 
cards could be used in subsidized programs 
to eliminate money handling and accounting 
problems, or as an identity or control device 
to gain access to priority parking. 

• All technology requires consideration for 
interfacing. System designers must address 
the needs of the user, as well as meeting 
functional requirements. Early consumer 
involvement in research and development is 
recommended to avoid the problems and 
expenses of retrofitting. Accessibility should 
be a high priority and new technologies 
should apply to the entire spectrum for 
integration and trip continuity. Innovative 
financing must be used to increase the at
tractiveness of these technologies. 
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Universal Securement/Restraint System for 
Mobility Aids on Public Transportation 

Katherine M. Hunter-7.aworsld 
Oregon State University 

Ms . Hunter-Zaworski gave an overview of 
a project to design, build, and test a wheeled 
mobility aid securement system that would work 
with all mobility aids commonly used on fixed 
route transit vehicles. A paper co-authored by 
Ms. Hunter-Zaworski and Joseph R. Zaworski, 
both of the Oregon State University Transporta
tion Research Institute, was available for those 
wanting additional information on the project. 
Ms. Hunter-Zaworski covered the following 
points in her presentation. 

• The project's goals were to maximize user 
independence, minimize securement and 
release time, minimize transit vehicle opera
tor involvement, be appropriate for use on 
both fixed-route and demand response sys
tems, and satisfy all the proposed secure
ment standards and guidelines. 

• A unified design methodology was used to 
analyze the problem of securement and 
restraint on transit vehicles, and to develop 
appropriate design specifications for a se
curement system. A result of using the 
methodology was a very detailed description 
of design requirements for a securement 
system and an explanation of the require
ments' importance. 

• The system is designed to secure a mobility 
aid in the forward-facing position using two 
major parts: a latching mechanism mounted 
to the vehicle floor, and a simple two-point 
interface unit attached to the back of the 
mobility aid. 

• To use the system, the user backs into place 
so that the interface unit is captured by the 
latch. An indicator light verifies that the 
attachment is secure. The system accommo
dates misalignment by translating and rotat
ing as needed. To release the securement 
device, the user pushes an electrical switch. 



A mechanical release is available in case of 
electrical failure. 

• In addition to the local controls, a second 
light and switch is mounted at the driver's 
station. This gives the driver positive indica
tion of securement and allows remote release 
of the capture system if the user is unable to 
use the local switch. 

• Based on the results of extensive human 
factors, engineering, and actual in-service 
tests, this one-step securement system suc
cessfully met all of the project's goals and 
objectives, in addition to meeting require
ments of the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA). The system takes about 15 minutes 
to install and is easy to maintain. 

Innovations in Train Platform Safety 

Thomas J. McGean 
Annandale, Virginia 

Mr. McGean discussed the implications of 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) on 
the train-platform interface. A paper by Mr. 
McGean provided additional information on 
issues and products addressed in his presenta
tion. Mr. McGean discussed current develop
ments and available methods for platform edge 
protection. These included edge protection 
materials either installed or being considered by 
various transit systems; intrusion detection 
systems used by some transit systems to detect 
the presence of someone on the guideway, 
railings, and walls; and full-barrier protection of 
all passengers from the guideway with coordinat
ed station doors that open only when a train is 
parked in the station. Mr. McGean highlighted 
the following points. 

• Recent Department of Transportation regula
tions incorporate accessibility guidelines 
which require unprotected platform edges 
bordering a drop-off to have a detectable 
warning. The guidelines require the detect
able warning surface to be 24 inches wide, 
running the length of the platform drop-off, 
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consisting of raised cones or "bumps." The 
warning surface must contrast visually with 
adjoining surfaces and must differ from 
adjoining walking surfaces in resiliency or 
sound on cane contact. 

• Independent tests at transit systems in North 
America have confirmed the effectiveness of 
the raised dot pattern required by proposed 
ADA regulation. Test results have shown a 
two-foot wide tile edge to be detectable by 
99 to 100 percent of all blind subjects. 
These studies also support the recommended 
warning strip width of 24 inches . 

• These regulations will require either detect
able warning strips or platform barriers for 
the platform edge at all new stations for rail, 
light rail, commuter rail, automated guide
way transit, and monorail systems. 

• There are a number of products either pres
ently installed or under consideration by 
transit agencies for use as detectable warning 
strips, including materials made from rein
forced plastic composites, ceramic tile, and 
galvanized steel sheet metal. 

• An alternative or adjunct to passive platform 
edge protection is the use of electronic 
intrusion detection systems. Examples of 
these systems are currently in use in Van
couver, British Columbia and Jacksonville, 
Florida. Intrusion detection systems use 
infrared beams or sensor panels to set off an 
alarm and activate safety measures in the 
event someone or something is too close to 
the edge of the platform or on the tracks. 

• The concept of complete separation of pas
sengers from the guideway is accomplished 
by floor to ceiling walls provided with 
elevator type doors that automatically open 
only when a vehicle is berthed in the station. 
Station and vehicle doors are coordinated so 
that passenger access to the guideway is 
precluded. Use of platform barriers with 
coordinated station doors will effectively 
eliminate the train/passenger collision as a 
platform accident risk. 



• It is possible to eliminate the station doors 
and simply provide a barrier with openings 
which align with the stopped vehicle doors. 
This retains much of the safety of the plat
form barrier concept, while eliminating the 
cost and loss of reliability inherent in coor
dinated station doors. 

• ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings 
and Facilities do not require detectable 
warning surfaces if there is a curb, railing, 
or other element detectable by a person who 
has a severe vision impairment. The use of 
railings may therefore be a cost-effective 
solution and should be give careful consider
ation by transit agencies concerned with 
retrofitting to comply with these new regula
tions. If a railing is provided, special warn
ing strips would only be needed at openings. 

• The cost of various platform edge protection 
systems ranges from $10 to $30 per square 
foot for platform tile, to $2,400 per platform 
foot for full platform barriers with coordi
nated, elevator-type station doors. 

Disabled Access to Commuter Rail 

Rebecca Shaffer 
Ca/trans 

Ms. Shaffer provided an overview of alter
native methods studied by Caltrans for making 
CalTrain railcars accessible to people with 
various mobility impairments. As part of the 
process, the Commuter Railcar Accessibility 
Study was conducted to evaluate several proto
type lifts, a proposed restroom configuration, a 
prototype restraint system, and other accessibili
ty-related issues. The final report on the accessi
bility study is available for those desiring further 
information on this subject. Ms. Shaffer dis
cussed the following elements in her presenta
tion. 

• Initial studies in the early 1980s focused on 
mini high platforms, but the decision was 
later made to investigate on-board lifts. In 
1985, Caltrans began acquiring cars 
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equipped with plugged inserts to accommo
date future installation of on-board lifts. The 
demonstration study began in 1990, and was 
originally scheduled to test two different 
manufacturers' lifts in the plugged doors on 
cars in revenue service. 

• The demonstration project lasted approxi
mately nine months. Although the initial 
objective was to examine various types of 
lifts, the project expanded to include other 
accessibility issues. These included accessi
ble restrooms, the testing of a prototype tie
down, and the amount of space needed for 
the tie-down area and to maneuver in the tie
down area. 

• In order to simulate the railcar environment, 
the tests utilized a full-scale mock-up of the 
midsection of a railcar. Fifty-three people 
with mobility disabilities were recruited to 
provide user evaluations. Each spent approx
imately 3 ½ hours in all the tests. Three 
different lifts were tested, as well as differ
ent restroom configurations, the location of 
grab bars, and tie-downs. The mobility 
impaired community suggested that it would 
be more desirable to enter through the vesti
bule, rather than through the plugged doors 
and directly into the railcars. Therefore, the 
lifts were tested with entry through the 
vestibule and through the plugged opening. 

• Final lift recommendations were to continue 
development of the plugged door. Despite 
the initial enthusiasm expressed for entering 
into vestibule, by the end of the tests, the 
mobility impaired users preferred entering 
directly into the car through the plugged 
door. Concerns arising from entering 
through the vestibule included the opening 
opposite the vestibule and space limitations 
for maneuvering in the vestibule. 

• Recommendations for restroom width were 
48 or 55 inches wide. A restroom 48 inches 
wide could be used by 95 percent of the 
testers, however this width did not allow for 
a sink. A restroom 55 inches wide would 
allow inclusion of a sink. 



• Funding is available to retrofit 21 railcars 
for the plugged door. However, Cal trans has 
now been slated to receive 21 of the new 
"California Cars." This is a bi-level car with 
a low-level vestibule entry which necessi
tates a ramp, rather than an on-board lift. 
Therefore, the funding to retrofit 21 cars 
will most probably be used instead to ac
quire about five of the new cars. 
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Low-Floor Boarding 
Thomas J. McGean, Transportation Consultant - presiding 

Status of Low-Floor 
Transit Bus Developments 

Rolland D. King 
Columbus, Ohio 

Mr. King discussed the history, trends, and 
current status of the low-floor bus market in the 
United States and Europe. A copy of a study 
prepared by Battelle for the Federal Transit 
Administration and co-authored by Mr. King, 
Clarence I. Giuliani, and Gerald A. Francis, was 
available for those requiring additional informa
tion on this subject. He highlighted the following 
points relating to the evolution of low-floor bus 
technology and the status of current activities. 

• The Transbus was an early attempt to devel
op a low-floor bus in the United States. One 
of the principle reasons for its lack of suc
cess was that the axles, tires, suspension, 
and structural systems needed to permit 
lowering of the bus floor were not available. 

• The International Union of Public Transit 
has established general standards for low
floor buses. The standards cover a variety of 
technical aspects and provisions. For exam
ple, the entrance height above the road 
surface at the bus doors must not exceed 320 
millimeters. The lateral slope of the vehicle 
floor in the door area should not exceed 3 
percent. The longitudinal slope of the floor 
should not exceed 8 percent. The bus should 
be able to kneel to seven or eight centime
ters. Seats may be mounted on platforms, 
with a maximum platform height of about 
eight inches. 

• Several European countries are involved in 
low-floor bus development. Germany has 
taken the lead in the development and pro
duction of the low-floor bus to improve 
accessibility for all passengers, not just the 
physically impaired. The German approach 
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to low-floor buses has differed from the 
perspective of the U.S. transit industry in 
this respect. 

• Advantages of low-floor buses are ease of 
access and alighting for all passengers. The 
low-floor design allows the use of ramps for 
wheelchairs, baby carriages, and the like. 
Dwell times are lowered because boarding 
times are shorter. 

• Concerns to be addressed regarding low
floor vehicle design include road clearance, 
performance when encountering potholes, 
high curbs, and railroad crossings. Streets 
and vehicles should be integrated as a sys
tem, with coordination between vehicle 
manufacturers and road designers. Advances 
in axles, tires, brakes, and other systems are 
required. 

• Another issue in the development of low
floor buses is the limited market. However, 
vehicle manufacturers and users may be able 
to address this and other concerns by work
ing together to help advance the technical 
development of low-floor buses. 

Vincent R. DeMarco 
Federal Transit Administration 

Mr. DeMarco discussed the low-floor bus 
study recently conducted by Battelle. He noted 
that the results of this study indicated that none 
of the 40-foot heavy-duty low-floor buses cur
rently on the market meet the requirements of 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or 
industry practices. Mr. DeMarco highlighted the 
following points from the Battelle study and 
other recent FT A activities. 

• A number of the ADA requirements relate 
specifically to vehicle specifications. For 
example, ramps must be 30 inches wide with 



a two-inch edge barrier, continuous, slip 
resistant, and have accepted slopes. 

• The European practice of placing seats on 
risers or pedestals has not been viewed 
favorably by U.S. operators because of the 
increased risk for tripping or slipping. 

• Development of a low-floor bus design was 
a major focus of the R&D activities in the 
U.S. in the 1970s. From 1971 to 1979, 
UMT A invested $28 million to produce 
three prototype designs. The General Motors 
Transbus, the Flexible Transbus, and the 
American Motors General Transbus were 
designed and developed as part of this dem
onstration. 

• In May 1977, the Secretary of Transporta
tion issued a policy that only buses meeting 
Transbus specifications would receive feder
al funding, effective September 1979. These 
specifications basically described a low-floor 
bus with a two-step design. In January 1979, 
Los Angles, Miami, and Philadelphia issued 
a joint bid request for 530 buses meeting the 
UMTA specifications. No bids were re
ceived however, and the policy was later 
changed. 

• Responding to the requirements of the ADA, 
and to federal and state concerns relating to 
the weight and maximum axle loadings of 
transit vehicles, FT A has initiated a new 
demonstration program. This program will 
focus on the development of a low-weight, 
low-floor, 40-foot bus. It is anticipated that 
two or more demonstration projects to pro
duce alternate designs will be developed, 
leading to a final Advanced Technology 
Transit Bus (ATTB). 

• The first demonstration may best be charac
terized as a "near-term, state-of-the-art, off
the-shelf" project. It is anticipated that 10 
prototype buses will be developed, placed in 
revenue service, and evaluated. The second 
design approach will include three phases. 
First, a conceptual design will be developed 
to determine the best low-floor, low-emis-
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sions bus. Second, detailed designs will be 
completed for the selected vehicle. Finally, 
six prototype buses will be placed in revenue 
service and their performance evaluated. 
FT A is also considering a similar process 
for designing a low-floor, smaller-sized bus. 

Low Floor Bus Program 

Ovi Colavincenzo 
Ontario Ministry of Transportation 

Mr. Colavincenzo discussed the approach 
being taken in Ontario to some of the issues 
facing the transit industry. The most pressing of 
those are accessibility, environmental and health 
concerns, cost issues, and quality of service. In 
addition, the Ontario Minister of Transportation 
has mandated that only low-floor buses may be 
purchased after July 1993. Mr. Colavincenzo 
covered the following points in his presentation. 

• Studies examining the provision of easier 
access through the use of low-floor buses 
and accessible taxis have been conducted. 
Several short- and long-term solutions are 
currently being considered. These include a 
low-floor split-level bus and an almost flat
floor bus. 

• In addition to accessibility, the need to 
incorporate low-emission requirements into 
new bus designs is being examined. Low
emission solutions under consideration 
include natural gas, methanol, ethanol, low
sulphur diesel, electric trolleys, hybrid 
systems, and fuel cells. Lowering the bus to 
enhance accessibility creates a problem 
concerning the location of the fuel tank. 
Natural gas buses appear to afford the most 
flexibility in combination with low-floor 
designs, as the fuel tanks could be placed on 
the roof. This design also allows more 
flexibility for the location of wheelchairs and 
scooters. 

• The advantages of low-floor buses include 
improved accessibility, reduced boarding 
times, a safer rear exit, no lifts, and en-



hanced mobility for wheelchairs and scoot
ers. The disadvantages associated with low
floor buses include loss of seats, loss of 
space for accessories, and possible fuel 
volume limitations. 

• A hybrid-powered low-floor bus is currently 
under consideration. This is not presently 
available as a standard 40-foot bus. Howev
er, the components are being developed to 
eventually allow construction of a 40-foot 
bus. The concept behind this vehicle is 
having four electric wheels with a power 
conditioning unit. Several methods to supply 
power to the wheels are currently being 
investigated. 

• The hybrid low-floor bus has the same 
advantages as the regular low-floor bus, 
with the additional benefits of lower emis
sion levels, regenerative braking, four wheel 
drive, and axle loading. 

• The disadvantages associated with the hybrid 
low-floor are similar to those associated with 
regular low-floor buses. Additional research 
and development is needed on the hybrid 
bus before it can be introduced into revenue 
service. The possibility of fuel volume 
limitations may be another disadvantage. 
However, this could be offset by greater fuel 
efficiency. Further, lengthening the vehicle 
to 45 feet, rather than the standard 40 feet, 
may be feasible to recover some of the lost 
seating. 

• Low-floor buses powered by clean fuels 
appear to be the bus of the future. Bus 
propulsion systems should continue to 
evolve. However, bus designs incorporating 
advanced propulsion systems may be more 
expensive. Additionally, standards for 
wheelchairs, scooters, and restraint systems 
need to be examined. 
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Low-Floor Bus Implementation in 
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada 

Michael W. Davis 
BC Transit 

Mr. Davis provided a summary on the status 
of implementing low-floor buses in Victoria, 
British Columbia. The regional transit system in 
Victoria currently uses a fleet of 147 convention
al buses and 28 paratransit buses. BC Transit 
covers 250 square miles and serves approximate
ly 280,000 to 300,000 people. Some 18 percent 
of the total population is elderly. The following 
points were covered by Mr. Davis in his presen
tation. 

• Throughout the 1980s, demand on the para
transit system serving the elderly and handi
capped increased at a phenomenal rate. In 
comparison, service on the conventional bus 
system was cut by approximately 15 percent 
due to the recession. The increase in the 
elderly population in Victoria and the in
creased costs associated with operating the 
paratransit system have resulted in the need 
to examine other alternatives for providing 
transportation services to this group. 

• The first movement toward accessible con
ventional transit in British Columbia came in 
the late 1980s when the provincial govern
ment announced that it would assist in fund
ing accessible conventional transit if request
ed by local municipalities. Vancouver was 
the first area to respond, adding wheelchair 
lifts on conventional transit vehicles. 

• Victoria responded initially by undertaking 
a planning program to identify the portion of 
the population that required accessible tran
sit. After the potential population was identi
fied, the program focused on approaches to 
serving their needs. Three options were 
identified and examined: a parallel accessible 
bus service; a three-level system utilizing a 
conventional bus network, a parallel system, 
and Orion II buses in the densely populated 
areas; and expanding accessible conventional 
bus service. 



• The accessible conventional bus service 
option was selected for a number of reasons. 
These included the service area coverage, 
service levels, cost, and the anticipation of 
future requirements. A demonstration using 
Neoplan low-floor buses was undertaken. 
This system was generally well received by 
the public. Victoria will be the first system 
to use the low-floor bus as a fleet standard. 

• The low-floor buses provide a number of 
advantages. First, the cost for low-floor 
buses is comparable to buses with wheel
chair lifts. Second, low-floor buses are 
easier for everyone to use. Ambulatory, as 
well as elderly and handicapped passengers, 
have an easier time boarding and alighting 
from low-floor buses. Finally, the turning 
radius is as good or better than a standard 
bus. There are also a few disadvantages 
associated with low-floor buses. For exam
ple, four seats are lost and there have been 
some complaints regarding the back steps 
being too wide. 
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Vehicle Guidance Technology 
Edward S. Neumann, University of Nevada, Las Vegas - presiding 

Automated People Movers: 
Innovative Transit for Special Applications 

William J. Sproule 
University of Alberta 

Dr. Sproule gave an overview of the various 
types and configurations of automated people 
mover (APM) systems and described some of 
the current and proposed applications for this 
technology. He noted that there are over 60 
APM systems of various types operating 
throughout the world, with several more 
planned. A paper by Dr. Sproule was available 
for more information on the subject of APM 
systems. Dr. Sproule highlighted the following 
points in his presentation. 

• One of the difficulties in describing APM 
systems is the variety of names, technolo
gies, and manufacturers associated with 
these systems. A general description of this 
category of transit systems is automated 
guideway transit (AGT), in which unmanned 
vehicles are operated on a fixed guideway 
along exclusive rights-of-way. Names often 
used include automated people movers, 
automated guideway transit, personal rapid 
transit, people movers, and monorails. 

• Typically, an APM vehicle is about the size 
of an urban bus. Vehicles can be linked 
together to form trains and can carry from 
10 to 100 passengers. Many systems have 
vehicles with no seats, allowing for standees 
only. APM systems can operate at speeds of 
10 to 50 miles per hour, with headways as 
short as ten seconds. 

• There are several APM technologies. These 
include rubber-tired vehicles that operate on 
concrete guideways, steel-wheeled vehicles 
that operate on steel rails, monorails that 
operate on a guideway, monorails that are 
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suspended from a guideway, MAGLEY, and 
cable-drawn systems. 

• Designs are proprietary and vary by manu
facturer. Thus, no interchangeability of 
components is currently permitted. Some 
work has been done in Japan toward stan
dardizing components and technology. In the 
U.S., work is underway to establish stan
dards, but this has been primarily in the 
areas of definitions, measurement tech
niques, and fire and life safety techniques. 

• The initial work on APM systems began 
over 30 years ago. The range of applications 
includes use in amusement parks, airports, 
major activity centers, and urban centers. 

• Amusement park systems, including those 
found in theme parks, zoos, and internation
al expositions, or world fairs, tend to be 
one-directional loops that provide passengers 
with a tour of the park or link the far ends 
of the site. Monorails, in which the vehicle 
rides on a concrete guideway, are typically 
used in these situations, and can vary widely 
in cost, speed, and capacity. Mini-rails, 
small monorail systems, are commonly used 
at zoos, because they are quiet and cause 
less disturbance among the animals. Rubber
tired vehicles operating on concrete guide
ways are also commonly used in amusement 
parks. 

• There are currently 13 airports with APM 
systems and several with such systems under 
development. Two basic classifications are 
used for systems at airports, intraterminal 
and airport circulation. Intraterminal APMs 
operate within terminals, and airport circula
tion systems link terminals to other termi
nals, as well as to hotels, remote parking, or 
regional rail lines. 

• Another application for APMs is in major 
activity centers, such as universities, hospi-



tals, shopping centers, and hotels. Examples 
include the APM system at West Virginia 
University in Morgantown, a federal demon
stration project that began in the early 1970s 
to examine the feasibility of this technology. 
Another example is the Harbor Island sys
tem in Tampa, Florida. This private system 
links a multi-use development with down
town Tampa. The system is to be turned 
over to the city of Tampa after 20 years and 
will become part of Tampa's downtown 
circulation system. The private APM system 
at Las Colinas, Texas provides another 
example. This planned multi-use community 
opened in 1987 with four APM stations and 
three miles of guideway. It is eventually 
planned to link the APM to a proposed light 
rail line. 

• Although most applications have been in 
airports, amusement parks, and major activi
ty centers, there are a few systems operated 
by local transit operators. These can be 
grouped into three categories: line haul, 
feeder, and downtown circulation. The 
Vancouver Skytrain is an example of an 
automated system in line haul service. It is 
the backbone of the Vancouver transit net
work, linking the suburbs to the downtown 
area. In Japan, automated systems have been 
used to link new developments to regional 
rail or intercity rail networks, functioning 
like feeder systems. There are three down
town circulation systems in the United 
States: Miami and Jacksonville, Florida and 
Detroit, Michigan. 

Electric Trolley Buses in 
Los Angeles County 

Jim Lair 
Los Angeles County Transponation Commission 

Mr. Lair gave an overview of the Los 
Angeles County Transportation Commission's 
(LACTC) plans and programs to reduce conges
tion and improve air quality in Los Angeles 
County. Plans include light rail transit, commu
ter rail, freeway help patrols, and electric trolley 
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buses (ETBs). Mr. Lair provided a report on the 
ETB program for those desiring more detailed 
information. The following points were covered 
in Mr. Lair's presentation. 

• The South Coast Air Quality Management 
District (SCAQMD) Air Quality Plan pro
poses converting 30 percent of Los Angeles 
County's bus fleet to electric trolley buses 
by 2000. Currently, there are almost 2,500 
diesel buses in the county. 

• In October 1990, the LACTC and the South
ern California Rapid Transit District 
(SCRTD) funded a joint two-part study on 
the conversion of diesel bus routes to ETBs. 
Part one of the study researched the possibil
ities of using electric trolley buses. Present
ly, ETB is the only cost-effective technology 
available to meet the zero-emissions require
ments of the SCAQMD. The study's second 
part examined individual lines, both the 
SCRTD's and those of municipal operators, 
to determine which ones would be most 
effective to convert to ETBs. Twenty 
SCRTD and three municipal lines were 
identified as potential candidates for conver
sion to ETBs. 

• The lines considered for conversion to ETBs 
represented some of the most heavily used 
routes in the area. In addition, because of 
the necessity for constructing overhead 
catenary lines, the study concentrated on bus 
routes that had been, and would continue, to 
operate on the same streets for a number of 
years. Past experience with ETBs indicates 
they work most effectively in high density 
areas of the community. 

• In July 1991, the 20 SCRTD lines and three 
municipal lines originally identified were 
further narrowed down to 12 lines ready for 
the first phase development and construc
tion. The project's goal is to identify three 
or four lines by December 1992 on which to 
begin initial construction, then follow with 
the remaining lines chosen. It is anticipated 
that perhaps ten lines with ETBs will be 
running by 2000. This will not meet 



SCAQMD requirements, but will represent 
about 160 miles of overhead catenary struc
tures and a fleet of over 400 electric trolley 
buses. The cost is estimated to be close to 
$600 million. 

• Two prototype demonstration lines have 
been identified and are scheduled for com
pletion and operation within 12 months of 
notice to proceed. Work on the two lines is 
anticipated to begin in Autumn 1992. The 
LACTC would like to have two or three 
buses from various manufacturers in order 
to test them on the streets. The demonstra
tion lines will allow the LACTC and the 
operators to evaluate the latest in ETB tech
nology in operation, and will increase public 
awareness of the electric trolley bus as a 
modern, reliable transportation system. 

Interactive Design and 
Real-Time 3-Dimensional Simulation of 

Personal Rapid Transit Networks 

Alan L. Erera 
Princeton University 

Mr. Erera described the Princeton Transit 
Visualization System (PTVS), a software tool 
designed to provide transit planners, engineers, 
and the general public with an interactive, three
dimensional visualization tool. A report by Mr. 
Erera, Russell Grandinetti, and Alain L. Korn
hauser, all of Princeton University, was made 
available for those wanting additional informa
tion on the project. Mr. Erera highlighted the 
following points in his presentation. 

• The PTVS software provides the functional
ity to: 1) build transit networks, positioning 
guideway, intersection, and stations while 
specifying guideway cross-section character
istics and station demand characteristics; 2) 
view these networks in three dimensions in 
a background environment, with full interac
tive user control over viewing positions; and 
3) view randomly-generated simulated oper
ations on a transit network design. Using the 
power of user-interactive, three-dimensional 
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graphics, the software system provides a 
tool that can aid both planners and the pub
lic in sorting out many of the complex visual 
impact issues that fixed-guideway transit 
design poses. The PTVS can quickly provide 
on-screen visual comparisons of a variety of 
user-specified system layout designs. 

• The system was devised for a number of 
reasons. The first was to provided a design 
and planning tool for engineers and transit 
planners. PTVS is not a computer-aided 
design system, rather it is a tool for visualiz
ing design in three dimensions. Secondly, 
the system was created to provide an infor
mation source to aid in visualizing what ad
vanced transit networks would look like 
before implementation. Fixed-guideway 
transit systems can have serious visual im
pacts, which often lead to opposition in 
implementing such systems . PTVS would 
provide a way to demonstrate how the sys
tem might look when built and to help assess 
impacts of the system on the visual environ
ment. Further, it is hoped that PTVS can be 
used as an educational tool, to provide an 
introduction to how an automated system 
would work and what it would look like. 

• Components of the system include, first, an 
editing functionality in which the user can 
build a two-dimensional map of the planning 
environment. The user can edit the size and 
shape of the guideway cross-section and can 
view the design in three dimensions. Back
ground environments are rendered and the 
transit system is placed in that environment. 
Using a mouse, the user can move the view 
point within the system. A second compo
nent of the PTVS is operations simulation. 
The user can observe the system over time, 
with vehicles moving through the environ
ment. 

• The main features of visualization are the 
background area, buildings and roads in the 
planning area; the transit network represen
tation, which consists of the guideway and 
station structures; and, the user-interactive 
zooming. Once the scene is created, the user 



can move within the planning world and 
look at the system from any view point. 

• In the future, PTVS software may serve as 
a base from which even more advanced 
visualization systems could be built. An 
example of possible enhancements envision
ed for PTVS would be a texture mapped 
background environment using actual photo
graphic images. 
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Stockton Metro Transit Dist. 
1533 E. Lindsay Street 
Stockton, CA 95205 

Janice Wiggins 
AT&T 
55 Corporate Drive 
Bridgewater, NJ 08807 
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John Wilkins 
New Jersey Transit Corporation 
P.O. Box 10009 
Newark, NJ 07101 

Ellen Williams 
Pacific Bell 
3S200 2600 Camino Ramon 
San Ramon, CA 

Frank J. Wilson 
BART 
800 Madison Street 
Oakland, CA 94607 

Lawrence B. Wilson 
Unisource Systems, Inc. 
224 S. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60604 

Nigel H.M. Wilson 
MIT 
77 Massachusetts 
Room 1-180/MIT 
Cambridge, MA 02139-4307 

Park Woodworth 
Tri-Met 
4012 SE 17th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97202 

Robert M. Works 
Minnesota DOT 
Transportation Building 
Room 815 
St. Paul, MN 55155 




